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Abstract 

This creative thesis is an exploration of representations of mental illness from 

three different spaces: the theoretical, the critical and the creative. Chapter one analyses 

how mental illness has been discoursed by literary theorists and critics, and how this 

discourse; along with Hollywood film representations, has influenced our cultural 

perceptions and understanding of mental illness. Chapter two presents a critical analysis 

of representations of mental iIIness in selected plays from the modem (European and 

American) and contemporary repertoire. The plays, by writers such as Chekhov, 

Strindberg, Miller and a few contemporary writers, are analysed with the objective of 

looking at how sorne important playwrights 'have represented mental iÜness. They also 

serve as a model from which to,think about my own writing project, Alarm, an original 
. 1.· 

play about schizophrenia that is presented in chapter three. 

Key words: mental disorder; playwrighting; silences; metaphors of madness; voices, 

psychiatry, drama, family. 
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Résumé 

Cette thèse en création théâtrale se veut une exploration des représentations de la 

maladie mentale, effectuée sous trois angles: théorique, critique et créatif. 

Le l'remier chapître de la thèse consiste en une analyse des différents discours tenus par 

les th~oriclens et critiques autour de la maladie mentale. En prenant aussi en compte les 

représentations du phénomène issues des productions d'Hollywood, il s'agit de cerner 

comment ces diverses interprétations ont influencé, à un niveau culturel, notre perception 

et compréhension de la maladie mentale. 

Le deuxième chapitre présente une analyse critique des représentations de la 

maladie mentale telles qu'elles apparaissent dans une sélection de pièces de théâtre 

provenant du répertoire moderne (européen et américairi) et contemporain. Les pièces 

d'écrivains tels Chekhov, Strindberg, Miller et d'autres auteurs contemporains sont 

analysées dans le but de retrouver comment ces auteurs de premier ordre ont présenté et 

abordé la question de la maladie mentale. 

Ces œuvres servent aussi de modèle pour faire la lumière sur mon propre projet 

d'écriture, ma nouvelle pièce Alarm, traitantde la schizophrénie, et qui est présentée au' 

chapitre 3. 

Mots clés: troubles psychiques; pièce de théâtre; silences; perceptions de la folie; voix; . 

psychiatrie; famille. 
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Mental illness is the last of the diseases to have a powerful stigma surrounding it 

in Canada. This is shocking when one considers that one out of ten Canadians will suffer 

from mental iIIness at sorne point in their life. Becky Rynor reported that "schizophrenia 

affects one in every 100 ~anadians, or roughly 300,000 .... " (The Montreal Gazette). The 

World HeaIth Organization discovered that eveO'though hundreds of millions .of people in 

the world suffer with mental health disorders, the majority of them don't receive 

treatment beyond the first visit to a general practitioner (Derfel, The Montreal Gazette). 

To a certain extent the old Hollywood myths about mental illness still prèvai!. In his 

article Stigma Continues in Hollywood, Stephen Hyler discusses the persistence of 

negative stereotypes in Hollywood films. Sorne exa~ples of these are "the homicidal 

maniac", "the female patient as seductress", "the rebellious free spirit" and the "specially 

gifted" (Hyler 1-2). In my experience of teaching a typical theatre class of young actors 

who are exploring topics through improvisation, the institution scene with the "crazies" 
, 

acting weird and psychotic still reappears. The difference is that now, if a student in the 

c1ass is suffering from a mental illness, there is the possibility of il frankness about it that . 

most likely did not exist ten years ago. In general, however, although people have 

bec orne more familiar with the symptoms of mental illness since the wave of 

deinstitutionalization that began in the fifties, there is still suspicion, fear and distancing 

that occurs towards the mentally il!. This is partly because symptoms of mental iIIness 

can be socially unacceptable and disturbing, making it difficuIt for the caregiver, and 

frightening for people who overreact at times by cringing or laughing nervously (Adamec 

30). 
( 

Gilman, in her study on representations of diseases, observes a deeper need: that 

society has a need to "control arid isolate those elements that it' perceives to be 

uncontrollable" (15). We need to see a cause and behavior pattern that we understand as 

"madness," and we need to differentiate ourselves from this pattern. Based on our 
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understanding and fear of "madness" from the media, we can then reassure ourselves that 

we are not like them: 

They are aggressive and we must defend ourselves. But against whom? 
Against th~ "mad". But the mentally ill are not'all aggressive; they do 
not ail deinand to be feared by their actions, their external or internaI 
signs. Most of the mentally ill in no way correspond to our stereotype of 
them, but the perception of the smal] number of mentally ill as the 
embodimentof our image of . the "mad" causes us to place ail of the 
mentally iIl into the greater category of the "dangerous lunatic", to use a 
good nineteenth- century label. (Gilman 13) 

When the "mad" turns out to be the next door neighbor, she explains, weare 

frightened by the blurry dividing line between us and them .. We need for the 'mad' 

to be different "so we create out of the stuffof their reality myths that make.them 

different" (13). 
Î 

What are the myths that we create about the mentally ill? Three Canadian 

psychiatrists, quoted by Pippa Wysong, recently Iisted typical misconceptions that 

people have about mental i1lness. 1) "Psychiatric disorders are not true iIlnesses 

like other illnesses (i.e., cancer or heart disease)" (86). If the iIlness does not really 

exist, then it follows logically that the supposedly "ill" pers on should be able to 

improve through sheer willpower. 2) "Ali people with schizophrenia are violent" 

(86). This misconception is powerfully reinforced by the media with repetitive 

coverage of violent incidents, involving individuals with psychiatric problems such 

as the shootirtg in 2006 at Dawson College, Montreal, even though statistics show 

that violent behavior in the mentally ill population is about the same as in the 

general population. Individuals suffering from a mental illness are in fact more 

likely to be victims of crimes than perpetrators (86). However violence is one of 

the reasons that we fear and shun mental illness. 3) "People with a mental illness 

lack intelligence" (90). Although difficulties with communication and memory do 

occur with certain illnesses, intell igence or lack of it has nothing to do with mental 
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illness. Although many gifted people suffer from inental illnesses, there is no 

scientific indication that a link exists. 

How do literary and dramatic representations of "madness" affect our perceptions 

and reinforce sorne of the myths and half-truths circulating in our culture about mental 

illness? The purpose ofthis project 'is two-fold: to analyze representations of mental 

illness in a selection of plays from the modem and contemporary repertoire and to present 

an original play about schizophrenia from the perspective of the family. In order to .' 

achieve this goal the study specifically 1) looks at metaphors and half-myths about mental 

illness that circulate in our culture in literary theory, films and other theories; 2) studies a 

selection of plays, keeping the myths in mind, to explore how the representations do or do 

not perpetuate the stereotypes and 3) presents an original play about schizophreilia,an 

illness that is stilliittie understood, and mired in stigma. 

Chapter one takes a look at how films, literary theorists and other theorists have 

represented mental illness and the impact oftheir discourse in creating metaphors and 

myths about illness that we vaguely accept to be the truth. Do representations and dated 

theories of "madness" create confusing images about mental illness? It is interesting to 

think about how our fears and distancingof serious mental illnesses lead us to believe in 

myths and to be influencedby theories that cloud our understanding oftheir reality .. 

The second chapter looks at a selection of plays from playwrights from the 

modem and contemporary period to see how their artistic presentations speak to the 

theories discussed in chapter 1. The plays are also analyzed to see how important 

twentieth -century playwrights have constructed "madness" in terms of form and language 

as weil as thematically. The selection ofplays from the modem and contemporary 

repertoire is not intended to be comprehensive but rather, an exploration of how a few 

playwrights from different periodshave dramatized the subject from varied perspectives. 

With this in mind, a few plays are-selected from each of the following periods: tum of the 
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century modem European, American modem, absurdist and the contemporary period. 

AIso, the playwrights selected are those that are inspiring as role models for my project. 

Their writing is essentially rooted in a realistic style, but attempts to push the boundaries 

with poetic expression such as Arthur Miller's Death of a Salesman, and often deals with 

the family or relationships as the space of comfort and conflict from which the characters , 

express dreams and longings. 

Many playwrights do not explore mentalillness directly, perhaps because it is not 

a popular subject. As one of the exceptions, Jo Penhall writes in his play Blue/Orange: 

Schizophrenia is the worst pariah. 
One of the last great taboos. 
People don't understand it. 
They don't want to understand it. 
It scares them. 
It depresses them. 
It's not treatable with glamorous and intriguing wonderdrugs 
Like Prozac or Viagra. . 
It isn't curable .. 
Tt isn 't heroin or ecstacy ... (Penhall 49) 

Often· in plays, the iIIness is represented through a character's actions or the development 

of a sub-theme. Sometimes the iIIness portrayed is referred to as schizophrenia or 

exhibits symptoms resembling schizophrenia and sometimes the psychiatric condition is 

left undefined. Also, mentally unstable characters are sometimes presented with other 

physical problems such as alcohol abuse and drug addiction. Playwrights are most often 

not specific in their representations and so for my playanalysis, 1 have defined mental 

illness broadly, in order to encompass different writers who draw on the metaphor of 

"madness" in a variety of ways. Sometimes one or two character~ seem to be emotionally 

or mentally disturbed, and sometimes the idea of "madness" is found throughout the text. 

ln chapter three, 1 present a draft of Alarm, a play about a young girl, Melanie, 

who suddenly becomes ill with schizophrenia around the time ofher high-school 

graduation and the effect the illness has on her and her family. While trying to create a 
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believable and sympathetic èharacter in Melanie, 1 am writing the play from the 

perspective of the family, and especially the mother; who is the primary caretaker. There 

are still varied opinions in the psychiatric community about the causes and treatment of 

schizophrenia but most psychiatrists today believe that it isan iIlness of the brain, with a 

.genetic ~omponent, whose causes, despite many medical advances and theories, are still 

unknown (Torrey 129). In terms ofthe play, my understanding of schizophrenia is that ·it 

is a neuro-biological illness of the brain that is treated mainly by controlling the 
, 

symptoms with medications. Psychotherapy is helpful to give the individual who is ill 

support for dealing with the personallosses that thedisease entails, and to aS~lst with 

reintegration into the commun~ty but not as a means oftreating the actual symptoms of 

) 

the iIlness. There is no cure for schizophrenia and it affects people mostly between the 

ages of 17 and 25, often robbing them ofmany formative years oftheir lives because it 

can ta~e years to diagnose and treat with a degree of success (Torrey 80). In the play, 1 

take into account the myths and metaphors that Melanie and her family would be 

influencedby as they seek help. 



Chapter 1: Metaphors ofSchizophrenia 



This chapter examines sorne of the ways that 'Iiterary theorists have con cep

tualized mentl;l.l illness or madness in their writings for their impact on culture and to 

provide perspectives from which to analyze the selected plays. 

8 

Representations of madn,ess in literature, film and twentieth century literary 

theory have influenced our understanding and perception ofmental ilIness. Elizabeth 

Donaldson, writing about madness as ameans to represent women's rebellion, observes 

that there i~ a "slippage" that occurs between "madness" as a metaphor and "mental 

iIIness" because works of literature and psychiatrie medicine influence each other (99). 

She refers to Showalter's example of the figure of Bertha Mason in Charlotte Bronte's 

Jane Eyre, whose influence extended beyond Victorian readers to medical accounts of 

insanity (99). Another example would be Freud's interpretation of Shakespeare's Ham/et 

which supported his theory of the Oedipus complex. 

Film also has a po~erful impact on popular perception and understanding of 

mental illness. Think of the impact of the popular film rendition of Ken Kèsey's novel 

One F/ew Over the Cuckoo's Nest starring Jack Nicholson released in 1975. This 

romantic escapade, involving the patients' rebellion against t,he controlling, menacing 

staff who are more "insane" than the patients, had a broad cultural appeal. The film 

David and Lisa (1962) presented a sentimental view of institutionallife within a romantic 

scenario . 

. Metaphors surrounding ilIness, as discussed by Susan Sontag, tend to pervade our 

consciousness, encourage our fears and cloud over the true facts and complexities of the 

disease in question. The "punitive" and "sentimental" thoughts and fantasies about 

diseases prevent us from seeing them as-they really are- as physicaJ diseases (Sontag 8). 

Although illness in generallies outside the parameters ofthis study, Sontag's work 

clarifies how metaphors about diseases are generated from fear and th en circulate freely in 

the culture as half-truths. Historically, it is the diseases for which the causes have not 
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been discovered by science that open themselves up widely to metaphors. Before it was 

discovered that tuberculosis was caused by a bacterial infection, a variety of causes were 

attributed to the disease including an emotional disposition (Sontag 32). Many of the 

causes and myths about TB were transferred to insanity: 

The fancies associated' with tuberculosis and insanity have many 
parallels. Sufferers are sent to a "sanatorium" ... Once put away, the 
patient enters a duplicate world without any rules. Like TB, insanity 
is a kind of exile. The metaphor of the psychic voyage is an 
extension of the roman tic idea of travel that was associated with 
tuberculosis. (Sontag 36) 

Sontag also points to common myths about the sufferer ofboth TB and mental illness: a 

person with stro.ng passions, a sensitive nature, and a desire for self-transcendence,(36). 

Although many illnesses, such as the medical condition AlOS, fall prey to these 

9 

representations that take hold in the public consciousness and are often perpetrated by the 

media, sorne ofwhich may be false or misleading, sch,izophrenia (along with manic 

depression), in particular has a powerful social stigma attached to it. Colloquial speech 

reflects the hègative stigma surrounding mental illness: the term schizo which actually 

refers to "a schizophrenicindividual" (Miriam-Webster), is often used in a negative 

context in everyday speech, as a criticism ofbehavior. Similarly, someone who is 

perceived as overreacting emotionally may be described as "psycho", a noun that is 

defined as "a deranged or psychopathic person-not used technically" (Miriam-Webster). 

An indicator of the weight of the negative associations surrounding the illness, is 

that if an individual (who we can imagine to b~ the young woman in the accompanying 

play), were to receive a medical diagnosis of schizophrenia or a related illness, it is likely 

that she would maintain utmost secrecy on the subject to avoid prejudice from friends, 

associates and her employer (this was the experience of many cancer patients in the 

seventies) (Sontag 60). The person with the illness would most likely experience feelings 

of shame and guilt, due to the lingering negative metaphors of mental illness. ~ discourse 

of silence has also been prevalent in our present culture: considering that one persoh out 

\ 
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of a hundred suffers fromschizophrenia (Lintner 14), many of whom are young people in 

their teens and twenties, there is'comparatively little discourse and funding for research in 

comparison with other illnesses such as breast cancer, that have enormous funding 

machinery and institutional support. Torrey and Miller in The Invisible Plague (2001) 

have documented the unrecognized dramatic rise of mental illness from 1750 to the 

present which they, drawing on a popular disease metaphor, cali a plague. SchizopÎ1renia 

is not a popular disease: people do not want to know about it despit~ its growing presence 

and its vague romantic appeal when represented in film and literature. 

Retuming to our hypothetical individual, for the purposes of discussion let's 

imagine a confident, intelligent eighteen-year-old woman from a middle class family that 

generally perceives itself as supportive and caring, who after behavioral problems, has . 

just received a diagnosis of schizophrenia (or a related illness)l. What are the myths; half-

truths and falsehoods that the individual and her family would most likely suifer from, 

other than the actual disease? Within the scope ofthis chapt~r, 1 identify and attempt to 

dismantle sorne of the metaphors created by representations of mental i IIness in 1 iterature, 

films and twentieth century theory : 1) the metaphor of the "Madwoman in the Attic", 

begun in the feminist theoretical writings of theseventies, which has p;rpetuated the 

notion that mental illness is at sorne level an act of rebellion towards society; 2) the belief 

that the causes of mental illness lie in one's family history (with blame directed towards 

the mother), and 3)the idea, which has its roots in the writings of Foucault and the 

influential anti-psychiatry movement of the sixties and seventies, that "insanity" or 

"madness" does not exist but is a response to existing social cultural norms and values 

(Salem-Wiseman 843). 1 th en examine the theoretical approach of Lennard J. Davis, 

whose work on the representations of disabilities and on the images of normalcy that 

1 This character description refers to Melanie, the protag~nist of the play in Chapter 3. Melanie, 
after experiencing unusual symptoms over a period of ci few months, is diagnosed with 
schizophrenia. 



promote these representations may be helpful for interpreting representations of mental 

illness in a way that incorporates the compl~xities of the disease as we understand it 

today, and most importantly, does not create further suffering for its victims. 

Il 

The myth of the "mad woman" of the 19th century rebelling against the patriarchal 

ties that figuratively hold her down, inhibiting her creativity, education, social and 

politicallife is an appealing metaphor that has served feminists since Gilbert and Gubar's 

landmark study Mad Woman in the Attic was written in 1979. The "madwoman" refers to 

the mad Bertha, Rochester's first wife in Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre. The authors draw 

upon the metaphor of"madness" to express, asLeitch coins it, "the anxiety ofauthorship" 

that women writers experienced in order to write (2022). She stands for everything the 

female writer cannot express: her body is suffering from iIIness as a response to cultural 

pressures. Leitch describes their theorizing, which has similarities to the theories of 

embodiment of Michel Foucault and Susan Bordo, in the following manner: 

Employing a psychological approach to literature, they focus on the 
psychic cost of repression and on bodily symptoms that are 
interpreted as responses to societal oppression. (2022) 

The problem with the metaphor of the "mad woman", c1early intended by the authors as a 

metaphor, and not as a referentto mental illness (in the c1inical sense), is that the 

delineation between the metaphor and the reality become murky. One thinks ofwomen 

going berserk (hair disheveled, dirty c1othing, sexually deviant, yelling fierce obscenities) 

in a world controlled by men, who want them to remain permanently obliging with their 

delicate dispositions and domestic orientation; The weaknesses with this metaphor are 

that it speaks more of gender politics than madness and directs responsibility for madness 

towards women who find their voice through insanity. Charlotte Perkins Gilman's gothic 

short story The Yel/ow Wal/paper (1892) expresses this binary of patemal, controlling, 

benevolent husband (also a doctor) and subdued, obedient wife who is progressively 

becoming more ill with hallucinations (the threatening wallpaper), tom between secretly 
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writing about her schizophrenic joumey (or post-partum depression), and attempting to 

rest and obey her husband and physician. On an abstract level, the metaphor is effective 

because it expresses the frustration and difficulties ofthe womanauthor trying to create 

despite tremendous odds. However, it does not allow for the very real terrifying 

biological changes her body is experiencing and would be experiencing regardless ofher 

husband's strategies. We feel it would De easier for her to bear the ilIness ifher husband 

responded to her needs (for company, for a change ofroom) instead offollowing the 

,?octor's prescribed tteatment ofrest and isolation. However, to attribute the progression 

of her i IIness or "madness" to the repression of her needs and creativity is too simplistic 

given the understanding we have today about schizophrenia as "primarily a biochemical 

disorder" (Lintner 68). There is also a~ acute schizophrenia that is associated with p~st

partum depression from which patients normally completely recover with treatment today 

(Lintner 36). Charlotte Gilman Perkins's story is based on het own experience with an 

acute post-partum depression, from which it seems that she later completely recovered, as 

she went on to lead a productive creative life and embarked on a second marri age that 

lasted . 

. Tillie Olsen, in herimportant work Silences (1978), referring to the long absences 

ofwriting in writers' lives (both men and women) for a variety ofreasons such as 

poverty, employment and depression, reveals how women writers face additional 

obstacles to finding the time and space for writing because oftheir commitments as 

mothers and wives. 1t took Katheri.ne Ann Porter twenty years to write Ship of Foois 

while juggling the demands offamily and everyday life with her writing. The silence 

imposed by the tragic deaths ofwriters Virginia Woolf, Ann Sexton and Sylvia Plath have 

emotionally embedded in readers a question about the relationship between mental illness, 

women and writing but also about the severity of their s~mptoms and the nature of their 

illnesses. The obstacles faced by women in a repressive society, amongst a complexity of 
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other causes, possibly lead to depression and other physical manifestations of stress, but 

"madness". as a metaphor, which we associate with mental illness, is too limiting and 

punitive because it tends to attach responsibilityto the women who suffer for not being 

strong enough to cope. What explanation is offered for those repressed women of the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries who did not succumb to madness? And how does.one 

explain the male writers who struggled with mental illness su ch as Edgar Allen Poe 

whose ""Tell-Tale Heart", published in 1843 Îs frequently cited as a "classic literary 

descripti.on of auditory hallucinations" (Torrey and Miller 230). Americans Nathaniel 

Hawthorne and Herman Melville as weil as James Joyce, Ernest Hemingway, August 

Strindberg and many others also wrote a fair amount about insanity, hallucinations and. 

asylums (Torrey and Miller 232, 233). 

The particular connection between women and mental illness was examined by 

Elaine Showalter in her compellirig history of madness and women in England, the 

Female Malady: Women, Madness and English Culture, 1830-1980 (1985). She laments 

the statistical overrepresentation ofwomen in mental institutions, a number that increased 

in the nineteenth century and still exists in the twentieth century, based on a 1967 study 

(3). Fuller and Miller claim that the fallacy of Showalter's thesis was revealed by Joan 

Busfield and Andrew Scull: 

The "statistical overrepresentation" was' caused by the fact that 
women lived longer than men and thereforeoutnumbered them in 
many asylums. Schizophrenia, the single largest contributor to 
insanity, is weil documented to occur both earlier and more severely . 
in men. (313) 

Without being able to easily ascertain the accuracy of the contradictory information, it is 

interesting to note the connections between women and "madness" that Showalter 

uncovered as they contribute to the metaphor of the mad rebellious woman. She found 

that madness was perceived as " ... the essential feminine nature unveiling itself before 

scientific male rationality ... women, within our dualistic systems of language and 
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representation, are typically situated on the side of irrationality, silence, nature and body, 

while men are situated on the side ofreason, discourse, culture, and mind (4). Madness is . 

perceived "metaphorical1y and symbolically ... " as a feminine iIIness;even when men 

succumb to it (4). Phyllis Chesler in her study Women and Madness (1972) attributes the 

punitive label of insanity assigned to women to gender politics. The French feminists 

Helene Clxoux and Xavere Gauthier, also understood insanity as " ... the hi,storical label 

applied to female protest and revolution" and they perceived the nineteenth century 

"hysterics" as women revolutionaries whose physical symptoms were an expression of 

opposition to male science (Showalter 5). Showalter herself, in the introduction ofher 

study, admits to the dangers ofromanticizing mental iIIness: 

A sei'ious historÎ<.:al study of the female malady should not 
romanticize madness as one of women's wrongs any more th an it 
should accept an essentialist equation between femininity and 
insanity. Rather it must. introduce how, in a particular cultural 
context, notions of gender influence the definition and, consequently, 
the treatment of mental disorder. (5) 

Showalter's work may be applauded for its revelations of the influences of cultural forces 

and gender dynamics in the history of psychiatry and the treatment of women. However 

the notion that mental ilIness Îs a bodily response to culture is questionable due to its 

simplicity-would we say that about cancer today?-and although she laments the 

"cultural construction of female insanity" (19) she, along with other feminists ofthe 

seventies, has contributed to the misleading metaphor of the rebellious madwoman. 

Another persistent myth about mental ilIness that our eighteen year old and her 

family may have to contend with is that somehow, at the root of the illness, the family is 

to blame and, it would be ofno surprise to ShowaIter and other contemporary feminist 

theorists, that the principle target is the mother2
• The roots ofthis tendency to blame the 

family are difficult to locate but it seemsto have risen from the growth and popularity of 

2 In the play, the parents, particularly the mothèr, experience feelings of guilt for having failedtheir 
daughter somehow. 
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psychoanalysis in the twentieth century. Modem psychiatry and psychoanalysis came 

into being with the work of Sigmund Freud, thé pioneer of psychoanalysis, and his 

followers. At the tum of the century in Europe, psychiatrists were tuming their attention 

to nervous disorders and Freudian theories of hysteria, an illness on the rise, which was 

often accompanied with a loss of speech. Freud and Brewer's now famous treatments of 

hysteria, which seemed to engage psychiatrists in a more humane approach towards the 

patient with aprocess oftalking and listening, were instrumental in the beginnings of 

psychoanalysis (Showalter 159). Freud Iinked hysteria and anxiety with earlier sexual 

problems: 

He theorized that much hysteria and anxiety could be explained on 
the grounds of patients' early experiences, with sexual trauma and 
with adult experiences of sexual abstinence, masturbation, and such 
practices as coitus interruptus. After 1897, Freud came to believe that 
it was not actual sexual trauma but the fantasies of incest in 
childhood that op~ned the weil springs of neurosis in his aduIt female 
patients. (Shorter 149) 

Once again, feminists generalize in their interpretations of illness as simply political. 

Showalter and Cixoux interprethysteria as an expression of "suppressed rebellion" in . 

women due to its overwhelming occurrence in women, during a time of political and 

social struggle: 

During an era when patriarchal culture felt itselfto be under atlack by 
its rebellious daughters, one obvious defense was to label women 
campaigning to the universities, the professions, and the vote as 
mentally disturbed, and ail of the 'nervOl~s disorders of the fin de 
siècle, hysteria was the most strongly identified with the feminist 
movement. (ShowaIter 145) 

Cixoux' interpretation ofFreud's famous documented work with Dora, a patient suffering 

from hysteria who had lost her voice, is that Dora's hysteria is an.expression ofa 

rebellion, and a form of "female language" (qtd Showalter 160). Gilbert and Gubar 

concur that hysteria was a primarily female illnessand they propose that Vicforian women 
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were indirectly urged by their culture to be iII, as the Victorian prescribed role of 

"femininity" entailed frailty and siclmess (2030) . 

. In England it was the return of a great number of shell-shocked soldiers during 

and after the Great War (who were housed in the hospitals and institutions) that shifted 

the focus of the psychiatrists away from the women to the men, who were developing 

their own symptoms of hysteria and were being declared "insane". Freud's discoveries in 

the fields ofpsychoneurosis and psychotherapy were used in the treatment ofthese men, 

and the practice ofpsychotherapy by doctors such as William Rivers brought psychiatry 

in Englandinto its modern phase. Psychotherapy as a treatment for schizophrenia was not 

endorsed by Freud but evolved with later influences, such as the century's medical focus 

on analysis described by Foucault (History of Sexuality 45), and the inward search for the 

truth in one's history(sexual and other) which impacted the treatment of mental illness in 

general. 

Freud, the pioneer of psychoanalysis, was firmly of the opinion that 
schizophrenia was an iIlness caused by physical factors, and hence 
unresponsive to psychoanalysis. Most experts now agree that 
psychoanalysis is contraindicated. at every stage and in evety type of 
schizophrenia, although of value in neurosis. (Lintner 66) 

Lintner however explains that sometimes psychotherapy will help a patient cope with 

other problems reJated to the illness like social readjustment or loneliness, problems that 

accompany many diseases (66). 

Although it is beyond the scope of this study to trace the history of 

psychoanalysis and Freud's monumental impact in the field, it is relevant to note that the 

treatmel1t ofhysteria, perceived in the discourse as a woman's illness, and Freud's interest 

in early sexual trauma as a cause of neurosis, along with an abundance of enthusiasm for 

psychoanalysis in the sixties may have contributed to the myth of the mother being the 

one to b/arne. 
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In literary and film representations of schizophrenia from the fifties to the 

seventies, fictionalized stories of intense psychotherapy and institutional suffering 

involving use of brain-numbing drugs, electroshock therapy, lobotomy, and icepack 

treatment, reflect indirectly the medical practiceS of the time. According to Shorter's 

History of Psychiatry, although pre-1960' s asylums "had become pretty desperate places" 

(277), literary and film representations were often misleading in their portrayal ofthe 

evils of psychiatry. Examples of interpretations of the abuses of institutional treatment 

are the novel The Snake Pit (1946) by Mary Jan'e Ward and the film Frances about actress 

Frances Farmer, played by Jessica Lange. Hannah Green's 1 Never Promised You a Rose 

Garden is an adolescent'sjourney ofhealing to relative health through psychotherapy, 

while living in an institution, with the guidance of an accomplished, sensitive therapist. 

This harrowing, insightful novel is especially poignant when read from today's 

perspective of medical science's advances with neuroleptic drugs that have vastly 

improved the treatment of schizophrenia for those individuals who will take them. The 

parents in the novel (especially the mother), who suffer tremendously as they seek to 

understand the causes for their daughter's illness in their own failures, reflect an 

experience that is shared in many testim,onials of the period. In the testimonial Thi~ 

Stranger my Son; a Mother 's Story (1968), Wilson, the alithor and mother of an i1l son, 

in seeking treatment for him, not only suffers deeply for years while seeking help, but is 

actually blamed by a psychiatrist who asks her to leave so that he may discuss the case 
, 

privately with the father. Equus (1974) by Peter Schaeffer is a dramatization, evoking a 

Greek drama, about a therapeutic relationship in the treatment of a deeply disturbed boy 

(the iHness is not defined) whose family has also suffered. ln a compelling scené, the 

mother defends her innocence and parenting approach to Doctor Dysart. Some more 

recent representations of schizophrenia reflect vividly the imaginative world of 

. hallucinations and disturbed thinking as i,n the film A 8eautiJù/ Mtnd (2001), the novel 
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This Much 1 Know Is True (1998) by Wally Lamb, and David Auburn's play Proof(200l) 

to name but a few. The presence of anxiety and suffering for loved ones seems to be 

consistent with all representations of the illness, but the mother figure seems to be less 

culpable today. 

The last metaphor hovering over mental illness is that it does not really exist. 

Returning to our eighteen year old who has received a diagnosis, there may be feelings of 

shame related to pressure from self, friends and family because of the vague notion that if 

she would try harder to overcome the symptoms (i.e., get ajob; go back to school) or 
, 

change her environment,the illness may subside. The young woman and the family may 

also be suspicious of the medication and its side-effects (self-medication with street drugs . 

may ~omplicate the issue)3. Although personal effort and perseverance, it may be argued, 

play an important role in fighting disease, bé it cancer, multiple sclerosis or Alzheimer's, 

with mental illness, there is more often a perception that the problem is "emotional" and 

can somehow be attended to with sheer willpower. Although one cannot imagine telling 

someone who has Alzheimer's, another disease of the brain, to try harder, it is 

conceivable to imagine this scenario, albeit an insensitive one, with mental illness. 

From where does this notion arise? The anti-psychiatry movement began in 

1961 with the puBlication ofthree major texts: Michel Foucault's Histoire de la Folie, 

Thomas Szasz's The My th of Mental Illness and Erving Goffman's Asylums. Foucault's 

philosophical critique of the power institutions and methods of modern medicine greatly 

influenced thiriking about mental illness over the next few decades. The theories and 

practice of R. D. Laing, the renowned English psychoanalyst, also influenced the cultural 

discourse about psychiatry and mental illness. Insanity was generally perceived by these 

writers as the product of social or economic forces~importantly, these are cultural forces 

3 Melanie refuses to take her anti-psychotic medication because she is afraid of welght gain: She 
becomes dependant on tranquilizers and smokes marijuana to relieve her symptoms. She has 
stoppedcommunicating with her friends because of her shame. 
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that exist outside of the individual. Foucault theorizes about society's desire to expel 

madness, "a manifestation of non-being" (115), which had replaced leprosy as the 

dominant illness of the Middle Ages, and then to organize madness through asylums in 

"the great confinement" that began in the 17th century (Madness 38). He attributes the 

beginning of the era of confinement to be in 1656, with the creation of the 

Hôpital Général and cites the principal economic objective of the enterprise as "to put an 

end to unemployment or at least to begging" (47). Foucault philosophizes about madness 

metaphorically, about the various shapes and forms it has presented itself in culturally 

throughout literature and history such as mania, melancholia, hysteria and hypochondria. 

He also discusses the cultural changes vis-à-vis madness throug;hout the centuries: 

whereas the great confinement was a problem of distancing ofthe "mad" and unwanted in 

society (similar to the earlier treatme~t ~f lepers), in the 1 8th century, the mad began tobe 

questioned by medicine, a movement fuelled by society's fear of disease and 

contamination (206). Foucault traces how madness had become associated with crime, 

degeneracy, "and the lower depths of society" (259). His work illuminates the 

complexities of political, economic, religious and social dynamics in relationship to the 

categorizing, essentializing and distancing of disease. However the neglitive reaction to 

his work from psychiatrists was perhaps a response to his vague romanticizing of madness 

and removing it completely from the realm ora physical biolcigical diseasein the bliain, . 

just as medical advances were being made in the field. Foucault's abstract philosophical 

history, in the atmosphere of the sixties' culture of revoit, was perhaps interpreted too 

literally. From Shorter's perspective: 

Yet a handful of intellectuals in particular became identified with the 
anti-psychiatry movement. And the force of their ideas brewed up a 
mass hostility to the advance ofbiological thinking within psychiatry. 
The movement's basic argument was that psychiatric illness is not 
medical in nature but social, political and legal: Society defines what 
schizophrenia or depression is, and not nature. If psychiatric illness 
is thus socially constructed, it must be deconstructed in the interest of 



freeing deviants, free spirits, and exceptional creative people from 
the stigma ofbeing "pathological". (274) 
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Scasz, in his work, directly argues that "the phenomenon psychiatrists call 'schizophrenia' 

is not a demonstrable disease but the name of certain kinds of social deviance" (qtd 303 

Torrey and Miller). Even though today "magnetic resonance imaging and neuropathology 

have unequivocally established schizophrenia and manic depressive illness are diseases of 

the-brain" according to Totrey and Miller, Scasz' questioning of the existence of mental 

ïllness "has cast a pail over inquiriesregarding insanity's origins and historieity" (304). 

The portrayal ofhospital psychiatrie patients who are sympathetic and "normal," 

being persecuted by "evil" psychiatrists in One Flew Over the Cuckaa 's Nest and the 

escape of the patients from the hospital to live happily in the community in the movie 

King of Hearts are but a few examples ofthis type ofrepresentation. The madwoman 

from Giraudoux' fantasy play The Madwaman of Chaillot, who is romantically depieted 

as a poor but wise "queen" of the Paris underground (with a loyal following of society' s 

"rejects") is a moving poetic representation of our desire to turn insanity into something 

emotionally and politieally satisfying. Unfortunately, these representations depieting the 

"sane" world ofthe dominant power structures as more insane than the individuals 

actually labeled as mad, are a stark contrast to the large number of homeless individuals 

suffering from mental illnesses and living on the streets of Western cities today, as a 

result of deinstitutionalization. 

R. D. Laing, who followed the early theorists of the sixties with The Palitics of 

Experience (1967) and other philosophical and poetic writings, became a leader of the 
1 

New Left movement in his search to help victims with mental illnesses which he believed 

to be "rational adjustments" to an insane world (qtd Torrey and Miller 305). Showalter, 

in her history of madness in England, describes his bizarre yet influential thinking that 

attracted many followers, inCluding prominent doctors and patients, to London in the 
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seventies to live in his commune and experiment with him. Eventually his 

experinientation in mental iIIness which had extended to drug and alcohol excesses, lost 

respect from the professional medical community; Laing later on distanced himseIf 

completely from his own leftist theories. However,. such was his influence, due in part to 

his poetic writing and literary and philosophical allusions that weil into the seventies, 

people were still avidly reading his books. 

Laing's earlier theories from case studies about schizophrenia, gender and the' 

family were more fully articulated in The Divided Self( 1960) where he understands 

psychosis as " ... an intensification of the divisions within the selfthat mirrored the 

compartmentalization and fragmentation of modem society" (Showalter 227). It is partly 

from the theoriesin this work, and their interpretations, that the blame for mental illness 

was directed towards the parents, especially the mother. The theorists of the anti

psychiatrymovement were important for their political impact on the humanization of 

psychiatry and for creating discourse about the complex problems and purposes ofthè 

institution system which was, dismantIed in the eighties. However, with their emphasis on 

the social context of mental illness and somewhat obscure philosophizing, they 

inadvertently created a mystical cloud that cast its existential shadow over mental iIIness 

for decades to come. 

In writing and thinking about the metaphors in representations of schizophrenia, 

other metaphors come to mind that deserve exploration. Creativity and even genius are 

often understood to be a 'co-habitant of mental illness- both schizophrenia and manic

depressive psychosis- as reflected in Proofin which the father is a mathematical genius, 

and also in countless examples from literature. Leibman, in his survey of madness in 

modem fiction, discovered depictions of "madness as a means of attaining knowledge or 

acquiring virtue" (401). It is common knowledge that many prolific writers and artists 

who suffered from mental illnesses have also created masterpieces, one of the most 
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famous being Vincent Van Gogh. Another lingering myth related to the idea that ins:mity 

does not exist, is that medication is harmful andthreateningto the personàlity and to 

creativity, partly due to historical representations, and to our complex perceptions about· 

medication and illness in general. Resistance to medication is a major problem for 

sufferers of mental illness (Lintner 64). Although anti-psychotic drugs do have side-

effects, they are not as severe as they are perceived to he. According to Torrey, in the 

cliché image of the over-medicated schizophrenic patient, the lethargy, which is a 

symptom of the illness, is often believed to he caused by the medication (191). 

To summarize, literary theory in its analysis of interpretations of madnessneeds 

to remain connected to the medical reality ofthe illness that has evolved tremendously in 

the last few decades and to the individual who is il!. Although the early feminist 

arguments about the social limitations and historical repression of women in political, 

social and artistic life in relation to mental iIlness are iIluminating and fruitful, feminist 

readings thàt are centered on the metaphor of the "mad woman" which places'illness 

itsèlf, as an act of rebellion against outside forces, are no longer satisfying. More 

recently, Susan Bordo analyses anorexia, as a form of resistance, where the sufferer 

unconsciously embodies the cultural and social coding demands for "self-modification"; 

however she also acknowledges the componentof physical addiction to the effects of 

starvation in the illness (2363, 2364). Anorexia, often considered as a mental illness, is 

for her both a biological reality and symptomatic of the cultural experience. Thus, 

anorexia is both a reaction to outside forces (cultural pressure to he thin) and a biological . 

illness. 

For Shoshanna Felman, madness remains a response to culturalconditioning but 

she relates it to Jacques Derrida's metaphysical discussion of "dichotomous oppositions 

which dominate philosophical thought (Presence/Absence, Being/Nothingness, . . 

TruthlError, Same/Other, ldentity/Difference etc.) ... ", thus thinking about madness as it 
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relates to its polar opposite, sanity (8). In her critical work on the poetry of Edgar Allen 

Poe, whose work expresses many classic symptoms of psychosis, she criticizes the 

analysis of psychoanalytical theorists who treat "Poe's works as nothing other than the 

recreations ofhis neuroses ... " and in doing so faU into the trap ofhighlighting Poe's 

"sickness" versus normalcy, and reducinghis poetry to an expression ofhis psychosis în 

lieu of appreciating its artistic merit (141). 

Elizabeth Donaldson, advocates a shifting to a perception of mental 

illness that views it as a physical impairment: 

In my experience, theoiies that pay attention exclusively to the social 
causes and construction of mad identity while overlooking the 
materiel conditions of the body, and the body as materiel condition, 
have a limited political scope (2). 

She wants us to demystify literary representations of "madness" by considering mental 

iIlness with its physical reality as weil as cultural and social complexities. This is similar 

to the ideas of Lennard Davis in Enforcing Normalcy: Disability, Deafness and the Body, 

who views disability as a physical reality and examines the way its representations are 

manipulated to differentiate 'normal' from 'other'. He cites many examples of films that 

produce body images of the ideal "normal" body (idealized for consumption by means of 

film stars)juxtaposed with the "disabled" body as ifto reinforce "normalcy" by 

distancing the "other" in a variety of ways. He also discusses the absence of disabled· 

bodies to represent the universal: 

With the same regularity that bodies of color were kept out of the· 
mainstream (and even the avant-garde) media in the years before the 
civil rights movement, so too are disabled bodies disqualified from 
representing universality (2418). 

This same tendency to distance individuals with mental disorders, by focusing on the 

aspects of the disorder that differentiate them from "normalcy" either through 

exaggeration of symptoms or violent behavior and romanticisation of the experience of 

illness, contributes to stigma and misinformation. Davis would be impressed with a 
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recent production of Skydive (2007) by Walter Kerr at Centaur theatre (Montreal), co-

produced with Rearwheels Theatre, in which a quadriplegic actor is in choreographed 

flight throughout the play. The play both physically and metaphorically crosses the 

boundary between disabled and "normal", engaging the audience in a universal story of 

two, brothers who pursue a childhood dream to go skydiving. Theactors' physical 

differences are concealed with choreography and technical manipulation, allowing for the 

play's themes of the human spirit overcoming obstacles, and the magic of flight and 

dreams, to engage the audience's attention. 

The metaphors ofschizophrenia, in literary and film presentations and literary 

theory, may be clouding our view of mental illness and that of our eighteen-year-old 

woman and her family. These myths and half-truths-that it is an expression offeminine 

rebellion, that it is rooted in family dysfunction, that it possibly does not exist, that it is 

associated' with genius-are revealing of an underground discourse arising from fear and 

distancing ofthis powerful disease that we often see around us, but whose cause is 

unknown. Thinking about Skydive and its ability to transcend the differences between 

"disabled" and "normal", how can a play about mental illness, express a family's joumey 

without resorting to metaphors and myths about "madness" to engage the reader and 

audience's imagination? This question leads us to chapter two, where 1 look at how 

selected playwrights have written and staged mental disorders in the twentieth century. 

Î 



Cf\apter 2: Representations of "Mental illness" in Selected Plays 
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Introduction 

How do playwrights of Western twentieth- century theatre write about and 

dramatize mental iIlness? A great number of playwrights have written about mental 

iIIness, most often by indirectly alluding to symptoms in one or two characters, such as in 

the plays of Tennessee Williams and sometimes by dealing with the subject more directly 
< 

such as Jo Penhall's play about schizophrenia, Blue/Orange or Peter Wèiss' Marat Sade. 

1 have selected a small number of plays from the modem and contemporary repertoire that 

dramatize mental illness in various ways, in order to analyze how thèy do or do not reflect 

the myths and metaphors discussed in chapter one, myths that prevail ih our culture and 

are often perpetuated in literature, film and literary theory. To narrow the selection, 1 pay 

closer attention to a few plays from each period that speak to me more directly, in terms 

of my writing project, in the ways that the illness is represented, written and staged by the 

playwrights. My play is about how family relationships are strcssed by iIIness and 

especially about the mother' s Joumey, her expectations and disappointments, -as she tries 

to help her daughter .. 

This chapter does not discuss in depth the influence of films on our thinking 

about mental illness although there is no doubt that films, with the~r wide cultural appeal, 

have been powerful in shaping cultural perceptions. For example, The Oscar-winning 

film version of Kesey's novel One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest (1975) created fear in 

people about ECT (electroconvulsive therapy) as'a treatment option for major depression 

and sorne types of schizophrenia. According to RaeJ Isaac, the method of ECT in the 

film, depicted as a form of torture to subdue Nicholson's character (R. P. Mac Murphy) 

did not reflect modem ECT procedure,which involves muscle relaxants and anesthesia 

that had actually been in use for a decade previous to filming (Isaac 165). Films such as 

The Snake Pit (1948), 1 Never Promised you a Rose Garden (1977), Frances (1982), The 

Madness of King George (1994) and more recently Girl Interrupted (1999) and A 
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Beautifu/ Mind (2001) are examples of popular mainstream films, often based on patient 

narratives, that have captiv~ted audiences, each presenting their viewpoint on the causes, 

symptoms and treatment of mental illness. Sometimes the Hollywood viewpoint being 

presented has deviated considerably from the truth, as in the sensationalized story of 

Frances Farmer (Kauffman 1). However, Frances, with its.demonization of the mother 

and negative portrayal of the institution, was well-received through the culturallens of 

1980, with Jessica Lange being nominated for an Oscar for her portrayal ofFrances 

Farmer. In other cases such as A Beautifu/ Mind, Hollywood, delivers a refreshing, 

contemporary, thought-provoking look at mental illness. Interestingly, both ofthese films 

reinforce metaphors of me~tal iIlness discussed in .chapter 1: in Frances the mother is 

blamed for the daughter's illness and in A Beautifu/ Mind, genius and illness are 

inextricably linked in the viewer's mind, as we care deeply about the struggles of John 

Nash (portrayed by Russell Crowe) trying to overcome his illness without medication. 

The enthusiastic reception ofthis film, apart from its quality and originality, is possibly 

due to our satisfaction with the myth of the "lJlad" having special powers of the mind. 

More specifically my discussion of plays is focused on how mental illness is 

, written structtirally and poetically as weil as how it is presented thematically. What is the 

language iJsed to portray the inner life of the person with a psychiatrie illness? How does 

the play's construction serve to reflect the reality of the person who is ill? 

European Modern Drama 

It is possible that the structure of the dramatic form itself, with its need for 

conflict and narrative to capture an audience's attention, lends itselfto a psychoanalytical 

interpretation of mental illness wherein societal and familial causes reign (Clare 1888). It 

is more fascinating for audiences to watch characters struggle to overcome 

psychologically-rooted battles with themselves, each other and their murky pasts th an to 

leam about a biologicalreality to the illness. The ever-present need to discover 
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underly!ng causes of mental illness is possibly a result of the fear we feel when faced with 

its mysteries and disturbing symptoms. It is also rooted historically, in the connection 

between the psychotherapy model and the medical model (Miller, Hubble, Duncan 158). 

The medical model's approach to disease is that b,r discovering the underlying causes one 

may find a cure (Miller, Hubble, Duncan 158). It is not surprising then thatin many plays 

in the modem repertoire, the causes of mental illness are attributed to a character's 
) 

psychological and family history. This preoccupation with psychology in the theatre 

reflects the changes marked by Foucault, in the medical profession of the 19\h century, a 

century that became fascinated by the science of psychiatry (History of Sexuality 45). 

Also,with the advent ofrealism and radicalchanges that occurred in the . . 

European theatre in the latter part of the 19th Century, attention became focused on the 

conflicted personality of the individual and the quest for happiness or sorne form of inner . 

peace (Worthen 599). Although "madness" has always captivated the interest ofearlier 

playwrights such as William Shakespeare, innovative playWrights, directors and designers 

1 

of this period wanted plays to reflect issues of social relevance and to present Iife, 

ordinary people and their milieus more realistically on the stage. To summarize briefly, 

the representational style of acting and the drawing-room comedies about the upper 

classes were gradually replaced by a more eamest realistic style of acting developed in 
. . . 

Russia by Constantin Stanislavski andby serious plays about 'real' people [rom aIl 

classes of society. Henrik Ibsen, honored by critics as the father of modem drama, was 

the playwright who carved new directions in the theatre by writing major dramas of social 

significance in a new realistic style, influenced by notions of the weil-made play and by 

novelists ofthe period. Famous for plays that provoked discussions of the women's 

movement such as A Dol! 's House (1879) and Hedda Gabier (1890), Ibsen bought to the 

stage discussions of a social and political nature that had not previously been dramatized. 

In Ghosts (1881), the stigma apd symptoms of syphilis are represented along with a 
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suggestion of ineest in the relationship between Oswald and Regina, the servant girl. The 

effc;~cts of aJcoholism, tuberculosis, and the physical and psychological effects of a 

parent's transgressions on their offspring were aH part ofhis thematic; Oswald, depressed 

and aimless, is influenced by thesins ofhis father whowas a philanderer and drinker. For 

Ibsen, and other Ieading playwrights such as August Strindberg, Anton Chekhov and 

George Bernard Shaw, the theatre became a place to tllink about society's woes, to debate 

politieaJ ideas and to explore psychological turmoil in characters. 

Although Ibsen broke ground by writing with attention to the complexity of 
/ 

charàeters and environmental influences on the personality, his plays pertain Jess directly 

to mental iIlness than do Strindberg' s, perhaps as a result of Strindberg' s own struggles 

with psychiatrie problems which he deseribed in his autobiographical novel Inferno 

(1897). If Ibsen was the Father of Modem drama, Strindberg was the uncle who Ieft .' 

home, the "bad boy" with something to prove. His body ofwork, which crosses many 

genres oftheatre from historieal plays to expressionism, has influeneed playwrights 

around the wo'r1d with writers like Edward Albee and Eugene O'Neill giving him credit as 

an important influence on their writing. He wrote arguments between men and women 

that still have thecapacity to shock today, mu ch in the way that Edward Albee's Martha 

and George's vieiousness towards eaeh other in Who 's Afraid 0/ Virginia Wolfe (1962), 

takes one aback. 

The Father by August Strindberg was written in" 1887 as a response to Ibsen's A 

Doll's House. In response to Nora's feminism which grated on Strindberg (Worthen 

625), he ereated the Captain, the intelligent protagonist orthe play, a respected scientist, 

who is tormented and repressed by the women ofhis household, especiallyLaura, his 

manipulative wife. The play, a tightly-constructed naturalistie pieee that takes place in a 

drawing room with minimal eharaeters, is concemed predominantly with the battle of the 

sexes: the marriage has deteriorated to the point ofbecoming an ali-out war with their 
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daughter Bertha as the pawn. The direction of the young girl's education, towards the arts 

or sciences, is the topic that is fuellirig the marital argument. Laura's weapon is to create 

doubt in the mind of the captain about his pàtemity to his daughter. When reàding the 

contemporary and cutting language ofthis play, with sorne minor adjustmentsin setting 

and iilcidentals, one feels that it could.have been written today as a bitter drama of 

divorce. However in the late 1880's, and the world of the play, there existed the very real 

threat of an institutional placement, a threat that no longer applies with our community-

oriented care systems. Laura, without too much difficulty convinces the authorities to put 

her husband in a straighijacket and send him to an institution even though he had a single 

outburst of violence (throwing a buming lamp) in the escalation of an argùment, and 

throughout the play shows no other signs of"insanity". However, his atheism and Iiberal 

beliefs distance him from the conservative social norms Ofthe.period and seem to 

contrihute to the other characters' shunning of him. Strindberg ultimately allows the 

captain's own doulits and anger over his marri age to cause his mental unraveling. He 

wams his wife Laura that he is going "mad": 

My emotions are still pretty much within my control and will be as 
long as my willpower remains in working order. But you have 
gnawed and chewed on it so that the cogs are wom smooth, and soon 
the ear wheels will slip and the whole mechanism will spin backward 
and fly to pieces. (The Fa/her 637) 

And later he accuses her: 

Your behaviour has succeeded in arousing my suspicions to the point 
where my acumen is blunted and my thoughts run wild-the onset of 
madness-what you have been waiting for, and what might come at 
any moment. (637) 

"Madness" with Strindberg is a loss of control. of one's emotions and thoughts 

and it can be caused by one person's'power over another. The thoughts running wild 

could resemble the barrage ofthoughts that schizophrenics experience. He is so unnerved 

by his wife's tormenting him with the uncertainty ofhis patemity to his daughter, that h~ 
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drifts into a state of anguish and seems to actually "tosehis mind" by the end of the play 

(643). In Strindberg's representation, there is no suggestion of a biologÎcal cause of the . 

illness: it does not exist initially, but is provoked through the power of suggestion, as an 

ultimate weapon in a power struggle. By having the Captain committed, Laura cruelly 

wins the war and is free to decide her daughter's future. 

Strindberg's representation of mental iIlness in The Father is multi-faceted: 

although he describes the development of "madness" in his protagonist, he also supports 

the notion or myth that mental iIIness is a construct, used by individuals and society to 

punish and control individuals. The theme of the hero being labeled with "madness" as 

hé struggles against a dominating power figure (or as in this case, succumbs) is a familiar 

narrative echoed in many twentieth-century narratives (the female shrew as the power is 

also familiar)/The captain is an.intelligentarticulate man "ofreason" who is pushed into 

a nervous breakdown and incarcerated without sufficient cause. The only factor that 

Strindberg writes in the climax to justify the institutionalization, is the father's act of 

attempted violence against his daughter. This reflects Foucault's observations of the 

sanatorium being used for imprisoning the undesirables and cri minaIs whether they were 

mentally il1 or not. Strindberg also plants seeds of doubt about the captaÎn's behavior to 

keep thé audience questioning his state of mind: he refuses to eat and takes.off angrily in 

the night; he obsesses about the patemity ofhis child. The character of Laura is so 

extreme in her cruelty that we wonder about Strindberg's perception and intentions in the 

creation of the conflict between the two. Is the captain's reality that of a paranoid 

schizophrenic or is hea victim of Laura's manipulations? Although the playwright's 

intentions seem to be the latter, the w~iting sometimes creates a surrealistic view of the 

world from the captain's mind. 

Although Strindberg, who se own experience with three marri ages was 

tumultuous, usually places the woman in the aggressive domineering position, in Miss 
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Julie, it is the lower class valet, Jean, who exerts his power over Julie, hypnotizing her 

into a trance and sending her to her self-intlicted death (758). His characters, in states of 

extreme emotional passion, because of love or anger, lose control oftheir willpower. 

How does Strindberg use language to con vey mental deterioration? Strindberg 

"Yeaves psychosis easily into the everyday fabric of the characters' exchanges. In The 

Dance of Death, the husband believes that his wife is poisoninghim with Worcester 

sauce. Th is form of pararioia is a typical deI us ion of schizophrenia (Harms) and 

Strindberg presents the viewpoint of the individual whofeels persecuted so cleverly that 

we question the truth of the situation. ,In The Father, his language is sharp and 

descriptive: the captain is intelligently articulate and aware of his descent into the illness 

that everyone expects from him. "Madness" is a s'ort offall, a coming-apart that is 

accompanied by physical symptoms. While his body deteriorates, the captain poetically 

describes his descent, his despair and his feelings ofbetrayal towards the woman he once 

loved (643). Finally his desperation causes him to have a stroke. The action in The 

Father moves quickly forward, in a Jogical but compressed timeframe with Strindberg 

adding drama that isn't always justified to escalate the tension. For example, in the final 

-
scene, when the captain points the gun at his daughter, we wonder if the act isjustified, 

as he still seems so aware of himself and cares deeply for her. However, it is because of 

this action that the doctor, pastor and Laura feel justified incarcerating him. Thus the plot 

advances with an increase in tension, even if the events are overly dramatized.· Strindberg 

writes bravely, with characters lashing out at each other with no restraint, using strong 

imagery to argue their positions. For a man who is "insane", the Captain speaks 

eloquently with poetic images. 

In relation to my play, one of the difficulties l've encountered is choosing strong 

actions that are true to the characters to increase the dramatic tension. By focusing on 

representing the illness as truthfully as possible, the question ofhow to represent the 
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reality of schizophrenia, an iIlness that slowly steals years from lives, yet accelerate the 

dramatic action is challenging. Strindberg's protagonist, despite his descent into a state of 

"madness" is sharp, highly motivated and articulate--capable of driving the scenes in the 

play. 

Whereas with Strindberg one character becomes "mad", Chekhov creates a 

spectrum of disturbances in his characters and the plot seems to evolve or unfold rather 

th an be driven. Chekhov was in a c1ass of his own, writing perceptively about people, 

their desires and relationships with each other and the changing political and social 

landscape ofRussia at the tum of the century. Although many ofhis characters are 

attempting to cope with isolation, frustration and boredom, sorne of them seem to be 

mentally unbalanced, exhibiting problems of a more serious psychiatrie nature. As Peter 

Brook observed, his profession gave him insights as a playwright: 

As a çloctor, he knew the meaning of certain kinds of behavior, how 
to discem what was essential, toexpose what he diagnosed. 
Although he shows tendemess and an attentive sympathy, he never 
sentimentalizes. One doesn't imagine a doctor shedding tears over 
the illnesses of his patients. He leamt how to balance compassion 
with distance. (826) 

. This compassionate perception of people is evident in The Three Sisters (1900), where we 

get a tum of the century societal view of mental illness, with examples ofvarious 

manifestations of "mental illness" (or disorders) expressed in the behavior and language 

of different characters. Masha, the attractive middle sister, is c1early unhappy in her 

marriage to the local schoolteacher in the small provincial town. Over the course of the 

play, she falls deeply in love with Lieutenant-Colonel Vershinin, a married officer 

temporarily stationed at the army base. Although her melancholy appears to be caused by 

her life situation, Chekhov.complicates the character more deeply so that we wonder if 

her struggles with de pression are partly due to her nature. Resembling an obsessive 
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compulsive disorder, her mind gets fixated on a few lines of poetry that she cannotstop 

reciting mentally: 

On a far seashore an oak tree grows, 
And from it hangs a golden chain .. . 
And from it hangs a golden chain ... (Pathetically) 
What am 1 saying that for? l've hlid those lines on my brain ail day ... ( 6 ) 

. While Masha is obsessed with lines ofpoetry, Vershinin rambles on about his 

unstable wifeand the miseries she has' inflicted on him, .along with his fears for his young 

daughters under her care. AIthough we do not meet the woman, we perce ive that 

V~rshinin's story is one-sided: he spends more time with Masha than at home, and the 

story allows him to feel victimized and to elicit pity from others. Today, one might say 

that he is "enabling" his iIl wife. We also grasp the other characters' view of the degrees 

of instability: lovely Masha's middle-c!ass melancholy, caused by frustration and 

. unrequited love is acceptable, but Veshinin's wife's "madness" is more'disturbing and 

best kept at a distance. (Notso different from today where we shun mental iIIness when 

its outward manifestations are bizarre and unattractive). As Tuzenbach says: 

His wife's a bit touched. Long plait like a school girl~all high
tlown talk and philosophizing. And she makes frequent attempts at 
suicide, evidently to spite her husband. l'd have left a woman like 
that a long time ago, but he puts up with it, and ail he does is 
complain. (4) 

Everyone is also aware ofCaptain Soliony's mental state, teetering him on the 

edge of violence. He hangs around the Prozorov estate, a menacing presence, correcting 

others to the point of provoking arguments. His extreme volatility seems to indicate a 

type of personality disorder, but Chekhov presents the character without focusing on the 

causes ofhis problems. Identif})ng himselfwith the Russian Romantic poet Lermontov, 

Soliony's obsessive love for Irena drives him, by the end of the play, to kill the baron 

TiJsenbach in a duel. Meanwhile, Andrey, (the younger brother), also miserable in 

L 



marriage, deveJops a gambling addiction that causes him to mortgage the family estate 

and Chebutikyn, the depressed doctor, is endured as a much-Ioved alcoholic nuisance. 
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We can see from these characters' problems that Chekhov dramatizes mental 

illness on·a spectrum, with sorne people exhibiting more serious disorders and others 

coping with everyday stress. Although the causes of the chatacters' behaviors are related 

to environmental factors such as the stifling provinciallifestyle and personal history 

(Masha's years of loveless marriage), Chekhov does not oversimplify, leaving us to . 

imagine each character as a unique personality. He, in effect, makes no absolute 

judgment regarding the causes of mental instability and addiction, but c~ncentrates on 

manifestations of behavior in the present w.hile indirectly referring to a character's life 

history. For example, Chebutykin has become a dnink for many reasons, and he seems to 

accept this reality ofhis nature, despite his self-Ioathing and his whining about his 

unrequited love and failures as a doctor. In Chekhov, the action builds slowly, and the 

play reveals itselfin the heightened everyday exchanges reflecting disappointments, 

Iongings, the ineffectiveness and bungling of human beings against a backdrop of local 

events (the tire, the army moving) and larger social changes. He uses intertextuality, 

drawing on poetic Iiteratur~ in both Masha and Solyony's text ta create the edginess of 

their mental states. He also expresses mental iristability in their behavior - Masha, 

agitated, won't go home the night of the tire and S61y~ny is unable to control his 

violence. 

Looking at my project, a greatdeal may be leamt from Chekhov. 1 like the way 

everyday life is intensitied under the playwright's microscope. 1 also appreciate 

Chekhov's view of character: the spectrum of the mental states of the different characters 

is expressed as they live their lives, trying to achieve a compromised happiness. Distinct 

characters are constructed with enough of the inner subtext expressed to suggest their 

complications. Chekhov does not present easy solutions or tixed explanations for 
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behavior (i.e:, addiction) and therefore does not perpetuate any obvious myth about 

mental illness. His presentation, of characters, although important, is simply part of the 

whole canvas, with the Russian countryside, class distinctions and social/political changes 

depicting the larger backdrop ofhis plays. 

These plays give a sense of European modem theatre at the tum of the century. 

The new realistic style of the play at this time demanded psychologically constructed 
) 

characters of the playwrights, although both Chekhov and Strindberg wrote beyond this 

format to a certain extent: Chekhov with the complexity ofhis characters and the. 

blending of the everyday with major social changes; and Strindberg, moving toward 

expressionism with plays that leave us wondering what was real and what was dreamt or 

imagined. 

American Modern Drama 

In the early part of the century, with the publication of Freud's books in 1900 and 

1902 gamering interest in his theories of psychoanalysis, myth and dreams gained 

importance in the writing of drama. As Lee Jacobuswrites: "The incorporation of myth 

in drama offered new opportunities to expand the limits of realism. Sigmund Freud's 

theories ofpsychoanalysis at the tum of the century stimulated a new interest in myth and 

dreams as a psychologicallink between people. He studied Greek myths for c\ues to the 

psychic state of his patients, and he published a numberof commentaries on Greek plays 

and on Hamlet ... " (886). Freud's influence along with the influence of Carl Jung with his 

theory of the collective uncol?scious that "gave credence to the power of myth in everyday 

1 ife" influenced playwrights, who incorporating myth in their writing, created' a "poetic 

realism" that sought to convey "a level oftruth common to ail humans" (Jacobus 886). 

The term "poetic realism" in fact encompasses many contemporary plays that are 

written in a realistic style, with respect to the basic rules of the weil-made play, butwith a 

freedom to write the play more poetically in terms of structure and language. It is as if the 
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boundaries that delineate the weil-made play are pushed a little to allow for more poetic 

space. American playwrights, writing in this style, such as Arthur Miller, Tennessee 

Williams and Eugene O'Neill, often represented mental disturbances from a psych~

analytical perspective, with importance attached to the causes of the illness. Their 

influence has been far-reaching on twentieth century playwriting. Many of the charaCters, 

neurotic and depressed, are presented trying to overcome the emotional damage from 

dysfunctional family environments and incidents that occurred in the back-stories of the 

plays themselves. O'Neill's Long Day's Journey into Night provides a good example of 

this kind of drama even though what Îs being explored Îs drug and alcohol addiction. 

Mary Tyrone, wandering the corridors on morphine, blames James Tyrone for the cheap 

"quack doctor" that first gave her morphine during Edmund's birth (87). Meanwhile 

Jamie's drunken speech to his brother is an example of a confessional monologue, a 

purging ofhis sins, whereby the playwright empowers the character to "analyze" his own 

past and assign blame (165). Often in the poetic "kitchen-sink" drama, ~he characters 

- vehemently blame each other or their parents who betrayed them. Addiction, perceived as 

a weakness and clouded with regret, is explored thematically but also used as a dramatic 

technique ofrevelaiion with O'Neill. The "illnesses" ofhis characters unfold as 

pe;sonality defects and shameful secrets, while the past invades the present incessantly in 

the ramblings of Mary Tyrone and the drunken exchanges of the boys and the father. 

The institution as a dark foreboding place is a recurring theme in plays and films 

ofthis era and right up until the eighties. In Long Day's Journey into Night, the 

institution that Màry Tyrone had stayed at intermittently throughout the years is ever

présent, with references to her recent release, and the underlying fear of retuming once 

. again. O'Neill has the play unfold through the course of a day ,beginning with the 

optimism o!breakfast in the garden, and ending with drunkenness in the earlyhours of 

the morning. The atmosphere, memories and grief the family relives are evoked by the 
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fog creeping in and the forlorn sound of the foghorn. The real time of events is one day, 

but time feels endless in their minds, as they are stuck in the cycle of addiction, blame and 

remorse. The sense oftimelessness and repetition, the fog and the sound ofthefoghorn 

as symbols, are ways that O'Neill creates the reality of the characters' mental states. The 

fog, Iike the morphine, is comforting to Mary as she denies .the truth ofher addiction. He 

masterfully conveys a family' s complex history and relationships, as the .action builds 

throughout the day, with Mary resuming her drug habit and the men turning to their drug 

of choice, alcohol. 

The presence of the institution is fou,:\d in William Inge's Come BackLittle Sheba 

(1950). Doc, who is alcoholic, shamefully returns from the "City HospitaL .. where they 

take thecrazy people ... " ready to try again (Inge 60). The theme, as with'O'Neill, is 

addiction and dysfunctional re1ationships: in this play, Doc drinks to repress his attraction 

to their young boarder Maria and his frustration with his own marriage. In another play of 

Inge's Splendor in the Grass, the trou bled you~g heroine is sent offto an institution to 

recover from à love affair and her loss ofvirginity. Thus mental illness and promiscuity 

are vaguely linked with the "ruined" female character slipping into "insanity", and society 

controlling her with incarceration and a psychiatric label. It is not surprising that a 

common element in plays ofthis period is the shame and stigma associated with having to 

be institutionalized. 

Playwright Tennessee Williams created a variety of complex psychological 

\ 

chanlcters struggling with mental health problems and alcohol dependence as weIl as the 

stigma ofhomosexuality (often understated in the text). InSuddenly Last Swnmer (1958), 

a one-act play, he deals with the subject the most directly: the protagonist, Catherine 

Holly, struggles with her sanity after witnessing the mysterious death ofher cousin 

Sebastian. As with other Williams' plays, there· is a secretive homosexualliaison being 

alluded to ,that Sebastian's mother is trying to coyer up. The'label of"insanity" is being 
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used in a power struggle to manipulate a young girl who is grieving the loss of her cousin. 

Holly is threatened by the mother with a lobotomy if she speaks, and finally the gruesome 

truth is extracted by means of a truth serum. The language of the play, expressed mostly 

in the form oftwo long monologues, is very poetic. 

Williams, who experienced bouts of depression, and who se sister Rose suffered 

with schizophrenia and lived in institutions for most ofher adult life, writes of mental or 
. . , 

emotional struggles in many ofhis characters. In A Streetcar Named Desire (1947), 

Blanche Dubois, like Strindberg's captain, drifting into psychosis at the end of the play, is 

placed by her family in an asylum. Her character is that of a neurotic woman, aging in 

years, with no money, husband, hOflle or future prospects. Her mysterious past, exposed 

by Stanley, is characterized by repeat~d failures as weil as responsibility for the loss of 
\ 

the family mansion. In his attempt to discredit her, he uncovers the scandai sUITounding 

her in the southem community from which she escaped: she was fired from her school for 

having an affair with a seventeen-year-old student. She is suffering from mental 

instability but the exact nature ofher problem is vague, as she and Stella make allusions 

to her delicate health and her need for " ... a hot tub to quiet her nerves"(32). The suicide 

ofher young husband, provoked by her revelation of disgust over his sexual relations with 

another man, seems to have been the original cause ofher breakdown. We see in 

Willia~s' work, like in O'Neill's and Miller's, an emphasis on the psychological causes 

of illness in relationship to past events. The myth of "madness" being triggered by the 

pain of lost love is subtly reinforced by this play. As with Inge, there is also a conriection 

with "promiscuity" and "madness" although Williams has justified Blanche's final 

breakdown with other elements, a prime one being Stanley's cruelty, culminating with the 

rape. Blanche's escapes to a softer, romantic world ofSouthem gentility are revealed in a 

poetic language that captures our sympathy. Williams contrasts her inner, fragile stafe 
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and her need to escape from the truth into gentler illusions, with the tough, animalistic 

behavior of Stanley who Iikes to speak the truth as he sees it. 

In The Glass Menagerie (1944), Laura, who is suffering from undefined mental 

anxiety and, extreme shyness also escapes: she finds solace from pain in her "menagerie" 

of glass animaIs. Although Laura is mostly in touch with reality, she wanders the streets 

for six weeks, avoiding secretarial school. Williams does not name her iIlness, however 

the symptoms of living in an imaginary world and avoiding socialization resemble 

schizophrenia. It is implied that the mother's domineering neurotic personality and the 

father's disappearance many years earlier are causes of Laura's sadness and Tom's 

rebellion. Although we see that the myth of the iIlness being caused by the mother is 

reinforced, Amanda is also desperately trying to secure a future for her daughter. 

Furthermore, Laura is partially crippled from childhood polio. Williams creates a 
, 

psychological cesspool of possible environ mental causes-none of them hinting at the 

possibility of a biologica! component to illness. What he does howe\ier, is subtly speak of 

mental illness on a spectrum: Amanda's compulsive focus on her children and her own 

delusions reveal that she is damaged emotionally. He describes her in the stage directions 

as "not paranoiac, but her life is paranoia" and encourages us, despite her cruelty, to see 

the "tenderness in her slight person" (281). We also sympathize with Tom who years 

later, is still living with the ghosts of his mother and sister: "Oh Laura, Laura, 1 tried to 

leaveyou behind me but 1 am more faithful than 1 intended to be!" (340). 

The basic structure of the play is that Tom, the narrator-poet in the present, brings 

us back to the past: an apartment building facing an alley, where he plays a younger 

version of himself. He is both in the play and detached from oit. Although in detailed 

stage directions Williams suggests the creation of the dream-like atmosphere ofmemory 

with Iighting and sound effects, the intended use of a screen (sometimes omitted in 
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productions) and musical transitions, it is the poetic language of the play that draws us 

sentimentally into the Wingfield family psyche. 

The belief about mental illness that is reinfo~ced in American plays from this 

period is that the causes of illness are to be found in one's environment. In Williams, the 

blame is directed toward the mother figure, as seen in the overbearing character of 

Î 
Amanda Wingfiled. In O'Neill, Mary's addiction, although not a mental illness, follows 

the same pattern of developing from environmental rather than biological orgenetic 

causes. Her loneliness and isolation, and other events that happened early in their 

marriage were triggers. In both O'Neill and Williams, perhaps reflecting theirsociety's 

focus on individualism, there is the sense that people are responsible for their problems 

and weaknesses of character. The individual, along with the family, is presented as the 

center of the problem, although the allusion to the absent father in The Glass Menagerie, 

with the prominence ofhis weil-lit photo, suggests a similarity betweenthe father and 

son's behavior. 

Death of a Salesman (1949), Arthur Miller's masterful contribution to American 

drama from this period, deals with so much more than the working man's plight, as he 

realizes his failure to achieve the American dream of success through financial 

achievement and recognition. Salesman Willy Loman, in the midst of a personal 

depression, is losing touch with reality, and, as he explains to Linda, is unable to cope 

with the road: "1 opened the windshield and let the warrn air bathe over me. And th en ail 

of a sudden l'in goin' off the road! l'm tellin' ya, 1 absolutely forgot 1 was driving .. .1 
( 

have such'thoughts, 1 have such strange thoughts" (344). / 

He engages in conversations with imaginary voices from his past throughout the 

play, and the voices increase in intensity in thelast act before his suieide, suggesting that 

he is drifting further into psychosis. What is interesting about the voices is that although 

they resemble what could be describedas a schizophrenie episode, they are idcimtifiable 
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characters from his past- his boys and family friends, and unc1e Ben, the benevolent 

entrepren,eur who coaxes Willy to mythically go look for gold with him, to seek success, 

The past, being regurgitated so cleverly in these dream-Iike scenes, frames his illness 

psycho-analytically, with his past mistakes (such as the affair with the prostitute that Biff 

discovered) and his deI usions of grandeur about his job, leading to his present state of 

deterioration, The vOices make sense, and are not only arising from his cultural 

background, but are in sorne cases a rehashing of incidents in his life. At the same time, 

Willy's mind seems to be gripped by an alternate reality that possesses him more and 

more, as seen in the restaurant scene with the boys. He is present, desperately pressuring 

Biffto lie about his failedjob interview, and at the same time he isbeing pulled into an 

alternate reality with the prostitute beckoning ~im from the wings (to his guilty scene 

where he failed Biff as a father), The same type of separate reality is created in the scene 

where he grovels for money in Charlie's office, His paranoia renders communication 

with the young successful Bernard difficult; interestingly, the content ofhis imaginary 

conversation, as he enters the office is again related to the present scene psychologically. 

Miller seems to be operating from a framework whereby Loman's psychotic episodes and 
\ 

depression are mired in the past, in'his life experiences and failures. For the audience or 

reader, it is satisfying to have his depression explained logically - we want to know the 

causes - even though today, according to first person narratives (Torrey 49), the voices 

and sounds that harass individuals suffering from schizophrenia do not present themselves 

smoothly as characters from one's past. Miller's presentation ofthem however does seem 

at times very contemporary and depending on the staging, could be played with less 

emphasis on the psychological, and more emphasis on a mind that is ill with psychosis 

and disorganized t~inking. His use of sound and music (accompanying the voices), also 

helps to create this effect, as we feel that Loman's sensory world is overloaded, a typical 

symptom of schizophrenia (Harms) .. 
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The suggested staging of the play subtly reinforces the dissolution in his mind, as 

weil as the dissolution ofhis family, building up to the final confrontation between father 

and son Biff, who is also "mixed up very bad" to use his own words (349). The scenes 

from the past are woven into the present reality, and Miller suggests that the normal 

imaginary walls that are respected for the scenes in the present dissolve when characters . 

from his imagination are on stage (i.e., they walk through the walls) (342). The 

downstage apron is used for ail the city scenes and imaginary scenes, and in the upstage 

area a sparse kitchen is created, with a table and chairs and a refrigerator, but no other 

fixtures. Miller, with this semi-expressionistic set (surrounding towering angular shapes 

are the city backdrop), "an angry glow of orange light" and the flute inusicis suggesting 

that "an air of the dream clings to the place, a dream rising out of reality" (342). He is 

blending the realistic plot with the poetic representation ofWilly's fragmentation and 

depression. Of course on another level, Willy represents the "everyman" seeking the 

American dream, also shattel'ed, but this is not my concern here. 

Reflecting on my play in relation to The Glass Menagerie and DeaÎh of a 

Sales man is helpful. Compared to Williams, 1 perceive the illness as disrupting family 

Iife, rather than. family life being the source of the illness: it appears out of nowhere and 

causes pain, mostly forMelanie, but also for other familymembers who feel guilty and 

lack the understanding or tools to cope. The loss ofMelanie's boyfri,end as a trigger 

(causing stress), needs to be ~onstructed so that it does not appear to be the sole causal 

factor. Her journey is that she cornes to the realization that she needs to take 

responsibility for her health. 1 am hoping 'also to convey mental illness on a spectruin, 

with ail of the characters struggling with their mental and emotional well-being: granny 

has Alzheimer's developing; Linda, a perfectionist, who focuses intensely on her children, 

cou Id easily slip into alcohol abuse; Jimmy, wants to avoid responsibility and toescape 

into his world of music and friends; Ross, unable to express his emotions, escapes to the 

r 
) 
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gym and the ski hill. Their respective states and objectives need stronger definition in the 

next draft. 

In terms of my project, Miller's play is intimidating because it offers a masterful 

example ofblending realism and the imaginary world ofthemind in a poetic 

representation. Melanie's bedroom, above the family room is similar tothe boys' 

bedroom and the use of a scrim and Iighting effects will help to create the private isolated 

space ofher imaginings. However, the real strength ofMiller's play is in the writing: the 

contlict created between the distinct characters, and the rising tension ofhis illness 

without the imaginary people or voices becoming gimmicky~ Thematically, Miller seems 

to view iIIness as rooted in dysfunction and past failures, but it also could be argued that 

Willy's depression and psychosis are in part a reaction to a society that defines suc cess 

. too materialistically. Willy has bought into the cultural expectations of the American 

dream so fully that he has in a sense lost his soul, in the same way tha~ an anorexic person 

could buy into media expectations ofbeauty socompletely that he or sIle starves the body. 

The play however does not reinforce the metaphor that mental iIIness does not exist, that 

it is simply a construct of society: we, like his family, are deeply aware of Will Loman's 

suffering due to his illness. 

The Absurdists 

In the nineteen fifties and sixties, after World War Two had destroyed any 

illusions of order in the world, of faith in a God presiding over humanity, and of a sense 

ofpurpose and meaning to existence, playwrights moved away from realism following the 

radical frontiers of Beckett and Ionesco. As Stephen Minot points out, the Absurdists 

wer,e borrowing " ... from the Oadaists who were breaking the old tradition of the well

made play before, during, and after WorId War 1..." (321). In writing without attention to 
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f 

characters, they focused on language for its poetic effects and played with notions of 

space and time. This movement in the theatre, influenced by Albert Camus' 

existentialism and coined in 1961 by Martin Esslin as Theatre. of the Absurd, permitted 
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playwrights to use a play's language and structure more inventively to create andmirror 

often static worlds, and to redefine character. Ionesco's protagonist turnsinto a 

rhinoceros; Beckett's protagonist is buried in a mound of earth; another of Beckett's . 

crèatures, ironically called Lucky, loses his facility with words. Although these 

characters are n,ot mentally ill in any convention al sense, their expressions of desperation 

cannot be ignored for in sorne ways they symbolize mental anguish, personalloss, the 

dissolution of the ability to reason, of the selfbeing connected with reality, and of 

meaning itself. Beckett's Vladimir and Estragon from WaitingforGodot are difficult to 

define because they are not part of our familiar world-they are clowns in a strange 

barren world where different rules apply. Lost and isolated, they are seeking redemption 

and longing for help, for a benevolent presence to free them from their suffering. They 

allude to a past that is no longer theirs, a world where they had status and friendship. 

Their alienation and distance from society echoes experiences of people suffering from 

mental illness, sometimes trapped in an unfamiliar world of the imagination. 

, More importantly, with the influence of the early Absurdists suth as Beckett, 

Ionesco, Pinter and Albee, the language of playwriting changed and play structure was 

reinvented, opening up the way for more creative possibilities that influenced 

contemporary drama. Many European and North A.merican playwrights such as Sam 

Shepard, David Mamet, Tom Stoppard, Caryl Churchill and SUsan Lori-Parks to name a 

4 The 19th century weil-made play was codified by Eugene Scribe and developed by Victorien 
Sardou. Elements are: 1) thinly veiled exposition scene 2) causality of scenes 3) build-up'of 
suspense 4) climax near the end of the play 5) denouement after the climax. The plot is artificially 
constructed. Sometimes there are tricks (such as a letter) whereby information is revealed. 
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few, played with structure and constructed character in a néw way. An example ofthis 

type offreedom in the structure is Churchill's darkly comical Cloud Nine (1979), about 

sexual politics, wherein characters in the first act are in Victorian times and in the second 

act the same characters are in the nineteen seventies. Lookil)g at a sample ofLucky's 

speech in Waitingfor Godot we see how Beckett plays with the structure of language: 

" ... that man in short that man in brief in spite of the strides of alimentation and defecation 

wastes and pines wast es and pines and concurrently simultaneously what is more ... " 

Lucky is not "mad", but injured and abused (with allusions to his being a poet), and this is 

the way he speaks. In the Absurdist tradition, the world has gone "mad" and the 

characters' response to this world is often comedic: they are acting out their roles in 

society, unhappily fulfilling expectations such as Ionesco's Mr. and Mrs. Smith who 

repeat middle-class platitudes to each other about their meaningless lives. 

In 1947, Giraudoux, perhaps also drawing on the existentialist theme, wrote a 

romantic vision of "Madness" with the The Madwoman of Chaillot, a poetic escapade 

where the "madwoman" artist, followed by a gang of street people and bohemians, is 

seeking beauty, and rebelling against the big business oil drillers, the destroyers of ail 

things beautiful in the city of Paris. Here we have "madness" represented as a metaphor 

for the poètic on stage: she and the other madwomen, quirky and bizarre, are saving the 

. ~ . 

world that has gone "mad" with powerful men at the helm. This post-war h.eroine 

represents the repressed poets, artists and poor people who need to reclaim their place)n a 

violent world. Giraudoux also explains her "madness' as being borne out oflost love, 

many years earlier. Although he explores "madness" as a metaphor for repressed 

creativity, the tone of the play, fantastical and endearing, does.not create what Donaldson 

calls slippage between the metaphor and mental illness (2). 

Edward Albee, especially in his earlier Absurdist works, although the same 

unsettling element is found in The Goat: or, Who Is Sylvia?(2000), writes plays that are 
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connected realistically to our world yet unsettling in the anxiety they'present about people 

barely ,coping with the demands of society. His are desperate characters on the edge of 

violence such as Jerry in The Zoo Story, or the family members in A Delicate Balance 

(1966). "Madness" or mental instability is a theme that is presented in both the dialogue 

of A Delicate Balance and in the eerie build of the action, whereby Agnes and Tobias' 

good friends (another middle-aged upper-c1ass couple) move in with them becau'sè ofan 

undefined fear that has possessed them. At the same time, the first couple'sdàughter 

returns home from her fourth broken marriage in a state of emotional upheaval demanding 

rights to her childhood room. The play opens with Agnes, over the ritual of cocktails with 

her husband, describing how she may be quietly going "mad": "What 1 find most 

astonishing ~ aside from that belief of mine, which never ceases to surprise me by the 

very fact of its surprising lack of unp!easantness, the beliéfl might very easily-as they 

say-lose my mind one day ... " (13). And then she wonders ifthey are ail going "mad", 

but she is the only one to ad~it it. She refers to her unraveling a few times ("So it will 

not be a simple paranoia. Schizophrenia, on the other hand, is far more likely ... ") 

blaming it mostly on her alcoholic sister. From the action, we feel that they are ail 

unraveling because of something vague that is terrifying them (19). Albee, in his unique 

Absurdist form, creates the terror both from outside of the family and from within: its 

history of dysfunction with 'allusions to an atfair, the daughter' s lack of love, the pain 

from the death of their son. The terror invading their home, in the form of their oldest 

friends, is unknown but it strips their friendship to its essentials révealing everyone's 

selfishness and fear. Agnes implies that it is life itselfthat is wearing her down 

emotionally, and the idea of going over the edge is a fantasy of release (20). Allusions in 

their conversations (over many drinks) to insanity, to death; to the quiet despair oftheir' 

lives as they age, are also a means of intellectually pricking each other. Discussing 

"madness" is a way of expressing hopelessness, faced with a life that does not make sense 
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anymore, in a relationship that has become routine and sad. It is the daughter Julia, who 

later in Act 2, wh en denied rights to her room, physically acts out the role of the 

"Madwoman in the Attic", screaming, crying hysterically, ripping the room apart, and 

finally descending with a pistol (119). Albee uses the metaphor of "madness", expressed 

by the women in this play, as a means of expressing rage, sadness and futility but the 

characters, emotionally fragile and alcoholic (Claire), are not suffering from mental 

iIIness. 

In The Persecution and Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat as Peiformed by the 

Inmates of the Asylum of Charenton Under the Direction of the Marquis de Sade by Peter 

Weiss, staged famously by Peter Brook, "madness" is a metaphor for revolution. The 

play, similarly to One F!ew over the Cuckoo 's Nest, uses the asylum as the symbolic 

setting for rebellion. Sade did in fact did stage plays with the patients in the asylum at 

Charenton where he was interned from 1801 until his death in 1814 so it is loosely based 

on his Iife and writings (Weiss 145). In this theatrical play of ideas, filled with visual and 

musical elements, and a play-within-a play, Weiss was also influenced by Marxism and 

Artaud's Theatre ofCruelty. The inmates, who are the audience members, symbolically 

represent the poor working-class masses who did not achieve the promised gains from the 

French Revolution. They are once again pawns in a politicaJ battle fuelled by greed for 

·money and power, as the leaders of the revolution, become the new landowners. It is a 

clever fantastical.play that according to Brook ~mbodies the concept of Total Theatre, 

(incorporating ail the elements oftheatre) and Brecht's alienation technique (7). 

Although "madne'ss" here is a metaphor for revolution, on one level it does reinforce the 

stereotypical image of the mentally iH as "raving lunatics" as the patients destroy 

everything at the end of the play and punctuate the main action throughout with eccentric 

behavior. 
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In Equus (1974), Peter Shaffer presents a complex psycho-analytical view of 

treating mental illness even though the illness that Alan Strang, the seventeen-year-old 

boy, suffers from is not identified. However, we do know that he is in therapy for 

piercing the eyes of six horses with a metal spike. The boy's attraction to horses for most , . 

ofhis life has evolved into religious idolatry, culminating in secretly riding them naked at 

night. He finally stabs their eyes, when he cannot separate himself from their gaze the 
, . 

first time he is with a girl sexually in the barn. In the text, Shaffer suggests many factors 

in the boy's upbringing that have contributed to this obsession and illtimately, the act of 

violence. The mother defends herself c1aiming it is not her fauIt or her husband~s, and 

that he came from à loving home: "Whatever's happened has happened because of Alan. 

Alan is himself. Every soul is itself. Ifyou added up everything we ever did to him, from 

his first day on earth to this, you wouldn't find why he did this terrible thing-because 

that's him;" (Shaffer 78). However, Shaffer contradicts her sound argument in the same 

speech by having her then zealously blame the devil for the evil in him (78). The 

suggestion is that the mother who is ov,erzealous in her religious beliefs, and repressed 

about sexuality (34) has confused Alan, by teaching him about sex being "spiritual ... the 

most important happening of his life" (35). In the end, although the parents are not 

presented in a simplistic light, they seem unsympathetic, reflecting the metaphor of the 

family, especially the mother,being to blame for mental illness. Shaffer's play, with its 

emphasis on the boy's psychoanalytical therapy, reinforces the dated understanding of 
\ 

mental iIIness as a deep-seated emotional problem connected to sexual development 

rather than a neuro-biological reality. The play does operate on many levels: its true 

protagonist is Dr. Dysart, who compares his dry meaningless life with the boy's 

passionate belief in a deity. He browses coffee table books on Ancient Greek art while 

the boy rides his god in the night. The theatrical staging, innovative in its time, with 
'. 

masked horses, a sparse set and a Greek-like chorus evoking the power of myth, still has a 
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powerful impact, as 1 witnessed recently, at the Théâtre Jean-Duceppe in Montreal (spring 

2008). However, ail of the psychoanalytical probing for causes seemed out of place, 

especially when the boy's illness in the Montreal production seemed to encompass 

possible symptoms of schizophrenia-voices and sounds and the creation of an altemate , 

reality- although in the script the iIIness is undefined. Thinking of representations and 

half-truths about mental illness that we vaguely accept as "truth", it is interesting that 

Equus, powerful but dated, is still so well~received: in 2008 it had successful revivaIs in 

London and on Broadway starring Daniel Radcliffe. 

David Storey's play Home (1970), a tableau of four middle-aged patients 

spending the day together in an institution, is both a sensitive reflection on mental illness 

and a social commentary. The first ~ct is a scene between two men. It is similar to Pinter 

and Becket's plays in the poetic economy of the language, and specifically to Waitingfor 

Godot in that the characters are passing the time together, misunderstanding each other 

and talking about Iife. The language -is sparse but rhythmic, much of it composed of 

stereotypical exchanges from everyday conversation nuanced with deeper rrieaning. 

These men seem to exist in a real world more than Becket's characters, although their 

confusion at times leaves their biographies open-ended. Storey avoids the cliché of the 

"raving lunatic" and presents the distinct characters as sad and mixed-~p, but quite "sane" 

because of the nature of the exchanges between them. They speak logically about the 

weather, the institution, and are aware that they are chatting to pass the time. Theil" 

concems resemble those ofmany pe?ple: failed dreams and disappointment in work and 

relationships. Storey presents a tender, sympathetic view of mental iIIness which supports 

the notion that life circums~ances have been unkind to sorne people and thus they have 

ended up in an institution. Through theirconversations, Storey craftily makes a sad and 

funny commentary on society and the decreased status of the British Empire. The worId 

and itssocial expectations seem a littIe "crazy" and they seem to be alright, ifa little 
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different, despite their troubles: "The older one grows, of course ... the more one takes 

ioto account other people's foibles" (82). Theirillnesses are not c1early defined, but from 

the text we gather bits of information that refer to events in their pasts ofwhich it is too 

difficult to speak.rv.tarjorie had a problem with crying ail of the time and according to 

Marjorie, Kathleen can't get enough ofmen. According to Kathleen, Marjorie is a 

"Persistent Offender" (79). Kathleen recounts to Harry that she tried to kill herself in the 

gas oyen and broke everything in the house when the milkman prevented her from doing 

so. Self-effacing Harry, who speaks vaguely and humbly, has no future to retum to and 

cries occasionally until finally he seems walled in by hissadness. Jack seems to have had 

a problem of a pedophiliac nature-an interest in "little ... girls" for which he is remorseful 

(71). 

Although sorne characters in the institution behave bizarrely, such as Alfred, who 

does a series of ritualistic movements with a chair before he casually departs with it, the 

main characters function "normally" for most of the play with their iIIness sneaking tip in 

the conversation, as tension builds with the presence of the two prying women. They feel 

safer after the women leave because the women weretoo emotional, unsettling them with 

questions about their past lives and plans for the future. They revert to a safe game of 

cards, discussion about the weather, and gossip about cousins and the empire. The play 

ends with Harry quietly weeping and Jack wiping his eyes as the light slowly fades. 

Storey poetically captures the pain and isolation oftheir suffering caused by past events, 

too shameful to be discussed. In reading it, we realize that their suffering is our suffering 

and that we are ail a little "different", but less and more so. This play, especially for its 

time period, is not a romantic portrayal of illnéss, even though it does somewhat reflect 

the anti-psychiatry theory, popular in the sixties, that society has caused the illnesses that 

people suffer: 



Marjorie- Good as cured. 
Jack- Oh yeso 
Marjorie- Soon be out. 
Jack- Oh, goodness ... Hardly worth the trouble. (72) 

Contemporary Period 

More recently, playwrights seem less concemed with constructing a neat 
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psychological explanation for behavior: people are who they are, for whatever reasons. In 

Crimes of the Heart (1982), Beth Henley deals comically with mental illness, in the form' 

of depression, in a couple of characters. Although the past, in this case the mother's 

suicide, is still an important part of the picture, it is treated with a poignant Iightness. 

When theyoungest daughter Babe has shot (but not killed) her husband, she tries to kill 

herself by putting her head in the gas oyen. When asked why, she off ers a comicalline to 

her sister: "1 don't know Meg. l'm having a bad day. It's been a real bad day .. ;" ( 69 ). 

The mother's suicide and why she also hung the cat, are discussed as the girls reminisce, 

but Henley offers no c\ear-cut causes for Babe's behavior and Meg;s depression, even 

though a genetic link could exist with the history ofthe motber's depression. The 

author's focus is not the som ber effects of the suicide on the girls, but the comedy oftheir 

present situation, their zany characters and forgiving theirmother which they are able to 

do. Meg, who had her own bout with depression and spent time in an institution at 

Christmas-"I went nuts. 1 went insane" (51) --..:.. ends up reassuring Babe that she is not 

"insane" and neither was their mother (69). Although Meg drinks plenty of bourbon, 

there is never any mention of medication in this play from the early eighties. The 

underlying text suggests that attempted murder, depression and suicidai tendencies are 

. things that the McGrath sisters can overcome by sticking together, as the last visual 

tableau of the three of them " ... Iaughing and catching cake ... " frozen in golden light 

suggests (72). It is very convincing. 
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Marsha Norman's play 'night, Mother (1983) is about a depressed woman, who 

décides to shoot herself. The play takes place the evening of her death, as she explains' 

her plan to her elderly mother and systematically goes through ail the preparations to 

prepare her for living on her own. It is an intense drama where 'the reasons for her suicide 

are gradually revealed through the chatting about the details of the physical preparations. 
1 . ' • 

We realize that her Uneventfullife, as caregiver for her mother, combined with the small-

mindedness of the other family members and the town, have brought her to this point. 

She is the opposite of the image of "The Madwoman in the Attic": she has calmly and 

intelligently made herdecision and now she is both preparing her mother for the 

aftermath,and spending one last evening with her. The mother is unable to prevent her 

from the act, and the tragic course of her destiny plays itself out. Norman avoids the 

cl ichés of mental illness, bringing us a poignant specific tale of a mother-daughter 

relationship, and a disappointed life, that from the perspective of the depressed daughter. 

(and mother to a drug-addiCted son), are not worth living for. 5 

Judith Thompson creates damaged characters with emotionaUmental problems 

caused by environmental factors such as family violence, drugs, poverty, and illness in a 

very intense dramatic presentation. Many ofher plays highlight the urban destructive 

world that we live in, where people who live on the outside of "accepted" middle-class 

society do not fit into social expectations and merely survive. Her characters, such as 

Theresa in The Cracbvalker (1980), have so many problems that it is difficult to isolate 

causes and as with Henley, the present more than the past,seems to be her prime concem. 

It is a given that Theresa is disadvantaged mentally, emotionally and socially becauseof 

5 Many plays in the seventies and eighties, influenced by popular theory, confused 
woman's struggle for sanity with her struggle for independence. Jane Moss in Madness in 
Québec 's Women 's Theater traces the impact ofChesler's Women and Madness (1972) in 
a number of Québécois plays such as La Nerf des Sorcières (1976) and Denise Boucher's 
Les Fées ont Soif(1978). ' 
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her life in institutions and past drug abuse. Her boyfriend Alan is the character in the play 

who is progressively having a psyçhotic breakdown. He is haunted by an aboriginal man 

that he passes on the street, who is arigrily babbling; Thompson seems to present the street 
\ 

character as a shadow reminder ofwhere Alan is heading. While trying to·get their sick 

baby to settle down, Alan tragically strangles him in a rage, his action caused by his 

fragile mental state, his ignorance, and his own abusive upbringing. Although, mental 

iIlness with Thompson is not narrowly defined, the cyclical effects of poverty and abuse 

play a significant role in mental deterioration. The characters in The Crackwa/ker, 

presented on a spectrum, with their various mental and social problems, are unable to get 

the help that they need. 

George Walker, in his black comedies also explores family dysfunction in an 

urban settingwhere families experience difficulties from years ofliving on the border of 

poverty and crime. In Escapefrom Happiness (1991), sorne of the personality difficulties 

are explained from the family's troubled history and others are alluded to. This is an 

urban dangerous world where people simply do what they have to do, to survive. He 

places his edgy characters in darkly comedic and dangerous situations (drug deals, break-

ins) with no serious emphasis on psychological reasons to explain human behavior and 

bizarre functioning. The father has retumed to live in the family hou se after being absent 

for many years. He does so by pretending that he has Alzheimer's and h~s lost aIl 

recollection ofhis family. For the first part of the play, we believe this to be true, until we 
\ 

discover the complicated ploy he is enacting to win his family back. However, his past 

alcoholism and tendency towards violence seem to have warped his thinking and we sense 

sorne mental struggles caused by his' abuses in the pasto The mother, Nora, also has 

created a false reality from which she sees the world: she deludes herself into thinking 

that he is a complete stranger ~ho has moved in with them. At times, unable to control 

her anxiety, she babbles on endlessly, trying to keep things together for the family. There 
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is also the middle daughter, Marianne, who annoys the family with her neurotic need for 

attention, and her constant re(erences to her analyst. This play is a dark comedy of 

situation, where people struggling with mental health are the norm. 

In Crimes of the Heart, The Crackwalker and Escape from Happiness, mental 

illness is presented on aspectrum, and is predominantly caused by society's injustices and 

the family. In the text of Thompson's dramas and underneath the comedy ofWalker's 

plays, there are suggestions that the social welfare systems in Canadian cities cannot cope 

with the large demands of the communities that need help. The man on the street will 

stay on the street and he is one ofmany. Also, the trad.itional family structure as a means 

of support for its members has disappeared. In Thompson's darker vision, the characters 

have no family and are doomed. In Walker and Henley'svision, the families, despite 

their dysfunction, are a source of love.6 
. 

Proof(200 1) by David Auburn, deals with schizophrenia direètly: it Îs the story 

of a young woman grieving her father's death and trying to figure out whether she has 

inherited his mental illness, his genius, or both. Her father, Robert, was a brilliant 

mathematician who in his youth, according to Hal, his ex-student (and Catherine's love 

interest), "made major contributions to three fields: game theory, algebraic geometry, and 

non-linear operator theory" (17). He was also mentally ill for many years with a one-

year period of remission four years earliet. His illness appears to be schizophrenia due to 

his dei usions, and the fact that Catherine mentions to Hal that he suffered from 

graphomania, a compulsion to write incessantly, a symptom that is associated with 

schizophrenia. In the last years of his life, Catherine had put aside her own studies in 

mathematics to care for him in their old rambling house in Chicago. We meet the 

6 In An Ethics of Catastrophe: The Theatr~ of Sarah Kane, Ken Urban discusses the plays of Sarah· 
Kane who emerged as an important British playwright of the nineties. Her confrontational plays 
explore themes of violence, sexual des ire and personal anguish in a bleak anti-realistic style that 
shocked critics and theatre audiences in Britain although she was wel1-received in Europe. Sadly, 
she ended her life at the age oftwenty-eight in 1999. . 



characters during the week of hÎs fureral, although in the first scene, in a tender exchange 

. between Catherine and her dad on the ba\cony, we do not realize immediately that he is 

dead. 

In this scene, by having Catherine banter and drink with the ghost of her dad, who 

is encouraging her to get on \vith Iife and stop wasting her days in bed, the playwright sets 

up one of the basic questions of the play- is Catherine also mentally unstable, having 

inherited the illness genetically? Another question being addressed indirectly is: how 

does one defirie mental illness? Although the father suffered severe symptoms that 

prevented him from working, is Catherine also mentally iII because ofher recent 

depression and stress from .being his principle caregiver? The play is very contemporary 

in that it reflects the pers on al cost of the major social shift, whereby the family has 

replaced the institution as caretaker of the severely il\. 

Are one's environmental circumstances along with a genetic link enough to 

topple one over the edge of sanity? Catherine fears her tendency !owards depression and 

the eIder sister, Claire, whohas flown in from New York for the funeral,judges Catherine 

to be emotionally unstable for a number of reasons. Claire surmises that Catherine spent 

the previous evening drinking alone, and then called the cops and was abusive towards 

them. Catherine's truthful explanations don't seem to satisfy Claire who is intent on 

"helping" her sister and in so doing distances herself from the family iIIness; she is the 

stable one with a busy career and stylish lifestyle. Claire, without consulting Catherine, 

makes plans to sep the family house and bring Catherine back to New York where she 

can get first-rate counseling. Catherine is rebellious and resentful ofher sister's well

intentioned advice. 

Catherine's emotional instability, already delicate from her father's death and the 

sudden sale of the house, is exacerbated by the betrayal of Hal and her sister, who don't 

believe that she could have written the mathematical proof that Hal discovers in the 
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father's notes. Aside from this pivotaI event in the plot, Auburn has also created a love 

complication between Hal and Catherine, renderinghis betrayal even more poignant. The 

story is reminiscent of Strindberg's captain who becomes "mad" as the family expects, 

except that Auburn keeps us wondering: Catherine has inherited her father's brains but 

Iike her sister, we are not sure about her mental health. Claire's attempt to control 

Catherine, echoès the recurring theme of one individual (often a woman) controlling the 

rebellious patient who may or may not be ill. The controller often ha~ personillity issues 

àfher own, and the audience's sympathies are directed toward the person with the 

"illness". ln reference to my play, this character is the mother, but because she is the 

protagonist, 1 am hoping to direct sympathies to her as weil. 

, Auburn, in having both father and daughter exhibit the extraordinary 

qualities of "genius", asks us to consider the link between mental illness and genius. 

Although he isn't explicit, as viewers we wonder ifthere is something aboutthe brain ofa 

genius that lends itselfto ','madness". According to Derek Hillard, the idea that the gifted 

are tuned into a higher source of creativity, has existed for centuries with people believing 

that thé'mad" had a way of accessing divine creative power and original thought (394). 

ln Divine Madness, psychologist Jeffrey Kottler explores the theme of creative struggle 

and genius in artists such as Marilyn Monroe, Ernest Hemingway and Sylvia Plath, 

linking genius and talent with mental illness. His thesis seems to be that creativity and 

genius are fuelled somehow'by mental illness, however the actual biographies contradict 

his thesis, as most of the artistsbecame paralyzed in their creative endeavors at sorne 

point because oftheir psychiatric problems. Although at times, their delusio1,ls provided 

inspirational materiel for wi"iting, as in the case of poet Sylva Plath, for the most part it 

becomes apparent that mental illness was more often a major setback to their creative 

expres~ion. 
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Themyth about mental iIlness being linked togenius is a construction that 

romanticizes mental illness, making it more palatable. In the same way that a drug addict 

is more appealing ifhe is a talented "star" idolized by the media, than ifhe is an unknown 

living on the street, a person with extraordinary talent or genius suffering from mental 

ilIness captivates our sympathy and interest: But mental ilIriess, like drug addiction, 

alcoholism and other diseases, is not disceming about intelligence and social classes. We 

prefer to perce ive it framed by HolI~ood than de al with it as a reality on city streets and 

in crowded emergency rooms, where the mentally il! return repeatedly to seek help and . 

are often turned away due to a shortage of beds. 

To give him credit, playwright Auburn explores the geniuslmadness Iink but 

through the voice oféatherine, deftates any illusions the student Hal may have about the 

mentor/professor he idolized. She explains that when her father was ilI, which was the 

greater part ofhis adult Iife, he was functioning at a very limitedlevel (62). The iIIness 

painfully prevented him from working and was a serious impediment to his creative 

genius. 

The structure of the play, with its movements back and forth in time, similar to 
\ 

Death of a Salesman, works weil to frame the story. We are immersed in the atmosphere 

of the present, with its immediate dilemmas and relationships, and the past relationships, 

when the father was in a healthy period. The device works as a means of engaging us 

with the journey of Catherine, the protagonist. The dead father's presence adds to the 

atmosphere of the play, revealing his mystery and warmth, and the depth ofCatherine's 

loss. We see how she remembers him in his strength, and not as the man who wasn't 

bathing, who spent his time shuffiing through the house. Adamec discusses the process of 

grieving forthe loss of the healthy person, as very difflcult for the caretaker (96) and 

. Auburn's text, supported by the use oftime transitions, catches these nuances. In the 

language of the play, 3;part fromconstructing'a plot driven by'the dramatic question of 
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who wrote the mathematical proof, Auburn creates poetry out of Chicago weather 

changes, the 1eaves, the sense ofplace (a university town) and of changing seasons. 

Blue/Orange by Penhall is a contemporary examination of schizophrenia from the 

perspective of two doctors working in a psychiatric institution in London, arguing about 

whether to release a black man or to resection him with a long-tenn staY. The central 

question of the play explores the difficulties of diagnosing his mental iIIness as either 

Schizophrenia or BPD (Borderline Personality Qisorder) with each doctor arguing his 

position, and Christopher, the patient, already paranoid, becoming a pawn in their 

political battle. As the debate between the doctors intensifies, t~eir personal ambitions, 

their subtle racist bias in relation to Christopher, and the limitations of the public 

healthcare system ail contribute to the difficulties of making a proper diagnosis and 

actually helping h'im. Recèiving a diagnosis ofParanoid Schizophrenia (referred to as a 

section 3) according to Robert, would further Christopher's stay at the hospital 

indefinitely and possibly ruin his life due to being stigmatized. He argues nonchalantly 

,that Christopher may be "Borderline ... technically not that mentally. ill" (22). In other 

words, ifhe is a little psychotic, he couldmanage with community care and medication. 

However, Robert's first priority, as the senior consultant, is that the hospital needs the 

bed. We also discover his plan to use Christopher as a case study for his book, to further 

his ambition ofbecoming a full professor. Meanwhile Bruce, the case worker, is weIl 

aware that Christopher, who is both paranoid and deIusional, has no supportive 

community to return to (21). Penhall, by means qfthe power struggle between the 

doctors, and the insightful nature ofChristopher's character despite his illness, debates the 

role of cultural bias and ethnocentricity in the diagnosis of schizophrenia. As Robert 

argues: "There is more mental illness amongst the Afro-Caribbean population in London 

than any other ethnic grouping. Why? Is it the way we're diagnosi~g it. Is it us? Is it 

\ . 
them? What's causing it? What's the answer? What's the cure?" (43). 
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Another question raised is wh ether Christopher's dei usions are culturally specific. 

He believes that he is the. son of African dictator, Idi Amin; this is unlikely butjust 

plausible, given his background. The myth that is being perpetuated in this play through 

the voice of Robert, is that mental illness is not a biological disease but a complicated 

reaction to a divided society, a reaction to racism, poverty and the disconnection 

experienced by many in an urban society. Robert refers to R.D. Laing's theOl-y; quoting 

him müch to the shock of the junior consultant, who dismisses Laing as a quack- " ... a 

·madman. They don't come any fruitier" - and his theories as dated (28). The playwright 

undercuts Robert's intellectual theories, with Bruce's intelligent and sympathetic 

diagnosis, however culturally biased, and the actual symptoms ofChristopher's illness 

(his fears and delusions), which keep confronting them regardless ofwhat they say. The 

question of one's culture and class (the doctors are white, educated, middle-class, rugby 

fans) affecting perception and therefore playing a role in diagnosis, is exposed. The 

orange on the table that appears to be blue to Christopher serves as the central metaphor: 

is his perception of the color of the orange determ i ned purely by his psychotic state or 

does his cultural understanding and history play a role? Robert proposes to Christopher 

that his delusions are culturally spe~ific: "There is a Cultural Specificity to the apparently 

delusionary nature of sorne of the beliefs you hold" (71). 

The play feels like an intellectual game- an argument on a t~ghtrope-between 

two intelligent men who are limited by their culture and ambition. Their white, middle

c1ass world is contrasted with Christopher, an Afro-Caribbean man from Shepherd's Bush 

who identifies with African culture. Beyond the immediate conflict, the playwright 

manages to provoke thought about race, culture and class and how difficult it is, even for 

trained physicians, ta make a diagnosis of schizophrenia objectively- a diagnosis that 

may have a huge impact on an individual for life. Aweakness of the play is that 
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sometimes it feels like a theoretical debate and this diminishes my conn~ction with the 

characters and their dilemmas. 

The white, cool starkness of the hospitalsetting and the imaginedstate of 

Christopher's surroundings in Shepherd's Bush are both a contrast to the rambling house 

of the middle-class prof essor in Prao! Christopher's options ofwhere to live-the 

institution or home-are both Iimited, because of race and poverty and the inadequacies , 

of institutional treatment. 

Conclusion 

From looking c10sely at,this selection ofplays from different periods, it is clear 

that sorne of the myths and metaphors about mental illness, discussed in chapter one, 

surface in the plays, but for the most part, playwrights present mental illness in sensitive 

. unique ways, avoiding the clichés of "madness" familiar· to us from literature and 

Hollywood films. It seemsthatto create a compelling story, many playwrights keep a 

distance froni serious mental illnesses Iike Schizophrenia, Schizoaffective Disorder and 

Bipolar Depression, writingabout people who areexperiencing emotional or behavior 

difficulties but with their brains functioning weIl. By writing about mentally un~alanced 

individuals more generally, writers avoid labeling and accurately portraying an illness. 

However, Judith Thompson bravely creates individuals with more severe iIInesses, such 

as Alan, in the Crackwalker and other plays. Penhall and Auburn, writing about 

schizophrenia from a contemporary understanding of mental illness, bring into focus 

pertinent questions for people who suffer from the illness, for medical specialists and 

families, although they both rely somewhat on metaphors of illness, perhaps for dramatic 

reasons. Auburn's take on the 'genius who has schizophrenia' is good story material, 

because we are more fascinated by the character perhaps, than if he were a "regular" 

father. Penh ail creates drama by emphasizing the political differences between the two 

doctors, although when Robert starts quoting R. D. Laing's theory, he becomes less 
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convincing as a psychiatrist today, albeit perhaps more interesting dramatically 

(Penhall 28). 

The myth that is most prevalent in the plays studied, especially the mid-century 

Ameriean plays, but also later in Equus, is the idea that ail behavior and emotional 

problems stem from one's psychological and environmental history, with attention tumed 

toward the family or pivotai events in one's past, such as Blanche's discovery ofher 
1 

husband's sexual orientation. It is only in the last twenty to twenty-five years that 

psychiatry has realized " ... that autism, schizophrenia, manie depressive iIIness are 

incredibly genetic disorders. What this means is that genes have an awfullot to say about 

whether somebody has one ofthese illnesses" (Clinton and Hyman 39). Also, it is only 

since 1980, that the field of psychiatry, with its recent advances in medication, and 

developments in research on the brain, has understood the importance oftreating the 

symptoms of certain mental illnesses, considered to be neuro-biological disorders 

(N.B.D.), with medication and supportive psychotherapy (Adamec 171). 

Another myth that surfaced in sorne of the plays is thatthe iIIness does not exist, 

but that "madness" is provoked by an outside individual or by society. This was evident 

in Strindberg's Father who.is cruelly provoked by his wife, but also found more subtly in 

Proofwhere one sister expects the ~ore sensitive sister to become i11. We see it again in 

Blue/Orange wh en Robert discusses Christopher's schizophrenia as a complex response , 

. to his world from his cultural perspective or as a label created by the medical system. In 

the romantie Madwoman of Chaillot, the protagonist once again is not "mad" but c1ever, 

and poetieally quirky. (Her friends however are deliberately quite "mad"). "Madness" 

here, and again in the more dramatic A Delicate Balance, is so obviously a metaphor for 

something else that we accept it as an artistie construct, separate from mental iIIness. 

However in A Delicate Balance, as discussed earlier, the daughter's behavior somewhat 

reflects the stereotype of the hysterical woman or "the Madwoman in the Attic". It seems 
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however, that Albee has chosen her to expres~ the family's controlled "madness"; it is not 

simply an expression ofher stifled creativity. Her action of descending on the guests with 

a gun also intensifies the plot. 

It is wonderful that the newer plays open up discourse about the raie of genetics 

and chemical imbalances in the brain, even though they still explore the myths of 

madness/genius, and of iIIness being a response to a divided"culture, possibly for dramatic 

impact and debate. In the modem American plays, sometimes the myths about mental 

illness are obvious, such as the young heraine who ends up in an in~titution with a 

"braken heart", or th~ negative impact ofthe overbearing mother, but most often the 

playwrights write so c1everly and uniquely about their subjects, that the metaphors of 

ilIness are woven into intelligent complex treatments of the subject. 

Looking ahead to my own dramatization of a family coping with schizophrenia, 

what are some of the playwriting skills that 1 could emulate among the playwrights that 

l've discussed? The most important element is to convey the experience of mental illness 

in its complexity as the best 'plays are I~yered in their representations. One example 

would be the presentation of the voices and memories in Loman's head-they are multi

faceted, textured with music and sounds, dream-like, yet "easily" incorporated into the 

physical.staging and the plot. Another element is sacrificing some of the realistic 

documentary-style representation of the iltness, for dramatic action that engages the 

audience in a subject many prefer to avoid. More Strindberg-like intensification of the 

action and freedom with the script (in terms of the subject matter) would lead to a more 

compelling drama. Also, my goal is to create characters that are not one-dimensional, 

who convey mental-emotional dis,orders on a spectrum, with each person struggling to 

overcome their specific obstacle in order to attain some kind ofpeace within their lives. 

Although within the scope ofthis chapter, 1 could not discuss many of the plays 

that 1 have read, a few models have impacted me for different qualities that 1 hope to 
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emulate. In terms ofbeing able to capture in dramatic writing, the experience ofliving 

with a mental iIIness, from the "inside", the subjective "felt" experience, two new 
, 

playwrights have written about schizophrenia and bipolar disorder compellingly. Laura 

Burke in Voices writes about the voices and fears that accompany a woman's paranoia, as 
\ 

, , 
she strives for health. Kim Seary's one person play, The Beautiful Thing, captures in 

words and music the stigma and pain of an artist's joumey, living with bipolar depression. 

ln terms oftreatments of the family and iIIness, 'Marvin 's Roomby Colin Mc Pherson 

(written from his experience with the AIDS epidemic of the eighties), is an excellent 

model of a realistic depiction offamily members impacted by the protagonist's iIIness. It 

is about a woman's attempt to recover from cancer: because ofher need for a bone 

marrow transplant, the estranged family members (of different generations) are thrown 

together. The play tells the story, in a realistic style, with the open stage serving for 

numerous spaces such as the medical clinic, the house, the yard and Disneyworld; the 

situation evolves with the distinct characters, who have many problems, reconnecting and 

changing because of the central event. It manages to treat a serious subject with 

sensitivity, quirkiness and humor- with'barely a sentimental moment in it. To 

summarize briefly, the qualities that 1 aspire to are: complex treatment of the subject, 

characters that express mental disorders or personality problems on a spectrum, an 

insider's "truth" about the experience of the illness,an intensifiéation of the realistic 

joumey Of schizophrenia to increase the dramatic action and finally, humor and quirkiness 

to engage the audience in a poetic family drama. 



( 

Chapter Three: A New Play 

Alarm 

by Barbara Kelly 
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Act One 
Scene 1 

The middle of the night. The year is 1980. There is a baby mobile hang~ng in the 
bedroom upstairs. Linda, in a nightgown is standing centre stage holding Melanie as a 
two-month old baby, wrapped in a blanket, trying to seule her. Linda gives the mobile a 
twirl to soothe the baby and recites afew fines of the children 's story by memory. 

Linda: "1'11 love you forever, forever and ever ... umm l'lIlike you for always. As long as 
l'm living my baby you'lI be .... " (Ross enters the roomfrom upstairs landing. In his 
boxers, and groggy with sleep, he offers to take over). 

'Ross: Here, you get sorne sleep. (Turns to the baby.) Hello my princess. And how are 
you? 

Linda: She's perfect. Absolutely perfecto 

They exchange a short tender kiss, the baby between them, and Linda exits. Lights fade 
out slowly on the bedroom while Melanie is reachlng the end of her valedictorian sPfjech 

downstage. The year is 1997. 

\ 

Melanie: ln sorne ways graduation feels like standing on the edge of a cliff: it's both 
exhilarating and frightening. Do 1 have what it takesto accomplish my dreams? 1 believe 
that the answer is - a resounding yeso We have what it takes, and that is hard work, and 
courage. As we think about ourdreams, let's also remember that Iife affirms itself despite 
obstacles. The monarch buttertly survives traveling thousands of miles with its delicate 
wings in order to reach warm nesting grounds. 

Our challenge is to be open to the small and large gestures of love, the smile of 

the cashier at the supermarket, the friend that believes in you, the feeling of community 
from ail ofyou gathered here. And so like the monarch buttertly, let's fly on with beauty, 
adaptability, an,d strength. Congratulations to the grads of2008- 1 believe in ail ofyou 

tonight! Let's celebrate! (She hesitates and then with a mischievoussmilejlings hercap 

along with the imaginary group to the sound of loud appla1!se and celebration.) 
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Scene 2 

The Boyd family's home. The family room is tastefully decorated with a lived- iiz feeling 
to it. Thereis an outside entrance on stage right. A staircase centre stage leflleads to a 
smalllimding and the bedrooms upstairs. The only bedroom that is visible to the 
audience is Melanié 's on stage right above the family room. Ideally it has a curtain or 
scrim on the downstage wall that may be closed (as in this scene) or lefl open. On stage 
lefl there is a counter or island where Jimmy has his snacks etc. The exit on stage lefl, 
beyond the counter, leads to an offitage kitchen. Another exit, upstage lefl goes to the 
powder room. 

The scene: June. It is 40 'clock in the morning. Linda is curled up on the couch reading 
Canadian Living magazine. With the onset of an uncomfortabl,e hotflash, she uses the 
magazine as afan. We hear a car do or shut and a car take off down the street. Jimmy 
enters stage right and sneaks past Linda who pretends to be asleep. Jimmy is slightly , 
unsteady on his feet and in à rush to get to the powder room to relieve himseIJ. Linda 

'stops him wiih her question. 

Linda: Hi Jimmy ... do you know what time it is? 

Jimmy: Uh no. 

Linda: It's four o'c1ock! 

Jimmy: 1 guess Ilost track. 

Linda: Have you been drinking? 

Jimmy: 1 hild a couple.ofbeers ma, it's reàlly no big deal. Hey we were amazing! They 
loved us! l've gorta go to the bathroom. 

Linda: Are you sick? 

Jimmy: l have to pee alright? 

Linda: Remember what we talked about? 

. Jimmy: Vou mean trust? 

Linda: No, 1 mean moderation. Moderation is key Jimmy. Have a good time but don't, 
you know get-

Jimmy: Get sloshed? Me? Don 't worry, ma, moderation is key, got it. l'Il do the' 
moderation,hey, maybe you could do the trust. (He runs offitage lefl to powder room 
yelling, "he shoots, he scores! ") 

As Linda smiles at his an tics, Melanie enters from stage right, having arrived in the same 
car. She is still wearing the prom dress but her hair is disheveled. She starts slamming 
things around, removing her purse and shoes with vehemence. Linda is oblivious at first. 



Linda:' Mel. Vou were fantastie! The speech was terrifie! When the prize was 
announced 1 couldn't believe it. 1 was stunned. Simply stunned. The Guilford Science 
prize! Did you expeet that? 1 am so proud ofyou! Honey? What's wrong? 

Mel: He fueking eheated on me. Can you believe it? 

Linda: What are you talking about? 

Mel: Tyler. He slept with Ashley! (Jimmy reenters from the bathroom,) 

Jimmy: Holy shit! At the prom? 

Linda: When? 
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. Mel: Tonight. He slept with Ashley at the fucking promo How many times are you goil)g 
to make me say it. Oh my God, l'm going to kill him. What am 1 going to do? 

Linda: ln her gown? Where? 1 mean-

Mel: Mom! (Almos! simultaneously with Jimmy's Une.) 

Jimmy: Ma, shut up will you. Where? 

Mel: Oh my God, how could he? 1 trusted him, totally- after two years! (She starts to 
cry.) How could he do that to me? 

Linda: Maybe it's amisunderstanding? How did you ... 

Mel: Apparently Lisa and Dave stumbled upon them. 

Jimmy: Where? 

Mel: It doesn't matter. They were fucking okay by the lake on the beach can you believe 
that? 1 knew things weren't goinggreat. 1 thought he was mad or something. 1 don't 
know why. (She starts to cry,) Lisa and Dave were walking. Lisa came and told m.e so 1 
wouldn't find them myselfI guess. 1 was chilling, listening to Jimmy's band by the fire. 
1 freaked, totally, Ijust 1 couldn't believe it! At first 1 tried to think;to calm down. 1 
should have left but instead 1 went to the beach. They were on their way back. .. 1 started 
screaming, hitting Tyler. The next thing 1 knew people were pulling me away .. As if it . 
were my problem! How could he do this to me? At my grad! W~ were supposed to move 

in together (pause,) Mom, he's my life! (She breaks down into tears.) 

Linda: Oh Mel.. .. l'm so sorry. 

Jimmy: l'rn gonna get hirn for this, fucking bastard. Ma, where are the keys? l'm taking 
the car. 

Linda: Absolutely not. 

Mel: Mom, 1 can't take it... what am 1 supposed to do? 
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Linda: (Reachingfor her.) Okay, okay calm down, let's take a breather. 

Mel: Take a breather? 

Linda: What's happenèd has happened. l'm going to get dad (caUs up the stairs). Ross? 

Jimmy: We can't let this prick do this-where are the keys?(He looks for keys by the 
entrance.) 

Linda: (He grabs the keysfirst.) Vou are not driving. Ross? Give me those keys. 

Ross' voice: (Half-asleepfrom bedroom.) Linda, what's going on down there? Leave the 
kids alone, 

Linda: Oh great. Thanks! 

Jimmy: l'm gonna kick his ass. 

Linda: Just give me the keys or you'lI never drive my car again. Ross would you get 
down here! 

Mel: Forget it Jimmy, 1 already lost it in front of everyone. (Crying.) They're ail talking 
about me. 

Jimmy: Vou can't let him do this to you. 

Ross: (On upstairs landing.) What the he Il 's going on down there? Jimmy? Settle down: 

(Jimmy puts the keys back by the door.) What the hell is wrong with this family? It's 
four o'clock in the morning. (He goes back to bedroom.) 

Linda: Do you realize what's happened? (Fo Jimmy.) l'II talk to you about this 
tomorrow. (She goes upstairs.) Ross? 

Melanie: (Her phone rings.) It's Tyler. l'm not talking to him. 

(Her phone rings again . . From upstairs we hear bits of a muffled argument between 
Linda and Ross: You 're a great help ... we shouldjust stay out ofit ... But he cheated on 
her! Etc.) 

Jimmy: (Jimmy grabs the phone.) What the fuck Tyler. She doesn't want to talk to 

you ... What? (Jimmy walks away from Mel as he listens.) .... Is that the truth? Don't 

bullshit me ... For real? ... Okay, okay, l'II talk to her. (He hangs up the phone.) Mel? 
It's a mistake! He says that Lisa got it ail wrong. They were talking. They weren't doing 

anything. (Mel doesn 't respond.) Are you listening? Nothing happened! He wants you to 
cali him. 

Mel: And you believe him? It's not true. He was with her! 
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Jimmy: Are you sure? 1 mean think about it- why would Tyler do that? He's crying and 
shit. Anyway, 1 don't get it. Why did you freak out ifthey were just talking? It's fucking 
psycho. l'm going to bed. (Jimmyexils. Mel accidentally pricks herselfremoving her 
orchid and starts crying again as the lights fade.) 

Scene 3 

The scene: Late September. Linda is doing Pi/ates on thefloor and Ross is reading the 
paper that is spread on the table in the fami/y room. The curtain or scrim above is c/osed 
so that Melanie 's room is not visible. A bedside alarm c/ock starts ringingfrom upstairs; 
the noise is steady electronic beeps. Both Linda and Ross look upfor afew seconds. 
Someone upstairs turns off the alarm and they resume their activilies. 

Jimmy entersfrom outside dribbling a basketball. During the scene, he helps himselfto 
mi/k with Chocolate Quick at the counter. 

Jimmy: Hey 1 made the cut. 

Ross: Good for you! Stay oh your toes, it'Il get tougher. Ifyou want to make the team-

Jimmy: 1 kflow dad. Did you make the pancakes? 

Ross: Not yet. 1 was waiting for Mel- (The alarm c/ock rings again. They pause. It 
keeps ringing this lime.) 

Linda: This is ridiculous. At this rate shell sleep ail day. (She goes to bottom of the 
stairs.) Melanie, it's two o'clock! ' 

Ross: Maybe she's tired, it's Sunday for God's sake. 

Linda: It's a beautifuf fall day and she's still in bed. 

Jimmy: Actually it's raining. 

Ross: Will you go turn it off Jimmy, please? 

Jimmy: 1 guess. (He exils upstairs.) 

Linda: Ali summer, ever since the grad fiasco, Mel hasn't been herself. l'm going up to 
wake her. 

Ross: You gO up there )tou' Il have a big argument. 

Granny: (Arrives in colouiful raingear and hat) Hello hello! My God it's pouring! 

Linda: (Taking her jacket) Oh mom l'm sorry! 1 forgot to cali you. Did you ride your 
bike? 
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Ross: 1 would have picked you up. 

Granny: Oh it's only a few blocks. 1 got so bored after church! Ali my friends seem to 
have disappeared, that's my problem. 

Jiinmy: (Coming downstairs) Rey gran's here! (He hugs her hello:) SO'let's eat. (They 
ignore him.) 

Granny: Is Melanie feeling better? It was wonderful to have her company this week. 'It 
cheered me right up. 

Linda: Melanie was home? What day? 

. Granny: WeiL .. ' quite a few days. She had a touch of the flu. 

Linda: (To Ross.) She's cutting classes. 

Granny: (ToJimmy.) 1 should have kept my big mouth shut. 

Ross: She's probably stressed. Sciences are tough. 1 myself-

Linda: 1 know- you failed. But Melanie? 

Jimmy: Vou failed sciences? 

Granny: Really. 

(The next few exchanges are fairly quick.) 

Jimmy: Wow,that makes me feel betterabout 421. 

Linda: Are you failing 421? Vou need that to graduate. 

Jimmy: No you don't. 

Linda: Yes you dq. 

Jimmy: Do you wanna bet? 

Linda: She's obviously depressed. Do you think it's Tyler? 

Jirrimy: (Under Ms breath.) l'm getting depressed. Can we eat? 1 have to go somewhere. 

Ross: She'lI get over him. 

Linda: You don 't just gel over your first love. 

Ross: Oh yea? Who was your first love? 



Jimmy: Rey, maybe you guys shouldcall one ofthose help lines. Tell them you're 
fucked-up parents dealing with a sleep disorder. Then again, we couldjust eat. 

Linda: Watch your language. 

Granny: l'm going to make the pancakes. 

Linda: That's okay mom. Ross likes to make them on Sun-
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Granny: Don't be silly! Let's give hirri the day off. Now where's the flour? (From here 
on Granny is messing around at the counter withjlour, eggs etc but she has some 
difficulty with the recipe. She brings thingsfrom the kitchen off-stage lei! to the counter to 
be with everyone.) 

Linda: She's not doing things anymore. 

Ross: What about her job? She must be doing that. Hey, doesn't she have to work 
toda~? Jimmy, go tell Mel toget ready for work. 

Jimmy: She quit her job .. 

Linda: When? 

Ross: 1 don 't believe it. That was a great part-time job. 

Jimmy: Yup, pretty stupid ifyou ask me. 

Ross: (He goes to bottom ofstairs.) Mel, it's time to get up. l'm not kidding.' Do you 
want sorne pancakes? 

Jimmy: 1 do, with chocolate chips. Can 1 have my band over tonight? 

Linda: We'll see. 

Jimmy: Hey gran, Battle of the Bands, Dec. 10th. Mark it on your calendar. 

Granny: ,Oh good. Now ... two cups of flour-I better double that ... 

Linda: Ross, we need to talk to her. 

Jimmy: She didn't wanna talk to me last night. 

Linda: When last.night? 

Jimmy: Around two. 

Linda: You were that late? 

Jimmy: Come to think of it, maybe it was 1-1 :30. She 'was staring at the TV, her hair 
kinda messy ... 



Ross: Was she watching a movie? 

Jimmy: No, there was nothingon. (Pause as /hey absorb this information.) 

Granny: Oh 1 do that sometimes. (Cracking eggs.) 

Linda: Mom you already put the eggs in. 
(Alarm rings again.) 
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Jimmy: Oops, 1 guess 1 hit the snooze. (Someone upstairs turns off/he alarm, presumably 
~~~ . 

Ross: Okay Lin, do you want to talk to her or should I? 

Linda: Why don't we both talk to her? You know tell her we're concemed. Nothing 
heavy. (She goes /0 bottom of stairs.) Melanie? 

Jimmy: (Singing.) "She ain't heavy, she's my sister. .. " 

Linda: Mel, are you up? (Pause, no sign of liJe from Melanie.) 

Jimmy: Anyway, what does it matter! Can 1 have my band over? We need to practice. 

Linda: On Sunday night? 1 prefer not. 

Jimmy: Wqy not? 

. Ross: (Looking at Linda). It's fine by' me. 

Linda: You must have sorne homework. 

Jimmy: Look, just 'cause Mel's screwlng up' at school doesn't mean 1 am. 

Granny: Oh dear. 

Ross: It's perfect, they'll practice while we're out. 

Linda: How can we go out? Besides 1 have sorne work to do- you know the airport 
property 1 told you about-

. Ross: Come on Lin, we're a month late for our anniversary dinner. 

Jimmy: That's pathetic. Youbetter go. 

Granny: Oh happy anniversary! Maybe we should aIl go out. 

Ross: Uh yea. Maybe. 

Jimmy: So, can 1 have my band over? 
) 
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Ross: Look, if it's about Tyler or het job, we're not going to change anything. 

Granny: Vou two go out. l'II stay with Mel and the band. 

Jimmy:Sounds Iike a plan! 

Linda: Try to understand, it'sjust not a good time. 

Jimmy: Yea, 1 understand, it's never a good time anymore around here. Everything's 
about Mel. Mel's sleeping, Mel's courses. Mel's boyfriend. Mel's non-existent friends. 1 
mean why the fuck don 't we just eat breakfast and forget about her? 1 made the cut for 
the bàsketball team- do you even care mom? We can practice at someone else's house! 
Oh and dad, thanks for the fucking pancakes! (He leaves.) 

Granny: Oh my. He's feeling his oats. 

Ross: What did you do that for? , 

Linda: Don't blame me beçause he can't accept no! l'm sorry mom. 

Granny: 1 shouldn't have come. Oh dear l'm not sure now about the sugar. .. 

Ross: Why do you always h,ave to say no? 

Linda: 1 can't handle Jimmy Hendrix tonight, can't you understand that? 

Ross: But you won't have to Iisten to Hendrix ifwe're out! Anyway 1 love Jimmy 
Hendrix! 1 love it when they practice! They have a good time. Vou don't have to stop 
your Iife and everyone else's because ofwhatever she's going through. Dinner would 
have been great-just to get out ofthis fucking house! . 

Linda: So go out by yourself! What a bunch of adolescent garbage- just becatÎse you 
didn't get your way. 

Ross: Vou know what? l'will! l'm outta here. Vou can stay home and worry! (He exils.) 

Granny: l've never seen him so angry. 

Linda: Ross! Wait! (Shefollows him outside.) 

Granny: On a Sunday. (Mel walks down the stairs looking pale, in a pair of jeans and an 
old sweatshirt, holding her alarm clock.) Weil, weil. Here's the queen of Sheba. Good 
afternoon. 

Melanie: Hi gran. 

Granny: Mel, l'm in a bit of a mess; 1 used to make the most delicious pancakes 
remember? Come and take a look. 



Melanie: Granny? Someone's sending me signais in my alarm dock. Someone's been 
messing with it. Gr~nn'y- Are you sure? 

Melanie: J'm positive. 1 never even set the alarm. 
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Mel stands there terrified, holding the a!wm dock, as we hear Jimmy Hendrix music 
comingfrom the band in the garage and the sounds of Linda and Ross arguing outside the 
front door. 

Scene 4 

The scene: Mid-November. lt is late on a Friday evening. Melanie is sitting in thefamily 
room making a baby mobile by candlelight. She ho/ds il up and gives one of the hanging 
pieces a twirl. lt moves gently, affecting the other hanging pieces. He is wearing a 
jacket, wet from freezing rain, and carrying a six-pack of beer that 's been opened. 

Jimmy: Hey Mel. (He notices the candie and mobile.) 

Mel: Hi Jimmy. 

Jimmy: What are you doing, meditating or something? 

Mel: Not really, J'mjust chilling. Thinking about the universe and the interconnectedness 
of things. Look. (She shows him the mobile.) 

Jimmy: What' s that? 

Mel: Your old baby mobile. 1 was poking around the basement. One piece moves a,nd it 
affects every other piete. See? They ail move, in different directions. Ultimately we're 

not alone-we create ripples of energy-

Jimmy: Oh yea? That's cool. Hold it up over my head (He lies down and twirls the 
pieces, entranced with their movement.) Wow. Nice. Beautiful colors. Goo goo ga ga. 

l'm more buzzed than 1 thought. (Pulling himselfup.) Weil it's freezing rain in the real 
'universe. Fuck 1 wish it was snow! 1 can't wait to go skiing. Do you wanna beer? (He 

thr,ows keys on the table near the door, aimingfor the basket. He then helps himselfto a 
beer.) 

Mel: No thanks. Were you driving? 

Jimmy: Yea, J'm okay. 

Mel: Don't be an idiot. You 'could lose your probationary license, you know that. 

Jimmy: Hey, 1 said l'm okay! So where are the parentals? 

Mel: They're finally on a date. It used to be once a week, remember? 



Jimmy: Yea, 1 loved Fridays: babysitters, pizza and T.G.LF. 

Mel: They're probably talking about me, the nut case. 

Jimmy: You're not so bad. Morri threw a hairbrush at dad this moming. 

Mel: Really? She needs counseling more than·me. 

Jimmy: Lucky, she has a bad aim. (They share a laugh.) Hey,we beat Centennial. My 
game was on. 

Mel: That's wonderful. Watch out for coach Sweeney. 
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Jimmy: Yea, l know, basketball rules and fuck everything else! He doesn't even know 
about the band. Are you gonnacome to the show? Battle of the bands-2008! Watch out 
for Common Ground! We are so gonna win! Seriously, 1 think we have a chance. Most 
of the se groups are just kids. 

Mel: (Non-committal:) Sounds good. 

Jimmy: You've gotta come. It's goingto be great! (Pause)'So, are you getting back into 
things? 

Mel: Things? 

Jimmy: You know, school and stuff. After you and Tyler split 1 thought-

Mel: Why does everyone keep t~lking about Tyler? It's over. Finally. It'sjust ... 

Jimmy: What? 

Mel: Do you want to smoke a j? 

Jimmy: Sure-l guess-not really. What ifmom and dad come home? Heysince when do 
you-

Mel: Since ... 1 get these insane headaches. 

Jimmy: Do you want me to get you sorne weed? My friend gets this amazing stuff. Very 
medicinal! 

Mel: 1 guess so ... but don't say it's for me. Sometimes it feels almost like, cobwebs on 
my brain, mixing things up. Yea, my thoughts get fogged up. Have you ever felt that 

, way? 

Jimmy: Weil duh, ail the !ime, in math c1ass (Mellaughs). Did you tell mom and,dad? 

Mel: They' Il just worry. 

Jimmy: Yea ... but you better tell them anyway. What about schàol? 
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Mel: 1 don't want to talk about it. 

Jimmy: Come on, what happened to Miss valedictorian? Man your speech made me cry, 
coping with future challenges, life and ail that. 

Mel: l'm failing Organic Chemistry for sure; probably more courses. 

Jimmy: ReaHy? 

Mel: Jimmy, something's going on. The profs fucked up, really strange. 1 think he's 
corhing on to me. He keeps sending me messages, freaking me out. Pm thinking of 
reporting him. 

Jimmy: What? He calls here? 

Mel: He sends me coded messages through the formulas. 

Jimmy: Are you sure? Cause that sounds pretty weird. 

Mel: 1 know, but it'strue. He writes them on the board with his lecture ... messages that 
are only meant for me, hidden in the formulas. He singles me out. 

. Jimmy: What are they about? 

Mel: Vou don't want to kl}Ow. Serious stuff. .. about the world, about God, sex. 

Jimmy: Come on, Mel- are you sure you're not imagining this shit? 

Mel: Pm positive. 

Jimmy: Messages about God and sex in a chemistry formula? Maybe the guy'sjust a 

creep. 1 really wonder about teachers sometimes. 

Mel: Why would llie to you? Ifyou can't handle it-. 

Jimmy: Look, 1 don 't want to insult you or anything but maybe you should see a: 
doctor ... or Brother TerrY. Yea, why don't you talk to Brother Terry? 

Mel: Vou don't believe me? (Silence). 1 said you don't believe me? 

Jimmy: Weil, kinda, but... no, 1 guess 1 don't. Sorry ... it'sjust too weird. 

Mel: Fuck you! Do you think l'm crazy?Is that it? 

~immy: Look, l'm sorry, fucking stop screaming at me, whaddo 1 know? Maybe he's a 

complete weirdo. 

Mel: Vou can't understand because it's on a whole other level. Anyway,I've already 
made a doctor's appointment. 
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Jimmy: You have? That's good. Maybe you're ... you know, nervous.It hasn't been easy 

lately-

Mel: For your information Jimmy, l'm not nervous, l'm pregnant. That's why 1 made the 

appointment. 

Jimmy: Woa- for real? 1 think 1 need a beer (Helps himselfto another beer but he 
doesn 't open il.) 

Mel: Don't tell mom and dad. Please keep it between uS Jimmy, ail right? (He nods 
barely). l'm waiting for the right moment. 

Jimmy: That might take a while. (Silence). You're sure? 

Mel: Yes, 1 have a new Iife in me. 

Jimmy: Woa that's crazy. Who's the father? (Silence). Never mind, you don't have to 

tell me. Man~ 1 gotta get sorne sleep. Maybe you should too. Good night. 

Mel: Good night little bro. (He wàlks toward the stairs and stops, his back to her). 

Jimmy: Is it Tyler? 

Mel: No .. 

Jimmy: Who then? 

Mel: Mr. Richards (lie turns and looks at her in confusion.) My chemistry teacher. 
(He looks at her and then exils; Melanie holds up the baby mobile and begins to twirl il 
again.) 

Scene 5 

. The scene: Late November. One week later, in the living room; the lights are off and it is 
late afternoon; Jimmy is sitting at the computer typing on Facebook, talking on the phone 
and drinking chocolate milk. From upstairs we hear the sound of Gregorian chants 
playing low. Melanie's bedroom curtain or scrim is c/osed. 

Jimmy: Oh yea that W<;lS funny 1 was so wasted 1 couldn't move. Tonight? Uh .... no 1 

can't man ... Why can't we practice at your house? (Pause.) No kidding, 1 know when the 

show is! 

Ross enters carrying his laptop and a briefcase. He deposits his winter coat and 
belongings. 

Jimmy: 1 told you my place won't work ... Look, 1 don't have to have a reason! Later. 

(He hangs up.) 
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Ross: Jimmy! How's mynumber one son? 

Jimmy: Hey dad. 

Ross: So what was that about? Vou can practice here tonight. 

Jimmy: No, 1 don't want to. 

Ross: But you always practice here. 

Jimmy: Whatever. 

Ross: Is mom home? (He cal!s Linda on his cel!.) 

Jimmy: (Typing away.) 1 don'tthink so. Can we order pizza? 

Ross: You don 't think so? How' s the basketball? 

\ 

Jimmy: (Hesitation.) 1 got eut from the team. 

Ross: What happened? 

Jimmy: Nothing. 1 had a few bad games. 

Ross: Come on, there must have been something. 

Jimmy: The guy's a fuckingjerk. Thinks he's God. 

Ross: Did you miss practice? (Pause.) Vou missed practice. How many times? Damm 
it Jimmy, what happened? 

Jimmy: He doesn't like me. That's it okay? 

Ross: What happened? (Pause.) Jimmy? That was a great opportunity and it looks like 

you blew it. 

Jimmy: Okay you made your point wouldja stop talking about it? (Phones afriendon his 
cel! but there 's no answer.) 

Ross: Has Mel b~en down since you got home? 

Jimmy: No, but she's playing music, ifyou can cali it that, monks chantirig ... 

Ross: (At bottom ofstairs.) Mel? Come on down, forsupper. 

Jimmy: So what's for supper? 

Ross: Hm. Tilapia (Checks thefish on counter.) How about pizza? 

Jimmy: Didn 't 1 just say that? Why do you do that ail the tinie? 



Ross: Do what? Let's go out, as a family. And you are gonna convince sleeping beauty 
tojoin us. 

Jimmy: She won't go. And l'm really sick ofthis Stairway to Heaven routine. (He 
remains at the computer.) 

Linda suddenly en/ers and removes her coat. Her smart pan/suit is looking sloppy; 
perhaps onebutton of her blouse has opened. 

Linda: (Singing her version of "Big Spender".) The minute she walked in the joint, he 
could see she was a gal of distin!?tion, a real big spender"-

Ross: Linda, wh~re were you? 

Linda: (Singing). "Good looking, so refined". 

Ross: Can't you tum oh your cell? 

Linda: (Louder than usual.) Vou know lately l've been discovering that 1 hate cell 
phones. They're an invasion ofprivacy. (Singing to Jimmy.) "Saywouldn't you like to 
know what' s going on in my mind?" (She plops herself on the couch.) You' re not going 
to believe this but l'm drunk. A little drunk. Not really:(Linda gets the hiccups.) 1 took a 
taxi. (Mocking.) Don't drink and drive. 

Ross: A taxi? Where's the car? 

Linda: Vou would worry about the car. What about me? Look, l've even got the 
hiccups. What causes hiccups anyway- is it the alcohol or air? Oh did 1 blow it Rossie
these clients were in from New York, you know the airport deal. .. you remember. They
were potential buyers. 

Ross: Where'sthe car? 

Linda: The car? '(Pause) Oh my God! ... Oh, it's fine. It's on Crescent or one ofthose 

streets. So anyway we had booked this months ago. Remember last fall at the convention 

1 met a perspec prospective-

Ross: Come on Linda. 

Linda: So to make a long story short, although 1 don't know why yC?u're not interested, 1 
listen to your stories-they bought wine, excellent wine actually. Now what was it? God 1 
wanted to remember the name. It'Il come back to me. l'djust come from the doctor's 
with Mel and hadn 't eaten. 1 had a glass or two. Have you seen ~el?, 

Jimmy: Or four. The key is moderation, right mom? 

Linda: (She starts giggling.) Very funny, Jimmy. Touché! Come on, give me a hug. 1 

want my basketball star to give me a hug. (He doesn " hug her.)· Are you mad? 
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Jimmy: So much for the family dinner. (He gets up and begins to text-message afriend) 

Linda: Are you hungry? Let's get Mel to join us-she's had quite a day: 

Ross: Go on up Jimmy, we cou Id still go out- . 

Linda: (Too /oud) Hey, we can order pizza! How does that sound? (Jimmy sighs and 
exits upstairs.) Did you ask him about his math? 

Ross: He wasjust telling me about basketball. 

Linda: Basketball! He's not going to graduate withou~ the math. 1 can't believe he's 
failing math l'Il cali the tutor tonight remind me. 

Ross: What happened with Mel? 

Linda: Oh my God Ross, 1 blew it. Lester was squirming in his seat, glaring at me. 1 was 
unprepared, babbling away. Although 1 think Tony, the VP Iiked me-

. Ross: Linda would you get a hold of yourself. (lndicates Jimmy upstairs.) 

Linda: Lookjust because l'm a little tipsy, once .. .! mean what àbout your hockey pool or 
your fucking impromptu cop reunions? Huh? What about those little macho get
togethers? 

Ross: Just tell me what happened-

Linda: We saw Dr. MilIer- Robert. Thank God he was on duty- he asked about you by 
the way-he wants to play squash. 

Ross: Linda, what did he fucking say? 

Linda: Oh Ross -she's,,_. she's hurting so bad, our Melanie, our princess. Ijust don't get 
it. .. (Starting to cr.y.) 

Ross: What is ii? 

Linda: She's in trouble-I think 1 knew it, deep down, and then Robert- he seemed worried 
". oh Ross, she's not pregnant! He examined her and she's not pregnant! (Linda has 
started to cry.) 

Ross: But that's goodnews isn't it? Did he give her a pregnancy test? 

Linda: (She nods.) She imagined it! The whole thing's absurdo Ithought she'd slept with 

Tyler again- that her moods and the depression were ail hormonal ... 1 can 't believe how 
naïve 1 was! 

, 

Ross: What a relief. Come on, she's way too young to have a baby. (With the door to 
Me/'s room open, we hear the Gregorian music a /itt/e c/earer.) 
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Linda: Ross, she's delusional. . 

Ross: What do you mean? ) 

Linda: You know delusional. 

Ross: How could she suddenly·become delusionaJ? 

Linda: He's referring her to a psychiatrist at the Douglas. The Douglasl In the meantime, 
he gave her a prescription for tranquilizers. 

Ross: Tranquilizers? 

Linda: (Jimmy is on the landing by now.) To treat her depression. We have to be careful 
about how we handle this- for Mel's sake-

Jimmy: M()m? Dad? Mel's not there. 
) 

Linda: What do you mean? She must be around. 

Jimmy: She's not in her room. (Jimmy goes to top of basemént stairs near the entrance 
S.R.) Hey Mel? Vou down there? 

~inda: 1 dropped her·off around 1. Cali her cel!. (Jimmy calls /roni his œil.) 

Ross: Maybe she's gone to see a friend. (We hear Me/'s cell ringing in her room. Jimmy 
hangs up.) . 

Linda: She hasn't been seeing friends. Where have you been? 

Ross: It might be a good thing. She's beeri cooped up in that room. 

Jimmy: Yea, .it's just a bit weird ... 

Linda: What? 

Jimmy: She made a whole lot ofthose baby mobiles. They're ail over theroom. Stars 
and shit. Can 1 borrow the car? l'Il go for a spin, take a look around. 

Ross: l'Il go with you. (Before going out the door.) Lin? Get sorne dinner on okay? 

Linda hesitates, and then pours herself a glàss of wine. She goes upstairs to Mel's room. 

The curtains or sèrim are opened as she enters theroom. She opens a window. She sits 

on the bed, confused and stares in wonder at the beautiful mélange of mobiles hanging 
around the room. We hear the gentle sound of the pieces as they touch·èach other from 

the outsidebreeze and the sound of the Gregorian chantsfrom Melanie's CD player. 
Linda drinks her wine and ho/ds Mel 's pillow close to herself, perhaps inhaling Afel's 
scent, as the lights fade. 



Scene 6 

Three hours /ater hi the family room. An empty pizza box is on the counter. Linda 

/ooking exhausted cornes downstairs. Ross in sweatpdnts, is half-watching a hockey 
game. 

Linda: (Looks aroimd.) Where did Jimmy go? 

Ross: He's at Matt's. (Checks his cell phone.) Maybe he's heard something by now. 

Linda: The band again. Doesn 't he care about his sister? 

Ross: Get offhis case. He's been trying to reach her ail night ... Maybe she went 
shopping. 

Linda: 'For what? Shoes? 

Ross: Ha,ve you been drinking? 

Linda: Don'tjudge me okay. Ali the wày to the doctor she was screaming at me about 
the baby 1 wanted to abort. The baby! And then 1 have to go this luncheon .. .1 feellike 
something's been wrenched from me. 

Ross: You're hungover. 

Linda: That too. 

Ross: Maybe 1 should cali around. 

Linda: 1 thinkwe better keep a lid on this. (The phone rings and they both reachfor il.) 

Ross: H~1I0 ... No, they're at Matt's. (He hangs up.) 

Linda: Did you give\him a curfew? Oh, he'll be home - he has agame tomorrow. Can 

you go? l'fi taking mom grocery shopping. 

Ross: (Slight pause as he decides whether to tell her about Jimmy getting cut from the 

te am.) Yea weil, it uh tums out he doesn't have agame tomorrow. 

Linda: Of course he does. Four 0' clock at Centeimia1. 

Ross: (Vague/y.) Okay, l'Il try to get away. 

Linda: (Dialing Jimmy 's number.) Jimmy? Where are you? 
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Jimmy: Hey good timing.l'm walking in the door. (Hanging up the phone as he enters. 

He seems stoned but Linda is ob/ivious.) Have you guys heard from Mel? 

Jimmy: No one's seen her. 
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Linda: Movies are out by now aren't they? 

Jimmy: Movies? (A slow stoned reaction.) Uh, yea 1 guess: . .It depends ... Vou know ... 
on the theatre. Whatever. (Ross looks at him for a beat.) She could be anywhere. (He 

goes to the computer to .turn away from Ross.) 

Linda: It's co Id out there. 

Jimrriy: It's only Il :30 mom. 

Ross: She's probably in a café or bar. If she isn't home by one, l'Il put in an alert, have 
them send a cruiser around ... (Sees Linda 's worry.) what the heU l'm going out again. 

Jimmy: Do you want me to come? 

Ross: No, 1 think you better stay here. (He puts his jacket on quickly, grabs the keys and 

exils.) 

Jimmy: What's that supposed to mean? (Jimmy heads upstairs and lies on Mel 's bed, 

looking at the mobiles. He picks up her phone and checks her incoming calls and cali 
history.) 

Linda wanders to the kilchen offitage right.' After a moment, Mel comes in the door. She 

is underdressed and very cold but seems to be unaware of il. She is wearing sandals. 
Her hair is disheveled and her eyes look glazedfrom drug use . 

. Mel: (Deep in discussion with Lucinda as they enter. Lucinda remains as a shadowy 
presence upstage in the background.) But how do you know? A cloud on a rainy day has 
secrets the sun can't behold. Maybe the stars are perfectly in alignment so that the world 
senses the spiritual oblivion without forbidding it anything. rd like sorne ofthat incense 
to bum in the long days ofwinter. A tuming over, a new leaf, a chapter-is that the 
configuration? (She collapses on the couch and writes in a small notebook. Linda 
returns.) Ah yes, incense. In the lopsided heart ofthings-

Linda: Mel? Where have you been? 

Melanie: Nowhere. 1 wasjust out walking. (To herself, puzzled.) What things-

Linda: Are you out ofyour mind? It's been hours and hours! (Jimmy puts Mel's phone 

away, comes down and quietly phones Ross.) , 

Melanie: Out ofmy mind. (Smiles at Lucinda who hovers in the background i.e. on the 

stairs, by the door.) See what 1 mean? 

Linda: We've been worried sick! 

Jimmy: (On his cell as he comes downstairs.) Dad? She's home. 

Mel: Tum off the phone Jimmy. (Very nervous). Could you put it away? 



Jimmy: It's okay it's dad. 

Linda: (Getting a throw blanketfrom the sofa.) Are you alright? 

Mel: Weil 1 think l'm fine so please fucking leave me alone. (She laughs privatelyto 
Lucinda.) 
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Linda: Vou don't look fine. Are you cold? Hon your feet! They're frozen! (She 
removes Mel's sandals.) Vou could get frostbite. Herewrap this around you and l'II get . 
another blanket. (She places the throw over her.) Jimmy, would you google frostbite? 
(Jimmy goes to the computer.) Mel-oh Mel this is not good do you understand? Not 
good. (Looks her in her eyes.) Have you taken something? 

Mel: The night is incredibly beautiful and l'd rather not spoil it with this inquisition. 
Anyway you smelllike wine. Not good, not good .... (She giggles) do you understand? 

Linda: Don't you talk to me Iike that. We've been frantic ail night. . 

Jimmy: Hot water. (Reading.) Uh no- warm water. Or warm compresses. 

Linda: Towels will do. The bathroom cupboard. Dad's out looking for you now. We 
were about to cali the police. 

Melanie: But dad is the police. That's hysterical. Is he going to arrest his daughter? 

(She laughs a /ittle to Lucinda.) Can't 1 go for a walk? 
\ 

Linda: We were worried. Jimmy's been looking for you-(Linda leaves SLfor the kitchen 
to get a basin ofwater.) 

Mel: Did you cali anyone? 

Jimmy: Uh, yea ... but no one was home. 

Mel: Youdidn't talk to anyone? 

Jimmy: No. 

Mel: Do you realize what you could have done? 1 have to be careful and you-

Jimmy: What do you have to be so careful about? 

Mel: Don't tell anyone anything about me alright. 1 have to protect the baby. (Linda· 
enterswith a basin ofwarm water.) 

Jimmy: Is the baby alright? 

Linda: Mel, the doctor said-

Mel: Doctorsdon't kno~ eyerything. (To Lucinda, mumbled.) Latent misunderstandings 

reinterpreting the obvious quagmires ... 1 know the things 1 know. 
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Linda: What on earth are you talking about? Did you take one of the tranquilisers? Rere 
put your feet in the water. 

Mel: Yoù spoke to the doctor before 1 even got there today, did~'t you? Ow it's buming 
hot. Why would you make it so hot! 

Linda: (Calming herself as much as Mel.) Okay, okay, calm down. Jimmy? Get sorne 
cold water. 

Melanie: Vou must have phoned him, broadcasting my condition before he had a chance 
to decide for himself. 

Linda: Be reasonable. Why would 1 do that? 

Mel: Because you don't want me to have this baby! Vou don't understand-it's a spiritual 
insemination. The stars were aligned perfectly. Ow my feet, oh my God they,kil1! 1 
don't want the water! 

Linda: Just a Iittle longér. l'II phone tomorrow to get you the appointment with Dr. 
Robinavitch. We can discussit all with him. 

Melanie: We? 1 don'twant you to go. 

Linda: Of course l'm going. 1 want to be there-

Melimie: 1 need to figure things out al one. Oh my God ... they're buming-(Ross enters.) 

Jimmy: Mel are you alright? 

Ross: Thank God you're home. Are you alright? 

Jimmy: Rer fet?t are pretty bad. 
l ' 

Ross: Where have youbeen? Jesus Mel, 1 was about to cali the station. 

Mel: Vou were calling the police on your own daughter? Were you going to have them 
put me away? 

/ 

Ross: What? 

Linda: We thought that you were lost or ... 

Mel: Or what? 

Ross: ln sorne kind of trouble. 

Mel: What trouble? What are you talking about? 

Jimmy: Rey Mel, forget it! We were worried. 
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Mel: WeIl' stop worrying l'm not that crazy! Vou want me to be crazy. Calling the 
police. Isn't thata little insane? Why do you want the police involved anyway? Do you 
think someone's after me? Ahlih my feet! Oh my God- 1 can't tak~ this. (Taking her feet 
out of the water.) 

Linda: Ross, look. Do you think they're okay? (Trying to gent/y dry her feet with a 
towe/). 

Melanie: Dad? What are you hiding from me? 

Ross: Nothing. 1 swear. 

Linda: Here ... let me help .. .1 think we better put sorne antibiotic creme on them. 

Melanie: l'm fine. Just leave me al one. (Linda moves aside: Me/ staggers upstairs as the 
others watch her stunned. Quiet/y, as she c/imbs the stairs, as iffinishing a conversation 
from earlier although Lucinda has receded.) And the big dipper, wholnows aIl of our 
secrets and stretch es into our minds, gently reached down andscooped up the little one to 
protect it from its family, wrapping it in an ancient Navajo blanket. 

Linda: She doesn't want me,to go to the doctor with her. 

Ross: She must be on something. Mel? Vou have to take care ofyour feet. l'II go up. 

Jimmy: It's not drugs dad. She's pretty fucked-up. 

Ross: ,1 know she's fucked-up. She's stoned out ofher mind. (He starts to go upstairs.) 

Jimmy: Why don't you listen to me? Do you think smoking ajoint does this? j 

Linda: You gave her a joint? 

J immy: 1 didn 't say that. 

Ross: What else have you given her? 

Jimmy: What? 

Ross: Look Jimmy l'm not stupid. 

Jimmy: Vou actually think this is my fault? 

Linda: Ross leave it. . 

Ross: l'mjust wondering what she's on and where shegot it, that's aIl. (Ross goes 

upstairs.) 

Jimmy: (Yel/ing after him.) Why woiJld 1 do that? You're too fucking much. Why can't 

you guys see what's going on? 



Linda: Jimmy? Did you give her a joint? (Pause) What if she' d already taken a 
tranquilizer? . Would explain the way she's-

Jimmy: 1 think she's sick. 

Linda: Whatever it is, let's keep it in the family ... 

Jimmy: It's not like.I want to tell people. 

Linda: We'lI talk to the psychiatrist, see what he says ... (As she locks up.) Oh my God 
~hat a mess this place is. Don't forget to pick up your things and tum off the lights
Jimmy? Are you Iistening? You better get sorne sleep for your game. 

Jimmy: What game? Oh, that game. l'm not playing. (He tur,!s away.) 

Linda: Why not? 

Jimmy: 1 have a math exam. 

Linda: Tomorrow? 

Jimmy: That's what 1 said. 
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Linda: Oh my God. So then why did you go out? We should have called the tutor. How 
can you expect to pass ifyou don't-

Jimmy: Ma, 1 was looking for Mel remember? (Linda hesitates and then leaves. He pulls 
out a pile of crumpled math sheets from his bag and s!ares at the first one in frustration 
as the lights fade.) 

Scene 7 

The next day in thefamily room. Bobby (a voicefrom Mel's imagination) is present 
although we may not nolice him al first. Perhaps he's stretching out on the couch or 

sitting on the stairs. When he speaks, he is sometimes accompanied by a recording of 
other mujjled voices and noises. 

Granny enters from the outs ide door, stressed and out of breath. 

Granny: Hello? Is anyone home? 

Melanie: Hi gran, no one's home. 

Granny: Weil you're someone aren't you? l'd Iike a cup <?ftea.I had the worse scare 
sweetie. 

Melanie: l'm not feeling very social. 

Granny: Then that'Il be two of us. 
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Bobby: (Disturbed.) Can you get rid of her? (Recorded muffled voices in snatches of 
conversation, Iike people talking in a restaurant at the next tcible: "1 know, she 's pa/he/le. 
Did you go without her? 1 was wondering ... " 

Granny: Com~ on now and give me a'hug. 1 won't,bite. (Mel does so reluctantly. 
Granny, who isfeeling weak, sils down on a chair.) There, that's better. Where's your 
mother? 

Melanie: At work. 

Granny: 1 was sure she was picking me 'up ... 1 finally went to the IGA for sorne groceries 
and can you believe I had no money to pay. l've never done that before!They said 1 
could comeback but then, I was walking for ages and 1 couldn't find the bank! Can you 
imagine how stupid 1 am! 

Melanie: Granny you're not stupid. Youjust forgot. 

Granny: But l've been going there ail my Iife! Finally 1 found il. But the worse thing is 1 
felt so queer suddenly-so silly and sad. (She is about to cry.) Oh listen to me ... 
complaining when you're not weIl. 

Melanie: tH make you sorne tea. 

Granny: (Looks at her watch.) I think l'II have a gin. Do you have any orange juice? 
Why don't youjoin me? 

Bobby: Vou could usesome ofthat money. (Recorded Voices: 1t 's cold today. Jcy. Did 
you see that movie?) 

Melanie: Uh I can't drink, but l'II have somejuice with you.{She leaves to kitchen S.L. 

-briej1y to getthe juice and Ice.) 

Granny: (Mel ret~rns wit~ thejuice andtwo glasses with ice.) Mel what happened to' 
your foot? You're limping.' 

Melanie: 1 froze it skiing on the weekend. 

Granny: That's terrible. Now what day is it? Don't you have school? 

Mel: l'm quitting school. I can't do il. 

Granny: Why not? 

Melanie: Well l'm sick. In my head I think. 

Bobby: Excuse me? Did 1 hear you say tllat? (Voices mumbling: Theface was bloated 
with water. What film?, No the face. 1 see. Oh yes, 1 see.) 

Granny: l'm sorry .. .J hope you didn't get it from me. 
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Bobby: She's playing games with you. Do you think they sent her to check on you? 

Melanie: Did mom or dad say anything to you about me? 

Granny: No. 

Mel: Nothing at ail? 

Granny: What goes on between you and me is between you and me. 

Melanie: Here's your drink. 

Granny: (She takes a sip.) Oh boy does that taste good. Now listen sweetie. You have to 
. stop lying around your room or you'll succumb to it. l was so depressed after l gave birth 
to your mother- l hated the world and your grand-father ... and he was the real thing you 
know, a genuine sweetheart, and in those days you weren't supposed to feelthat way. l 
didn't know what was wrong with me- 1 was full ofvenom. And gloomy!Everyone was 
against me! 

Melanie: . (Encouraged.) Really? 

Bobby: Don 't get suckered in. (Sound of a distant siren. Melanie checks outside the 
, window). 

Granny: 1 guess 1 do remember things from the past. Did 1 tell you what 1 did today? 

Melanie: Vou got lost. 

Granny: And 1 never got my money. Oh yes, 1 did. Oh Mel, whatam 1 going to do ifmy 
brain gives out on me? 

Melanie: Your brain is fine granny. Just keep taking your pills. So what did you do to 
Grand pa? 

Granny: When? 

Melanie: When mom was born and you were full ofvenom. 

Bobby: Hey princess you're really starting to annoy me- aren't you the good little grand~ 

daughter asking about family secrets. Careful-she'll want to know your secrets next 
(Voices. whispering and laughing.) 

Granny:. Oh. Weil, 1 reàlly gave it to him until one day 1 realized.I had to smarten up~ It 
took a major effort, 1 remember that. There was no Prozac back then. When the babies 
got on my nerves at Arsenic hour (that's what we used to cali it you know, the end of the 

day when they won 't stop crying) l' d have a gin. And then 1 took up bicycling. 1 loved 

being outside, the breeze on my face and 1 wasn't dependant on him to go places. Have 
you thought of bicycling? And of course later on 1 got a job ... but this isn 't helping you. 

Melanie: (Whispering.) Granny l'm in trouble. 
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Bobby: Oh my God. 

Granny: Sweetie ... What's going on? 1 know it's not the flu. 

Melanie: l'm pregnant and this teacher keeps ... harassing me. Sometimes-I hear things-

Bobby: Shut-up princess. Or l'II make your Iife unpleasant. 

Granny:. You're pregnant from a teacher? No wonder you're not going to school. 
(Pause.) Do your parents know? . 

Melanie: (With caution due to Bobby 's presence.) Not really. It's complicated. 

Granny: 1 can imagine. (Takes a good sip of her drink as she absorbs the information.) 
You need to see a doctor as soon as possible. Do you need sorne money? 

Mel: Grariny, 1 want the baby. 

Granny: Oh dear. 

Mel: 1 shouldn't have worried you. 

Bobby: Shut-up already. Take the money. 

Mel: (To Bobby) 1 can't. 

Granny: What? Oh 1 didn't mean ... l'm surprised, that's aIl. (Attempting 
lightheartedness.) Now Melanie, mymunêhkin, you keep me informed ifI'm going to 
have a great-grandchild. And please- go see a doctor. Will you do that? 

Bobby: She must know aboutthe appointment. They're going to coerce you- gang up on 

you-

Melanie: 1 guess so. Granny ... wou Id you mind giving me my birthday present in 

advance? 

Granny: Oh did 1 forget your birthday? 1 keep meaning to write them down on my 
calendar. 

Melanie: No.youdidn't forget. Ijust thought... 1 could use the cash to help me ... with a 
few things ... with the baby. . 

Bobby: Good girl. Now get rid ofher. (Voices laughing quietly as if ajoke ~as told cit 
the table.) 

Granny: No,no 1 don't mind (she 's getting her money out ofher purse) but what do 1 

usually give you? Fifty? A hundred? Weil, here's fifty. l'II save the other fifty for the 
big day. Um, that's my grocery money; . .l'II ask your mother to take me to the bank 

tomorrow. Now, what about your parents-do they know? 



Melanie: l'li talk to them soon. Thanks gran, 1 appreciate this. (She hugs her but 
uneasily.) 
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Granny: Now don't tell your mother what happened to me in case she gets any ofher 
ideas. Alright? (Mela'1ie nods.) You better take me home right after this. (She takes a sip 
of her drink.) 

Melanie: 1 can't go out now Granny . 

. Granny: Oh. Why not? 

Melanie: Sorne people are waiting for me. 

Granny: l'Il protect you dear. Just take me home. (Granny rises. Mel sils there 
determined.) Please. 

Melanie: T'm sorry granny. 

Granny: 1 wouldn't ask but l'm so nervous today. Where is your motherI wonder? 
(Granny looks out the window and Mel is uneasy about this because il coincides wilh the 
sound of a distant siren.) 

Bobby: 1 forbid you to go. 

Melanie: Granny 1... 1 can 't. (Granny gets her coat). 

Granny: Mel, are you feeling alright? 

Mel- Not really. GrannY ... do 1 seem real? 1 meal} ... do 1 seem the same to you? 

Granny: You seem fine. Maybe a little peaked. Come on outside Mel, for a little air .... a . 

little walk. 

Mel: 1 can 't. 

Granny: Alright then, l' m off. 

Bobby: (Shouting at her vehemently.) What are you doing bitch! Talking about our 

private matters! How dare you betray me to everyone that cornes by! Your fucking baby 
deserves to die ... they're right. You're too young to have a baby! l'm going to talk to 
Lucinda ... putting this sentimental slosh in your brain. Why don 't you do something 

useful! P,ack your bag and get out of here or kill yourself that' s even better·. We' d ail be 
rid ofyou. Rippingyour grand-mother off; how fucking low can you go! Disgusting! 
You are forgetting yourself! Are you real?- no you goddamm little bitch you are not real! 

You are not significant! You actually do not matter! You are slipping into nothing! 
Mel, crying and overwhelmed pours a half-cup of gin into her juice and drinks a big gulp 

of il. She then grabs the bottle and goes up to her bedroom to get away from him. 
Upstairs, Lucinda passes her the bottle oftranquilizers. Mel takes one and swallows with 

1 



the drink. After Mel lies down, Lucinda covers her with afew blankets, almost 

smothering her. She then turns off the bedroom light and the lights fade to black. 

Scene 8 
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The scene: The psychiatrist 's office. Melanie is in consultation with Doctor Robinavitch. 
Bobby is sprawledon the jloor. Lucinda is near Bobby. Their conversation overlaps 
Mel 's and Dr. Robinavitch 's sentences. 

Mel: So you don 't really know for sure then .. 

Lucinda: His hands are rnoving oddly. B,eautiful fingers. 

Dr. Robinavitch: (Pause.) No. lt usually takes a few rnonths to understand what's going 
on .. ~lt's possible that you have sornething rnilder~ with sorne borderline syrnptorns-

Bobby: He's hiding sornething. Avoiding eye contact. 

Dr. Robinavitch: ln any case, it can be devastating if left untreated ... The tests you'I1 be 
going for will c1arify a few things. In the rneantirne you heed to start taking cafe of 
yourself. Alright? 

Bobby: It's a neurological disease and he's stalling for tirne. Myasthinia Gravis. Or Lou 
Gehhrig's. 

Lucinda: What about cancer. A brain turnor. 

Mel: About the tests ... Do you think it's sornething else? 1 feel weak and there's a 

pressure in rny head. 

Bobby: Ask for a scan. 

Dr. Robinavitch: lt is possible but unlikely. Until we can eIirninate-

Bobby: Come on princess ... do it. 

Mel: My thoughts are jurnbled ... 1 hearthings sornetirnes. 1 wondered about getting a 

brain scan. 

Dr. Robinavitch: How would you describe what you're hearing? 

Lucinda: Why won't he give her the scan? 

Mel: Like voices talking to me, but more th an that. 

Dr. Robinavitch: Alrnost real? (Mel nods.) Sorne people find thern very frightening. Do 
they threaten you? 
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Lucinda: He's quite charming, in his own way. Did you notice his hands? Do you like 
him? 

Bobby: Charming? He's a self-righteous prig. 

Mel: Sometimes they're terrifying. Sometimes they're alright. 

Dr. Robinavitch: l'm going to start you on a low dosage of Risperdal, an anti-psychotic 
medication. In a couple ofweeks you may notice sorne improvement in your thinking. 
The voices will get quieter. They aren't real Melanie ... they're a symptom. 

Bobby: He's trying to kill us, stamp us out like ants in the sand. The side-effects will 
make you bloated and ugly. 

Lucinda: No guy will everlook at you again. 

Bobby:' Your leg will twitch uncontrollably and your brain will tum to mush. Forget 
about univers'ïty. Forget about "normalcy". 

Lucinda: She's alread"y distorted, bruised. 

Mel: Will there be side-effects? 

Dr. Robinavitch: With this dosage the side-effects will be minor. Sometimes people feel 
restless or experience a dry mouth. You and 1 need to work together to find the right . 
dosage as we"1l as the most effective medication. Y ou' Illet me know how it' s going at our 
next visit, ail right? 

Bobby: Smooth operator. 

Lucinda: What about the chemicals in your bloodstream? Go on. Tell him. 

Mel: Tm interested in a more natural approach ... the thing is 1 may be pregnant. 

Dr. Robinavitch: (Pause.) Really? 1 see ... (He 'sreviewing her file quickly.) Yes, 1 um-

Bobby: Now you've got him. 

Dr. Robinavitch: -realize that's a concem for you. (Laaking direct/y at hà, taking his 
time). 

- Dr. Robinavitch: But the pregnancy test that Dr. Miller gave you was negative, wasn't it? 

You don't hilVe to worry about that anymore-it's a symptom, a delusionthat you're 
experiencing. Melanie, the benefits of the medication far outweigh the side effects, 

especially with the neuroleptics that have been developed. 

Bobby: Neuroleptics. 1 can't handle this guy. (He starts ta sing, very bared) 

Mel: But ... (Lucinda a/sa sings, harmanizing with him.) 
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Dr. Robinavitch: 1 recommend that you give it a try ... with a very small dosage. Will you 
do that for two weeks? (He writes the prescription.) 

Melanie: Yes, l'Il try it. 

Dr. Robinavitch: Good. You're eighteen years old, am 1 right? Although you're no 
longer a minor, 1 recommend that we involve your parents in your treatment plan. They 
could come tO ... a few sessions. Vou could think about that for a while. 

Mel: My mom gets too involved. 

Dr. Robinavitch: How about your dad then? 

Melanie: . My parents are both great. 1 mean they care and everything ... 1 just don't trust 
them right now. 

Dr. Robinavitch: 1 understand. l'm also prescribing a tranquilizer to treat your . 
. depression. Vou can take one in the evening, and one in the morning ifyou feel you need 

il. Do you realize that the tranquilizer is addictive? (Mel nods.) Aiso with these 
medications you should avoid alcohol and any recreational drugs. (Pause.) This must be 
very difficult for you. 

Mel: If 1 do have it '" weil things aren't very good now, but 1 have plans for my future. 

Dr. Robinavitch: Yes, of course. 

Me!: Will i ... 00 you think l'II ever be- n~rmal again? (Bobby and Lucinda share a laugh 
over this.) ' 

Dr. Robinavitch: Normal? Normal is a loaded word. 

Mel: 1 can't even concentrate on a simple nove!. 

Dr. Robinavitch: The sooner we treat the illness, the better it is for your brai'n 
functioning; But how the disease willprogress is virtually impossible to predict., In some 
cases of acute psychosis, the symptoms completely disappear after a few m<?nths. 

Mel: That'd be great. 

, Dr. Robinavitch: Let's hope for that. Most often the disease is something that you- um
learn to live with. By treating the symptoms. Even with the medications, you may have' 
to make sorne adjustments in your life. 

Mel: What do you mean by adjustments? 

,~ 

Dr. Robinavitch: Perhaps lightening your load,somewhat. You're living at home? 
(Melanie nods.) 

Mel:' Yes but l'm still registered for sciences fulltime. 

1 
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Bobby: Oh come on who are you kidding? 

Lucinda: (Sarcastic) But 1 want to be an astronaut. 

Dr. Robinavitch: (Pause.) Weil, you'll see how it goes. l'II write up a letter explaining 
. that you've been ill. Just)n case. 

Mel: }n case 1 drop out? (Bobby and Lucinda laugh and perhaps comment on this.) 

Dr. Robinavitch: It's different for everyone but try to take it easy, so that you don't put 
yourselfunder undue stress. Now, l'd Iike you to give me a cali in a week to let me know 
about the medication ail right? Just leave your number with the nurse in front. (Bobby 
and Lucinda start reciting her phone number repeatedly, nonsensicallyas they exit the 
office. They could still be sneering about the idea of "Normal ", punctuating the number 
recital with làughing at Mel.) 

Mel: (Melanie stands up.) May 1 be èxcused now? 

Dr. Robinavitch: Of course, here are the prescriptions. (He writes them. He notices 
Melanie 's stained expression.) Melanie? (Gently.) We'lI try to beat this thing together 
alright? 

Mel: Alright. 

Dr. Robinavitch: (Looking at his agenda.) Let me see, we'lI meet again in two weeks 
then, no ... three, with the holidays. ~e sur~ to get an appointment from Anita before you 
leave. (The doctor watches Melanie leave the office. Asshe steps into the waiting~area, 
Linda greets her.) 

Linda: 1 thought Icould at least pick you up. Is that ok? 

Melanie: Yea 19uess. 

Linda: Weil? 

Me,lanie: (She pulls Linda aside.) The doctor said 1 might have schizophrenia, fucking 

borderline schizophrenia whatever that is. Do you think he cou Id be wrong? 

Linda: Absolutely. 1 hope so. Schizophrenia? (She contacts her.) Oh Mel, l'm sorry. 
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Scene 9 

The Scene: Mel is sitting on the bed orat her desk in her bedroom upstairs. The curtain 
is open, so ihat she is visible to the audience. She is eating a Kri;py Kreme from a box 
and talking to Lucinda and Bobby. We hear morning radio soundsfrom the kitchen 
offitage left. 

Mel: After today l'm going to stop eating thisjunk ... (Lucinda laughs.) 1 know ... Ashley 
is skinny .. 

Lucinda: Maybe Tyler likes holding her better than you, her tiily Iittle frame ... 

. Melanie: Your fucking tricks are getting old. You can't get to me with Tyler anymore. 1 
don't even miss him ... 1 miss my life. (Lucinda and Bobby smile at each other.) 

Lucinda: What life? 

Melanie: 1 was smart, 1 knewwhat 1 wanted, people respected me ... 

Bobby: Do you think you were loved? Wereyou really so full ofthatje ne sais quoi, 
knowing what youwant, where you're going, worming your way into things, thinking 
you're smart and sexy? You were faking it ail along and now you're being punished little 

. lady. 

Mel: That's not true! Alright maybe it wasn't so great but 1 got up in the moming to a 
Iife with friends and things like ... you know, like ... oh my fucking head. (Sounds ofstatic 
and underwater noise. Possibly someone offitage turned up the radio also. She takes a 
tranquilizer which she,eats in a piece of doughnut). The radio's loud. Isn't it? 

Bobby: (Sounds of static, strange underwate; noise). She's using the radio t6 transmit 
your thoughts. 

Mel: That's impossible! 

Lucinda: The radio is vulnerable, hidden messages and ail that. 

Mel: No, it'sbecause everyone's so loud around here. 1 hate CBC! She knows that! 
(Mel opens the doo!- and caUs out.) Tumoffthe radio please. (The radio volume is turned 
down.) 

Linda: (Enters from kilchen offitage left, to the bottom of staircase. Trying to be 

positive.) Are you coming down for breakfast hon? 1'11 make French toast. 

Mel: No thanks 1'11 eat later. 

Linda: 1 have the forms ifyou're thinking of going in today. Mel? (Linda exils into ,the 
kilchen.) 
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Melanie: Doesn't she get it? 1 can't do things. 

Bobby: You're measured by what you do darling. 

Jimmy: (As he bounces down the stairs and heads to the kitéhen.) Hey mom? l'II have 
French Toast. Mom? 

Bobby: This very minute. She's attempting to expose you ... 

Mel: Garbage. It's ail garbage. (During this line, we hear the phone ringing 
downstairs.) 

Bobby: What about the phone calls? 

Mel: No. Don't insinuate ... Vou mean dad? Cruel, unthinkable. Please ... 1 haye to go to 
school... 

Lucinda: (Smiling) To see your friends? . 

Mel: To drop my courses. For you mom. Are you getting this? (She becomes anxious.) 
No she can't read my thoughts. 

Bobby: Are you sure about that? 

Melanie: Please, leave me alone. (She lies down, placing the pillow over her headfor a 
moment, attempting to block them out.) 

Lucinda: You're safe here. (Lucinda covers her with a blanket, wanting her to rest. 
Melanie struggles to get out of bed) 

Melanie: Maybe l'II run into Karen. A little apartment, a studio somewhere, with music, 

and plants, friends for dinner. .. maybe she'lI come with me to look. (She takes out her 

phone to cali Karen, wipes it off but doesn 't cali.) 

Bobby: Careful. 

LuCinda: Afraid? 

Mel: ·Fuck off. (She starts to look through thepiles of dirty c/othes on the floor for 

something to wear. She looks at her hair in the mirror.) 

Lucinda: What about the baby? 

Melanie: l'II go back part-time after-

Bobby: Pathetic fantasy. 1 vote we kill the baby! 

Lucinda: What do youthink this is? A horror film? We can't kill the baby. This is real. 

Melanie: Is it? 



BO.bby: What if yO.u see Richards? (Mel collapses in the chair and eats a piece of a 

doughnut. She sils absorbed by nothing, completely drained, during the exchanges 
between Linda and Jimmy.) 
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Downstairs; Jimmy is hanging out in the family room before school. Ross may be in and 
out as 'he prepares for work. The radio has been turned off. 

\ 

Linda: (Linda, dressed in an outfit for work, enters from the kilchen offitage left, grabs 
her purse etc.) Oh hi. HO.w cO.me YO.u're still here? 

. Jimmy: 1 tO.ld yO.u. It's the science fair dO.wntO.wn tO.day. 

Linda: TO.day? YO.u never tO.ld me. 

Jimmy: Sure 1 did. Wind velO.city, remember? 

Linda: Oh myGO.d, l'm bO.O.ked SO.lid tO.day. Maybe dad CO.uld pO.p in O.n his lunch break .. 

Jimmy: It dO.esn't matter. A IO.t O.f parents wO.n't be gO.ing. 

Linda: (At bOU01n of stairs.) Melanie? Are yO.u up? 

Mel: Ijust spO.ke tO. yO.u didn't I? 

Linda: Do. yO.u think yO.u CO.uld do. YO.ur laundry tO.day? Oh and 1 bO.ught yO.u these super 
vitamins. (Linda climbs upstairs and opens the bedroom door.) Mel? 

Mel: Please dO.n't cO.me in. It's nO.thing persO.nal. 

Linda: Alright, if yO.u insist. Krispy Kremes? 

Mel: SO.? 

Linda: NO.thing. lt'sjust ... yO.u went out. That's gO.O.d. Here's the O.fficial fO.rm tO. drO.p 
. yO.ur cO.urses. Y O.u need a signature frO.m each teacher- and then yO.u bring it tO. the 
. registrar. Alright? Do. yO.u still have the medicalletter? 

Melanie: Yea sO.mewhere . 

. Linda: GO.O.d ... dO. yO.u feelup tO. this tO.day? (No responsefrom Mel.) It's SO. impO.rtant
yO.u dO.n't want these cO.urses tO. affect YO.ur university applicatiO.ns ... Do. yO.u want me tO. 
go. in with yO.u tO.mO.rrO.w? l'II take the day O.ff. . 

Jimmy: (On the landing, on the way to his room upstage left.) The day O.ff? 1 thO.ught yO.u 
were bO.O.ked SO.lid mO.m. 

Linda: Do. yO.u mind Jimmy? l'm bO.O.ked SO.lid tdday. NO.t tO.mO.rrO.w. 

Mel: 1 dO.n't knO.w hO.w }'11 feel tO.mO.rrow. 
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Linda: (Sighs.) Weil, fine then, cali me later ... Hon? It's snowing outside. We're' 
supposed to get !en centimeters. You could meet dadfor lunch. He'd love that. (Jimmy 

re-enters on the landing again with his guitar in lime tooverhear this.) 

Jimmy: So mu ch for dad going to my science fair. (As he descends the stairs, heading to 

the family room.) 

Ross: (Ross who has entered from the kitchen is now at the bol/om of the stairs.) What 
science fair? 

Jimmy: Forget it. Just forget it. (He starts playing guitar in thefamily room.) 

Ross: How am 1 supposed to know you have a science fair? Nobody tells me anything. 

Linda: (To Mel) What do you think? 

Melanie: 1 haven't met dad for lunch since grade six. Do you think because l'm sick l've 
regressed to a ten year old? Why don 't you meet dad for lunch? You could continue your 
conversation from last night. What to do with Mel. And tell dad to stop phoning me- he 
fucking phones me every ~our- (Jimmy starts to play on the guitar: "While my guitar 

geJ1lly weeps ".) 

Linda: Please don 't talk 1 ike that. (She looks at her watch, nervous about the time.) You 
know dad phones you to keep in touch. 

Ross: (On stairs~) Linda? 

Linda: Remember how you always used to c~1I dad-

Mel:. 1 feellike he's spying on me, or something. Weil? (She is checking her mother 's 
reaction.) 

Ross: Linda, this isn 't going anywhere. 

Linda: :forget about meeting (Jad .. .1'11 take you downtown tomorrow. We could go 
shopping afterwards-

Mel: 1 feel nauseous in the mornings-

Linda: (Edgy.) Will you stop that! The doctor.said-(Regaining calm.) Mel, you have an 
iIIness, it's not your fault. Schizophrenia is powerful- it does ail sorts ofthings-sends the 
body wrong signais ... the mind is so complex, they don't really understand-

Mel: Did you say signais? 

Linda: Are you taking your medication? 

Mel: Yeso 

Linda: l'm talking ab~ut the anti-psychotic pills. 
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Mel: It's not your business. 

Linda: (She enters the room and grabs the bOttlefrom Mel's dresser.) The bottle's full. 
It's never been opened! 1 don't believe h! 

Mel: Please leave my room. 

Ross: (From the stairs.fLinda? 1 thought you had a meeting. (Jimmy plays his music a 
little /ouder ta not hear them.) 

Linda: Why don't we just be honest about what's going on? We've been tiptoeing 
around for weeks trying to help-

Mel: 1 asked you to leave my room. (Linda doesn 't leave.) 

Linda: while yoù lie in bed ail day. When you do get up it's to watch TV and eatjunk 
food. 1 work hard and come home to ... 1 was okay with that because you were depressed. 
1 understood that the medication takes time ... that you need time. But you haven 't taken 
one pill! Not one! 

Mel: 1 don't want to put chemicals in my body. I1's not Iike they're going to 
miraculously turn me back to the way 1 was. 

Linda: The tranquilizers are chemicals and you seem to like those. 

Melanie:· What's that supposed to mean? 

Lin,da: Melanie just try them, ev en for one weèk. 

Mel: They're powerful mom-they'lI mess up my metabolism ... .I'll gain weight. 

Linda: If you cut out the junk you won't gain weight. Vou could start exercising-

Mel: Do you aJways have to give advice! 

Ross: Do you want a ride to work or not? 

Linda: 1 wasjust saying good-bye. (Ross is signaling ta her ta leave.) What? Do we 
pretend that everything is normal? 

Jimmy: (Stops playing momentarily.) Normal? 
, 

Mel: Stop talking about me! 1 do not haveschizophrenia! - Ev~n Dr. Robinavitch said it 
. wasn 't for sure. 

Ross: (Signais to Linda to let him talk ta her.) Mel, can 1 come in for a minute? 

Mel: (He enters the room.) What is it dad. 
\. 



Ross: Look, try to take it easy. Vou can talk to your doctor about the pills ifyou're 
worried. l'm thinking of going skiirig this weekend. Do you want to try a few runs? 

Mel: Dad 1 can't ski. .. my legs. 

Jimmy stops playing the guitar. He then picks up the portable phone. 

Linda: (To Ross at Me/'s door.) Since when are you going skiing? 

Ross: . ~ need to c1ear my head. 1 thought the weekend at Tremblant ... do you wanna 
come? 
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Linda: l' m not even going to answer that. Let' s j ust go to work. Mel? F Il cali later. 1-
mean 1 won 't calI. Oh to hell with it. (She goes downstairs.) 

Mel: Vou think 1 should take it easy, dad? Why? So you and mom can go to work, go to 
fucking work and meanwhile 1 can't go to work, 1 can't go to school, 1 can't do anything. 
1 can't even read a simple biology text! Do you realize l'In going to lose that scholarship? 
l'm falling through a da~k hole and you tell me to take it easy~ to go skiing! (Ross' cell 
phone rings.) Don't answer that phone in my room. 

Ross: Look whatever the hell you have, don't talk to me like that. (Ross steps out of the 
room to the landing of the staircase to answer the phone.) Hello? Listen, give me a sec. 
l'm in the middle ofsomething. (He movesfurther from herdoor.) 

Melanie: Who is it? 

Ross: Hello? 

Jimmy: (lnto the receiver.) Hey dad, what's up? 

Ross: Jimmy? Where are you? 

Jimmy: Downstairs. ~hy didn't you ask me to go skiing? 

Ross: Jimmy this isn't the time for one ofyour pranks. Of course 1 was going to askyou.· 

1 just thought of it now. (He hangs up.) 

Jimmy: (Yells upstairs.) So l'm an afterthought? Is that it? 

Ross: (Going downstairs.) Lin' 1 have to go. Vou know what the doctor said, there's no 

point in arguing. 

Mel: (Coming out ofher room.) You've been talking to Dr Robina~itch!How could 

you? It's a confidential relationship! 

Ross: We never spoke to the doctor. 

Mel: Then why did you say that? 

/ 



Ross: Uh-honestly l'm a little mixed-up. 

Linda: It was Dr. Miller, our doctor. He said not to get into arguments. Mel, please. 
We'lI talk tonight. 
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Mel: How can 1 trust you with anything ifyou talk to my doctor? Who e!se do you 
phone? 1 don't want to talk tonight! 1 don't want to talk to you ever again. 1 hate you! 
(She returns to her room.) 

Ross: Fuck this. l'm leaving. Ifyou warit a ride it's now. (He goes downstairs.) 

Jimmy: (Singing.) He's gotta ticket to ride, he's gotta a ticket to riide, but she don't care. 

Ross: (To Jimmy as he walks by.) Don't you have a science fair to go to? 

Jimmy: That's good dad, real1y ironie, considering. 

He exils the house slamming the door stage right. Linda 's phone rings. She can 't find il 
in her purse to shut il off. Jimmy gets upfrom the couch andfinds il as il stops ringing. . 

Jimmy: (Looking at caller l.D.) Lester. 

Linda: Shit. (Finding coat, keys etc.) 

Ross: (Opens the door.) Are you coming or what? 

Linda: (Having difficulty leaving.) Give me a second okaY. 

Jimrri.y: Just go. l'II talk to her. 

Ross: (His cell phone rings.) l've really gotta get to the station. (As they exil.) What' s 

with him? 

Linda: Vou could be more sensitive with everything that's going on. 

Ross: He needs a kick in the butt more than sensitivity . 

. Jimmy mutters ''fuck you" and rolls a joint that he lights. Mel comes downstairs and is 
about to throw the doughnuts iil the garbage. 

Jimmy: Hey. Don't throw those out! 

Mel: They're full of chemicals. 

Jimmy: So what? 1 love chemicals. (He helps himselfto a doughnut.) 

Melanie: Jimmy? 1 was wondering if. .. Will you go downtown with me? 

Jimmy: Yea, sure ... yea, we coûld take the bus together. l'm late anyway. (Checks his 

phone.) The 9: 20? (He passes her the joint and she takes a toke.) 
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Mel:' 1 don't know. 

Jimmy: How about the 9:40? ' 

Mel: Vou know what ... just go ahead. 

Jimmy: Hey it's okay! 1 can wait. l'm working on a number. Uh ... maybe you want to 
change or something. 

Melanie: Alright. (She exils upstairs and Jimmy is picking guitar quietly andfooling 
around, trying out lyrics.) 

Jimmy: 

Listen to the winds of fucked-up suburbia 
Blowing through my life 
Wreaking havoc where they blow 
Jesus l'm too tired and 
1 don ,'t, 1 don 't know where to go 

During his improvisation Mel goes up to her room, changes her top and puts the medical 
letter in her bag. To Bobby and Lucinda who are sitting in her roomstaring at her. 

Lucinda: They' Il be talking about you. 

Mel: Go away. 

Lucinda: And Richards? 

Melanie: 1 need him to sign a form. It' s nothing. 

Bobby: Can you trust Jimmy? 

Melanie: Do you think he's in on it? NQ. He wouldn't ... (She hesitates, and then goes to 

the landing.) Jimmy? 

Jimmy: Yea? 

Mel: Why are you going with me? 

Jimmy: 1 dunno. Why not? 

Mel: 1 ... changed my mind. 

Jimmy: What about your medicalletter? 

Mel: Do you think 1 should go? 1 don 't know ... When Mr. Richards sees me-

Jimmy: To hell with him. Just drop your frigging courses. Man l'd love to drop mine. 

Mel: 1 guess so ... (She 's checking again that shehas her pa pers.) 
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Jimmy: Come on, don't think about it. Let's get the fuck outta here. (He grabs hisjacket 
and leaves with Me/following him hesitant/y. The house isquietfor a moment.) 

Granny; Yoo hoo is anybody home? Linda? Aren't we shopping today? (Pause) 
Melanie? ... That's funny- on a Saturday. It is Saturday, isn't it? (Granny lies downfor a 
rest on the couch, worrying about what day it is.) 

END OF ACT 1 
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ActTwo 

Scene 1 

Melanie: (Standing in a light downstage right, stops Mr. Richards in the hallway as he 
exits his office at the college.) Sir, excuse me? May 1 speak with you for a moment? 

Mc Richards: Yea sure, 1 have a few minutes. 

Melanie: It's about one ofyour courses, Organic Chemistry. 

Mr. Richards: And you're in which group? 

Melanie: Section two, the Tuesday group. 

Mr. Richards: Yes, yeso 1 vaguely remember you now ... I wondered about your 
whereabouts. l' m usually pretty good with names but... 1 

Lucinda's voice, recorded:His eyes are gorgeous blue skies of deception. 

Melanie: Melanie Boyd. 

Mr. Richards: , So Melanie, how can 1 help yo'u? 
/ 

Melanie: l've been iII sir, with a virus. 

Bobby's voice, recorded:. Sorne fucking virus.Spiiming its web around your brain. 

Melanie: Alld 1 need to drop the course. (Rummaging through he,: bag.) I have a note 
from my doctor, somewhere. 

Mr. Richards: A virus? That's unfortunate. Were you aware that you could have 
followed on Web Ct? 

Melanie: (Stilllooking anxiously for the note.) Yes,.but I haven't been able to- my 
computer is down-web CT? 

Mr.Richards: Yes, the cJass website. 1 post messages to the group, c1ass notes, sample 
questions ... you didn't get àny of the messages? Mind you, atthis point it would be 
difficult to catch up-

Melanie: 1 realize that l'm failing the course. (With a panicked lowered voice 10 him.) 
This is the first course l've ever faiJed. l'm quite ashamed. . 

Mr. Richards: Listen, there's nothing to be ashamed of. It happehs. There's always next-

Melanie: Actually, 1 find it degrading.· And there's ail the other stuffthat's been going 
on. 

Mr, Richards: What otherstuft'? Have you had a fami\y problem or something? 
\ 
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Melanie: Sir, l'm aware ofwhat you've been doing; you know- (pause as she checks his 
reaction) the messages you're sending me. Please stop. l'm afraid t~at. .. they'll get ioto . 
the wrong hands.' 

Mr .. Richards: What messages? Do you mean in the chat room? 1 haven't sent you any. 
You must be mistaken. 

Mel: Please, let me explain. If they get into the wrong hands-on the web-if other people 
decipher them, l'll be a target. 

Mr. Richards: There must be sorne misunderstanding. 1 haven't a clue as to what you're 
talking about- messages on the web? Unless someone's been abusing the system ... uh, 
what exactly are you referring to? 

Melanie: (Wilh a quiet intensity.) 1 think you know what l'm talking about. 

Mr. Richards: Excuse me? 

Melanie: Are you denying it? 

. Mr. Richards: 1 have another class now and really, 1 have no idea... Are you feeling 
alright? 

Lucinda's voice, recorded: He's lying sweetie, deflecting. Look at his eyes. 

Mr. Richards: Do you ... perhaps ... you migllt want to talk to someone at the counseling 
office- we could walk there together- . 

Mel: Do you think l'm making this u~? 

Mr. Richards: Uh Melanie? 1 think there's been a misunderstanding- why don't we try to 
clear this up. The c~unseling office'is close by. 

Melanie: 1 don't need counseling. 1 need you to stop harassing me! 

Mr. Richards: If you don 't calm down-

Melanie: 1 could report ~ou. 

Mr. Richards: l'Il have to cali security. 

Melanie: Security? (Mel, very anxious, turns away from him, and starts walking away 
down the hall. He watches her and steps back into his office, shaken.) Oh my God. 
Security. (Walkingfrantically through down hallways and looking up atsigns. Sound of 
siren type noise in the distanc~.) Where's the registrar? (She nowsees the Registrar 's 
Office and getsin line, looks for her letter.) 1 don't have his signature! Okay ... drop my 
fucking courses and get out of here. (Mel 's phone r.ings; she wipes il and ans~ers 
reluctantly.) Hello? Hello? (It is a wrong number but Mel, terrified, hears voices through 
the phone.) 
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Lucinda's voice, recorded: 1 told you not to come myangeL These people in line, they 
know ail about you, what you're thinking. Y <;>ur face is transparent, etchings on the 
moon. 

Bobby's voice, recorded: Way to go Mel! Vou stupid bitch. It's on a whole other level 
now. It's conceivable thatat this moment he's on the internet posting details about you. 

, , 

Lucinda's voic~, recorded: Oh sweetie, do you really think you'll ever go back to school? 
Dropping out may please your mother, but what does it matter ifyou end up dead 
anyway? -

Bobby's voice, recorded: 1 suggest you leave. 'Immediately. Avoid ail cameras. 

Mel: Hello? Hello? ... ' (Dial tone. She hangs up and leaves quickly, walking outside to 
the street in front of the college.) What if it's me? What if l'm crazy ... No way. He was 
after me! He was going to kill me. Oh my God, there's Karen! (Melanie looks in the 
other direction.) Look away, head down, non~chalant (Melanie looks back at 
Karen) ... she looks good- a new bag 1 think ... who's she with? (Calling nervously across 
the street.) Hey Karen? (Louder.) Karen!..'.She's pretending not to see me, talking 
to.:.that guy! From Richard's c1ass! He's looking at me. Why arethey whispering? 
Have they heard something? It must be aIl over the net. .. Karen has photos. 1 can never 
come back here. (She sils on the bench at a bus stop. Directed partly to herself and to 
Bobby and Lucinda who are approaching the benchfrom the street, disguised as civilians. 
They are looking at her nervouslj. They eventually sil on eilher side of her and wail fàr 
the bus. The audience and Melanie may not recognize them until they speak.) Don't you 
mess with me 'cause l've had it up to here! Oh you think 1 have a problem? He sent me 
hate mail, threatening me! What do you know about that? Weil 1 say you haven't a clue 
city slickers, filth oozing from your pores. It's much worse than you could imagine. 1 
don't deserve this. 1 had dre~ms. Sciences .. Space research. What does' it matter now? "In 
sorne ways it feels like we're standing on the edge ofa cliff: Will 1 fly? Will 1 fall? Do 1 
have what it takes to accomplish my dreams?" 1 guess l'm falling ... 

Bobby: Vou could jump. 

Lucinda: Alcohol and pills might be gentle. 

Bobby: ln any case, she doesn't have the guts to hang herself or to use a gun. 

Lucinda: Don't be silly. Where would she get a gun? 

Bobby: l'm saying ifs an option that's aiL Where do other people get guns? 

Melanie: (Mel is shivering. She makes a half-hearted sign of the cross.) Brother Terry? 
l'd Iisten to you now. You'd tell me to turn towards God .... to feel his warmth. (She ' 
moves into a sunny spot on the bench, closes her eyes to feel the warmth of the sun.) 

Lucinda: l'd Iike itto,be blurry: a little nausea, a few bad dreams and thenshe'd 'slip 
a~ay. 

Melanie: Dr. Robinovitch? (She pulls out her phone andfinds his number.) 
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Bobby: With a gun, it's a statement, a hard angry fuck-you': 

Lucinda: Shh, you're upsetting her. 

Melanie: 1 get it now ... a devastating disease. A devastating disease. (She wipes off the 
phone and calls him.) Dr. Robinavitch? Could 1 come see you? 

Lucinda: Here's the bus. 

Melanie somehow finds her bus pass in a pocket in her bag. The lights fade with Mel, 
boarçling the bus muttering. 
Melanie: Hey take me to the sky will you, take me to the sky. 

Sèene 2 

The scene: The same day. Linda is at the Douglas hospital in Dr. Robinavilch 's Waiting 
Room. Anita, the psychiatrie nurse is lookingfor Melanie 's file. . 

J"inda: rd like to see the doctor for a few minutes. We have questions about her 
treatment-my daughter is only 18, a baby-

Anita: l'II discuss it with him and we'lI get back to you. 

Linda: Are you the person 1 spoke to on the phone? 

Anita: 1 don't know who you spoke to. But 1 sure don't like the way you're speaking to 
me now. 

Linda: Please, let me see Doctor Robinavitch. 

Anita: Look, J'm a psychiatrie nurse and 1 work c10sely with the doctor. Why don'! you 
take a seat over here for a few minutes so we can talk. (As they move to sit, Linda's phone . . . 

rings.) 

Linda: l'm sorry. 1 have to take this cali. (She stands as ide.) 

Linda: Lester. How are you? .. .I had to step out for an appointment... No, it's 
persona!...I can't explainjust now. The meeting? (She looks al her watch,frantic). l'm 
so sorry but J'm running late ... The file's on my desk. It's fairly straightforward-Lester? 
(She realizes that he hashung up on her. They sil.) 

Anita: 80, is Melanie in any danger? 

Linda: No ... not reaHy. 

Anita: Then what is so urgent? 
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Linda: She's been-very anxious- ... l'm sorry-I should get back to the office. l'm .. .l'm 
having a' bad day. 1 thought if! saw the doctor, 1 could ... do something. 1 can't ... 1 can't 
reach her - (Controlling heremotions.) 

Anita: (Softening as she realizes Linda 's hurt.) .It's difficult sometimes. 

Linda: It's ... as if- l've lost ... 

Anita: It can be ... painful; at first. 

Linda: l've lost my daughter. My beautiful daughter. (She is crying, then laughing.) 
Weil she',s not so beautiful these days. Quite the monster. (Anita is nodding 
sympathetically.) She was so engaged with Iife, with her friends ... she had plans. And 
now ... to see her, Iike this. 

Anita: Her Iife isn't over. 

Linda: She doesn't care anymore about anything ... 

Anita: (Looking briefly at Melanie 'sfile.) It's part ofthe illness- she doesn't.care 
because she can't. Does she spend a lot oftime alone? 

Linda: Yes, days on end ... when we dotalk, we argue. We always end up arguing-she 
imagines things ... 

Anita: Is she taking her meds? 

Linda: Only the tranquilizers 1 think. Is there a way to force her to take the anti
psychotic pills? 

Anita: If she doesn't want to take them, there's not much you can do. Sorne people do 
get injections, usually when they've been hospitalized. She would have to go voluntarily. 

Linda: What about here? 

Anita: It must be 'a hospital in her district. And the hospital has to be willing to take her. 
Is her life at risk? 

Linda: You mean suicide? No she'd neveL .. 

Anita: Sounds to me like Mela~ie needs sorne time .. .Ifthings start to deteriorate for her, 
then she might decide to try the meds. It could take a few months. Sometimes it takes a 
few years. 

Linda: Afew years? What about helping her now? 

, Anita: Unfortunately, with schizophrenia, there's no quick fix. Why don't you give the 
doctor sorne time? He'lI handle her medication. What about you? 

Linda: Me? 



Anita: How are you doing? 

Linda: Pm fine. There must be something, sorne programme .. ,I read about anew 
medication for psychosis-(looking in her bagfor the paper). 
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Anita: Dr. Robinavitch is one of the best...And Melanie has to make these decisions for 
herself. In the meantime, wh en she's having dei usions, don't argue with her about 
whether they're realor not- it won't make a difference. 

Linda: That's easier said than done. 

Anita: 1 know (Smiles). Try to gently change the subject. Ifyou feellikeyou're gonna 
scream, stuff a mandarin orange in your mouth. 

Linda: (She laughs a litlle uneasily.) Y ou' re suggesting that 1 stuff an orange in my 
mouth? 

Anita: l'm saying that if she chooses to suffer with the symptoms, then let her do that. 
But you don't have to get dragged into il. 

Linda: How do 1 avoid il? . 

Anita: Get' on with your own life. Do you have other children, a partner? 

Linda: Yeso 

Anita: The thing is, this is your daughter now ... try to accept her, the way she is. 

Linda: 1 really want her back. Her old self. (Melanie enters from outside.) 

Anita: It takes time. 

Melanie: Mom? What are you doing here? 

Linda: Melanie (Linda rises). 1 was just. .. picking up your prescriptions. 

Melanie: Why? Why aren't you at work? (How did you know 1 was coming?) 

Linda: 1 was worried about the medication .. .l came to see the nurse. 

Anita: Your mother had a few questions. For herse If. Do you have an appointment 
today? 

Melanie: 1 called Dr. Robinavitch- please tell him to forget il. (Melanie starts to exil.) 

Anita: (Calling afler Melanie.) Are you sure? 1 could talk to him. (Melanie exiÎs.) 

Linda: Melanie, wait a minute ... Shit! Shit shit shit! (Her phone rings.) 1 better go. 
(Linda exils the waiting-room.) 
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Scene3 

Jimmy is in the family room, ,/ater the same daY. ' Ross arrives from work. 

Ross: Hi guys. 

Linda: '(Coming downfrom upstairs.) Oh. 1 thought it was Mel. 

Ross: Where is she? 

Jimmy: (At the computer.) 1 dunno. ) dropped her off at school today. Do you know if 
we have mental iIIness in our family? 

Linda: Did you go in with her? 

Jimmy: Uh no. 

Linda: What ifshe ran into her friends? She's so fragile-something must have happened. 

Jimmy: Her friends know mom. Besides, 1 had the science fair. 

Ross: How was the fair Jimmy? 

Jimmy: Alright. ' 

Ross: Just alright? 

Jimmy: Yea. It was okay. 

Ross: Strange, 1 couldn't find your table. 1 guess you weren't there. 

Jimmy: (Beat.) You went? 1 was [ate so 1 skipped it. 

. Linda: You skipped the fair? And you still didn't stay with Mel? 

Jimmy: She has to learn to live with this fucking thing. What if it doesn't go away? 

Linda: Don't talk that way. 

Ross: Where were you today? ' 

Jimmy: We needed tei practice for tomorrow. There's a chance we could win- '. 

Linda: 1 am so sick ofyour band. You need that course. 

Jimmy: It's one lousy science fair'! And the truth is 1 didn't want to go in with Mel. 
, '. 

Ross: Why? 
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Jimmy: Vou know how she gets that look on her face. (Mel hears Jimmy as she enters, 

100 king exhausted and tense, as if she 's been on a longjourney.) 

Melanie; Hey everyone, so you 're talking about me again. What look Jimmy? Does my 
face look ugly? Distorted? Are you telling them about the Doctor's mom? 

Ross: What about the Doctor's-

Jimmy: Hey Mel ... l didn't mean anything-

Melanie: It doesn 't matter anymore; don 't bother denying it. 

Jimmy: So,did you drop them? 

Melanie: No. And 1 don't give a shit. Never agilin! They shouldhave given the 
scholarship tosomeone more worthy. 

Linda:What happened? 

Melanie: (Moving restlessly.) Vou wouldn't believe me anyway. 
Or you'lI phone it in to my doctor. 

Ross: Why don't you give us a try. 

Linda: Have a seat Mel. Have you eaten anything? 

Mel: 1 ran into Richards. He tried to intimidate me-thinks he can get away with telling 
people things-

Linda: Did you show him the form? 

Ross: Who' s Richards? 

Jimmy: He teaches Organic Chemistry. 

Melanie: The messages aren't that hard to decode. Everyone in the course can decipher 
them. But it's way beyond the course now. 

Ross: What messages? 

Melanie: Hè sends me hate messages. He spreads lies about me on the web-

Jimmy: 1 don't know Mel. 

Mel: He's out to get me Jimmy. It's more complex than 1 realized-:- people are passing on 
information, photos. l'm a target dad-

Linda: Mel, stop it! It's theillness talking. 

Mel: Is that what you read in my file? Are you the expert now? It's not the illness.It's 
me. Right here. Don't you think l'm real? 1 knew you wouldn't believe me! (To Lucinda 
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who is on the stairs.) No retum from this conversation, it's another hopeless meandering 
circle. And he's a cop -he can't protect his daughter though. (As she c/imbs up the stairs 
to her room.) What's your hidden agenda Richards? (She turns the conversation to 
Lucinda and Bobby--one ofthem could be on the landing, or sitting on the stairs and one 
in her room.) 

Bobby: What about Jimmy? He wouldn't go in with you. 

Lucinda: What didhe mean by the look on your face? What doesit mean. 

Ross: 1 could run a background check on this guy ifYQu think-(He 's opening Ms làptop.) 

Linda: What are you saying! Is that even legal? 

Jimmy: Then Mel might see that he's okay. We could prove itto her-

Ross: What's this about the doctor's? 

Linda: 1 went to the Douglas today. Mel showed up-

Jimmy: What? 

Ross: How cou Id you do that? She doesn't want us involved. 

Linda: It was a mistake. 1 never saw the Dr.-

Jimmy: No wonder she's paranoid. 

Ross: What ifthis Richards is harassing her? Why would she lie about that?' 

Linda: Don't be ridiculous. 

Jimmy: He's a geek dad but he's not harassing her. 1 can't believe 1 said that, about her 
face. (Jimmy exits to the kitchen. Ross sils down on the couch. ) 

Linda: 11' s the illness. You know that. (She exits to the kitchen. Ross remains on the 
couch for a moment, not knowing what to do with his feelings. He tunis the television on 
and off. Checks his telephone messages. He shuts the laptop. He sils in an awkward 
lotus position in front of the couch and closes his eyes. 

Linda: (Linda enters aga in. Surprised to see him in this position, she sils on the couch 
near him.) At least it's Friday. Do you want a beer? 

Ross: No. 

Linda: Do you want to go out for dinner? There's a new bistro-

Ross: Not tonight. 

Linda: Hon? 1 think we need to talk. 
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Ross: 1 can't talk anymore- l'm going to the gym. 

Linda: Ross? 

Ross: Yea. (Shecontacts him somehow.) 

Linda: 1 don't know what we have anymore. There's a part ofme thatjust wants to leave 
this marriage ... this family. 1 don't be!ong. Not now. 1 mean 1 wouldn't leave now, 
obviously. 

Ross: What are you talking about? 

Linda: l'm obviously a terrible mother-
1 

Ross: Come on, you just said it yourself. This isn 't about you and me. 

Linda: How do you know? 

Ross: We're not perfect but. .. the way 1 see it, we don't own them. They need to have 
their own failures. Look at Jimmy- ifhe fails high school because he doesn't work, weil , 
fuck it. Let him deal with it. With Melanie, it's harder- 1 know ... 1 keep thinking ofthis 
one day a long time ago when 1 drove her and Karen to soccer. She' must have been ten
eleven - they had the giggles and she wouldn 't stop laughing- (The phone .rings.) 

Linda: Hello ... Mom? .. Calm down ... Ofcourse you're nervous ... You're not stupid. 
Now, what are the buildings nearby? (Ross gets up to leave). Zeller's? Ross is on his 
way ... Oh mom, 1 know ... It's okay,just sit down and take a deep breath. Is there a bench 
nearby? That's good. But don't get on the bus! Sorry- of course you know that. 1'11 put 
the kettle on ... Okay, a gin. 1'11 join you. . 

Ross: (As he 's putting his jacket on.) How the hell did she get ail the way to Zeller' s? 

Linda: What are we going to do? She's getting worse. (As he 's exiting.) Ross? We 
need milk and bread. And coffee. If you feellike it. 

Ross: l'II drop her off and then l'm going to "the gym. Vou can go to the frigging store. 

He grabs his gym bag and leaves. Linda hesitates, curis up on the couch and cries. Or 
tries to do a yoga position on the ground and cries. She then goes up to Mel 's room and 
mocks on the door. 

Linda: Mel? Is it alright in com~ in? 

Mel: l'm trying to sleep. (Mel is lying in bed under a blanket. Linda sits beside her, her 
hand gently massaging Mel 's back on the blanket.) 

Linda: Vou must be tired. It took a lot of courage ... to go in today. l'm proud ofyou. 
Really proud. 

Mel: How fucking lame is that. 1 need courage to go to school. 
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Bobby: It takes courage to buy a gun, tojump off a bui Iding. 

Lucinda: To sink into oblivion, to float away, far away. Vou won't feel a thing, a little 
nausea maybe. Your mother hates you. 

Bobby: Even worsé, she pities you ... 

Linda: l'm sorry about going to the Douglas. It was wrong. 

Bobby: Pathetic. 

Melanie: 1 don't want to talk about it. 

Linda:. Granny's coming for supper. Not that we have anything to eat. If you warit to 
join us ... 

Melanie: Tell granny 1 don't feel weil. 

Linda: Sure. Mel? 1 know it's been rough lately for you. And between you and me. But 
1 still love you to pieces ... (Whispering.) Forever and ever. 1 just wanted you to know 
that. (Mel does no/ respond and Linda leaves the room.) 

Scene 4 

Later that evening. Jimmy goes up to Mel 's room with Iwo glasses of chocolate milk 

Jimmy: Do you want sorne chocolate milk? 

Mel: (In her own thoughts, writing in her journal. Lucinda and Bobby are in the rooin.) 
Yeaokay. 

Jimmy: (He gives her the milk.) l'm sorry 1 left you today. We had to practice for 
tomorrow. (No reactionfrom Me/.) Thé show remember? (Pause.) Oh yea, 1 wanted to 
ask you ... can you help me with math this week? 1 failed the mid-term. 

Mel: (Ta/king to Jimmy but also directing sorne of the discussion to Lucinda.) 1 can't do 
math anymore. Too garbled ... The geometric surface? Scum on the surface looks like 
mou Id. 1 could take the plunge deep, deeper. The missing Iink is somewhere eluding me. 
What is the diameter of the room? 

Jimmy: What the fuck Mel. 

Mel: Done! It's too weil done. The wires are eroded, bumt. Do you see how it doesn't 
fit? 

Jimmy: Kind of. 

Mel: Taking the plunge again deeper into the core of the mountain. l'm swimmingjust 
like a fish when we were kids remember? Staying in the water forever. 
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Jimmy: Mel what's wrong? 

Mel: Nothing ... no real feeling except dull. (She writes dull). Sometimesthere's a 
feeling traveling up the side of the page. What page? It's a mystery forgotten by most. 
Mountain stream but the air is stagnant but it's okay because 1 was wamed about it. 
What's your take on this Jimmy? . 

Jimmy: 1 dunno ... why don't you come to the show tomorrow? Vou wouldn't have to 
stay long. . 

Melanie: Can 't make it this time. 

Jimmy: Come on Mel, you always Iiked the band. Ifwe win they'll pay for us to record a 
C.D. Karen's going. 

Melanie:. Karen's with them. 1 saw her. 

Jimmy: There's no way that Karen's with them. She's always asking about you. (Mel 
looks at him silspiciously.) 

Melanie: You're involved too: Vou think 1 don't know that? 

Jimmy: Me? There's no way l'm involved. 1 dunno Mel. 1 think l'm losing you. (He 
hesitates as ifto talkfurthèr and then exits the room.) 

Melanie: Jimmy? I~II try. 

Bobby: Y ou' Il try isn 't that s\yeet? Disgusting hypocrite. 

Lucinda co vers her body with a blanket. 

Melanie: (To herself, head on the pillow.) Alcohol and pills might be gentle. 

Scene 5 

The next day: Late Saturday Afternoon. The scrim in Mel 's room is open. Bobby 
and Lucinda are present. The tranquilizersare on the table . 

. Lucinda: Tranquilizer? 

Melanie: Okay. 

Bobby: Y ou 're getting addicted little girl. 

Melanie: l'm allowed to take two when necessary. 

Ross: (At Me/'s door.) Do you feellike going for a drive with me? l'm looking for a 

book ... we could have a coffee. 

Melanie: Not really dad. Could we go another day? 
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Ross: Yea sure, another time. (Ross hesitates and cornes downStairs.) 

Linda: What book are you looking (or? 

Ross: Just a book. 

Linda: The new Grisham? Something for work? 

Ross: Something a friend talked to me about. 

Linda: (Ta Rosi) So don't tell me about your book. 

Ross: (Pause.) It's a book on meditation. 

Linda: Since when are you into meditatlon? 

Ross: Joanne, at the station has been doing it for a few years- she said it really makes a 
differencè ... 1 figured rd give it a try. 

Linda: Do you talk to Joanne about your life, about your family? 

Ross: That's not the point. 

Linda: 1 think it is the point. Have you talked to her about Mel? 

Ross: It came up, indirectly. She told me about her brother who's bi-polar. 

Linda: So you told her about Melanie's iIIness. 1 thought we agreed to keep quiet about 
this. Now that the Montreal police force is aware of our problems 1 guess 1 shouldn't-

Ross: 1 trust her okay? . 

Linda: Vou trust her? But you won't even talk to me about it. Isn't Joanne sorne kid?'1 
thought she was just filling in while Jean-Luc's away. 

Ross: Look, we've been partnered for a month-we started to talk one day, that's ail. 
She's been through a lot, with her brother. She goes to a Zen center every week to 
meditate ... 1 was gonna check it out. . 

Linda: Are you gonna go with her? 

Ross: Come on Lin. What are you implying? 

Linda: Why don't you talk to me about your interests? 

Granny and Jimmy arrive. 

Granny: What a star! He drove me around, brought in.my groceries-here's a tip, buy 
yourself a beer tonight. 

Jimmy: Wow, thanks. 
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Linda: (Hugs her.) Mom he's 17! How are you doing today? 

Granny: Fine, fine. 1 love having a man around. 

Ross: (Charming.) Weil then,.'!etme get your coat ... (Ross helps her and then tUr11S on 
the television.) 

Granny: Oh this old thing. Now 1 have to rest my legs because 1 think 1 overdid it. 1 
bàught somesoup for MeL.. Has she been eating properly? 

Ross: Who knows. 

Linda: (Calling upstairs.) Mel? Do you want a cup oftea? 

Mel: No thank you. 

Jimmy: 1 do, for my voice. With honey. Isn't that supposed to be good? 

Granny: Honey is very good for the voice. Are you the lead singer? (Linda pours the teq, 
then goes upstairs to Mel 's door.) 

Jimmy: (Addinghoney.) Uh no, but 1 sing one number. That 1 wrote. 

Granny: How impressive. 

Ross: (Ross has turned on the TV.) Beautiful! Jimmy check this out on the replay. 

Jimmy: l've gotta go downtown. So here's the deal-

Linda: Mel? Please come on down for a bit. Granny's here. 

Mel: You can 't do that to me anymore. (She believes that her mother 's thoughts are 
seeping into her brain. She opens the door and yells.) 1 know what you're doing mom! 
Keep your thoughts to yourselfl 

Linda: What are you talking about? 1 offered you tea. 

Mel: Vou might as weil stop denying it. (She shuts the door.) 

Granny: Oh weil, what does it matter? Especially in her condition. 

Ross: (Quietly.) She's not pregnant. That was last month. 

Granny: Oh dear, and l've been wanting to tell you. 

Jimmy: Are you listening dad? You've gotta be there by 8: 30 in case they make us 
perform early. And don't forget the·parking's a bitch-I mean bad-

Ross: Hey relax. We won't miss your show. How many bands are there anyway? 
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Jimmy: About thirty. We're somewhere in the middle. (More quielly 10 Linda.) DidMel 
say anything? 

Linda: Not yet hon. 

Jimmy: (Drinking sorne tea.) Okay 1'11 see you there. (Hugs her in his exciternent for the 
show.) Don't be Jate! 

Granny: Do you want sorne soup? 

Jimmy: No time. (He kisses granny good-bye.) Bye gran. 

Linda: Good luck honey. 

Ross: (Overlapping wlth Linda 's Une.) Later. 

Lucinda and Bobby are lounging in Mel 's roorn, possibly sitting on her bed and al her 
desk. Melanie is writing in her journal . 

. Linda: It would mean a lot to Jimmy; 

Granny: l'm sure she'd go if she could. 

Bobby: (Eeholng Linda 's voiee.) Mel? Why don't you come to the show tonight? It 
would mean a lot to Jimmy. (In his volee.) A whole lot and you little princess are· 
copping out again. Oh you're scared? Ofwhat? The venue, the smoke, the people 
edging into your body. Miserable fears ... the doctor would laugh. 

1. • . 

Mel: Bullshit mom! Keep·your thoüghts to yourself. 1 need my privacy! 

Linda: Mel are you okay? 1 didn't say a word! (Pause. She then takes a deep breath 
and begins watering Ihe plants.) 

Ross: Leave her alone. She'll come around. 

Lucinda: (Overlapping with Ross.) Yes, leave her alone. You're picking on her ... She's 
. lost the baby but something else is growing in there. Right under the left breast- a little 
tumor. Is it benign or cancerous sweet angel? 

Melanie: 1 don 't know ... It feels odd. Should 1 see someone? 

Granny: She's always been a wonderful girl. Has she eaten today? 

Linda: Do you think you two could stop giving me advice? 

Granny: l'm sorry- l'd be pulling my hair out ifI were you ... Maybe 1 should bake 
something for everyone. Do you think Melanie would like an apple pie? lfyou have 
sorne apples-

Linda: Mom please don't. No sense in spoiling her. 
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Bobby: Did you get that Mel? You're behaving like a spoiled brat, spoiling everyone's 
peace spoiling the laughs, spoiling the family core- a rotten worm-infested apple. 

Mel: (Yells downstairs.) Stop thinking thosethings! Vou can't control what l'm 
thinking! 

Linda: 1 can't take it much longer ... 

Lucinda: (Overlapping with Lucinda 's Une. A variation of Linda 's volee.) . Ican 't take 
it much longer. It is painful for me, watching you waste your life away . 

. Ross: Yea well, 1 guess l' 11 go to the gym. 

Bobby: Lookaround princess. Her thoughts are seeping in through the cracks. Oh by all 
means write your nonsense if it makes you feel better. Fill the cracks with words; try to 
them away. (Mel is writing down words on paper that she tears into pieees from her 

. journal. She stuffi the paper in the cracks that she sees in the walls to keep her mother 's 
thoughts away. Bobby becomes a tyrannical conductor.) 

Mel: Shove makeshift love lesson lever load radio lucid 

Bobby: Try the letter d. 

Mel: Dance distort disfunction digress disaster dubious 

Lucinda: Sweetie? l'm suggesting that you exercise and eat healthier. Ali this junk food. 

Mel: l'm not your sweetie can't you see? And my brain is closed. Off Iimits! Vou can't 
do this anymore! (She continues to write words on papers and mutter to herself.) 

Bobby: Faster! The letter a. 

Mel: Apple anger august answer anthropology ask ammunition 

Bobby: Faster come on. More! 

Mel: Asterix apex agony autumn fucking autumn. 

Bobby: Good. The letter M now. J'm enjoying this. (As if conducting an orchestra.) 

Ross: Isaid l'~ going to the gym.· 

Linda: Great. 

Ross: What's wrong with going to the gym? 

Granny: Why don't you both go? 1'11 mind the fort. 

Lucinda: (A variation of Linda 's voiee.) How about a part-time job? ~ Why don 't you join 
a gym? 

Melanie: Monster mustard mauve meager maverick manager 

Bobby: Marvellous! (ln Linda's voice.) Running offwords- do you think they'll protect 
you? 



Lucinda: How about tutoring again? 

Bobby: You were a wonderful tutor. 

Lucinda: Or babysitting? 
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Bobby: (Eehoing Linda 's voiee.) Have you thought about getting a part-time job; just to 
get out? A bookstore. Or a café. 

Mel: 1 tried. Remember? 1 can't work! 

Bobby: P now. (A /ittle vieious.) Come on try harder. 

Mel: Petunias pansies petrol petrification putrification. Picture. Picture me gone. The 
dead solution. (BeaI.) 

Bobby: One thing at a time. 

Lucinda: (Eehoing Linda 's volee.) You quit a fantastic part-time job. 

Mel: Everyone was looking at me. 1 fucking tried you have no idea! Okay, you're 
making sense in the long turn of events but 1 can't do anything! Circular bullshit! A 
fucking maze! So don 't tell me 1 don't try!! 

Linda: (YeJJs upslairs.) Please stop yell ing! 

Bobby: The letter S. The dead solution. Did you mention that? Dead. Gone .. Smacked 
right out of a universe that doesn't need you anyway. 

Lucinda: (Lucinda inlerjeels.) Everybody will cry but they'll forgetquickly enough. 

Melanie: Won't they miss me? 

Linda: The gym. Skiing. Jogging! Ifs the idea that you casually go out and forget our 
troubles-

Ross: Do you want me to quit everything? To sit at home and worry? 

Linda: 1 don't know what 1 want. 

Granny: Be careful, she'll hear you. 

Linda: You're right. The nurse sa id that we have to get on with our lives, not give in to 
her. (Pause.) It's still early; you should goto the gym. And l'm going to paint the 
bathroom a very soft creme. 

Ross: Today? 

Linda: We've been talking about it for a year. Why not start today? 

Granny: But aren 't we going out somewhere? 

Linda: Jimmy's concert: Tonight. 

Granny: 1 hope you don't mind dragging me along. 
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Linda: Of course not. , 

Bobby: Ail your life you'll be a burden ~o the universe, to your family. You won't be a 
burden. to your friends of course because you don 't have any friends! (He finds this Joke 
amusing.) 

Lucinda: Were they really looking at you? . 

Mel: 1 could barely get through a shift. Shame shameless shameful 1 am so ashamed, so 
ashamed. 

Bobby: Baby it's a solution. 1 like it. l'm tired ofthis game anyway. 

Lucinda: 1 know sweetie Ijust don't want you to give up. 

Melanie: Give up what? Do you think this is a life? 

Bobby: You need to be strong princess. It takes an amazing strength of character to kill 
yoursèlf- are those paint fumes? 

Mel: What? (Looks outside the door.) Is she painting? How couldshe do that knowing 
l'm i1I? Would she really poison me? 

Ross: Y ou' re painting over the wood? 

Granny: Won't that look odd? The wood is so beautiful. 

Mel: (Outside the door,furious.) Mom, why are you painting? 1 can't handle toxins. 

Linda: Don'tbe ridiculous. This paint has no V.O.C.'s. It's a fast-'drying latex. 

Mel: But l'm allergie! You can't do that! 

Linda: 1 didn't know you were allergie ta paint. l'II open the. windows. 
1 

Bobby: Why bother? 

Linda: 1 feellike redecorating the bathroom. 

Granny: Linda, why don't you paint another day? So much is going on. 

Mel: 1 think 1 have a lump in my breast. 

Linda: A lump? What are you talking about? Oh ... l'm not going to discuss this. Ifyou 
choose to not take your pills then you have ta deal with the consequences. 

Ross: Linda, what the hel!. 

Mel: (Mel yells after her from the landing.) You don't care that's the truth! You think 
J'm imagining things. It's not so simple! l'm suffering with allergies and- . 

Lucinda: (Quiet/y.) And maybe a tumor .. 

Melanie: And maybe a tumor! 

Bobby: Come on, what are you starting? 



Lucinda: There's a lump. 

Bobby: Could be a calcium deposit. Fatty tissue. 

Granny: A tumor? What do you think Ross? 

Linda: (She eats a mandarin orange instead of arguing but il takes effort.) 
( 

Melanie: And youkeep pushing me. 1 won't be able to breathe! 

Linda: You're not allergie. You've never been allergie. Vou can go for a walk if the 
smell bothers you. (To Eoss.) She's unbearable. 

, 
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Melanie: (Mel comes downstairs.) Fucking bitch you never believe me! The chemicals 
l .. 

in the paint will make me sick. Y ou' re trying to kill me! (She kicks the can of paint over.) 
There! Look what you made me do now! . 

Bobby: (Flippant.) 1 thought you wanted to die. 

Melanie: (Turns toward Bobby upstairs.) Will you stay out of it! 

Granny tries to console Mel who is crying hysterically. Ross is trying to deal with the 
spilled paint. 

Granny: Now now Mel, it'sjusf paint. Your mother wouldn't hurt you. 

) Ross: Why the fuck did you start with painting in the tirst place? Who cares about the 
house! Where's the paper towel? How am 1 supposed to c1ean up paint with()ut paper 
towel? Vou and your fucking green living! 

Linda: (To everyone, very intense.) That'sit. 1 can't take this anymore. l'm going for a 
walk ... before ... 1... kill. .. someone. (She grabs Iwo or three oranges and leaves.). 

Granny: Your mother seems tired today. 

Scene 6 -

Early evening. The paint is cleaned up. They are wearing casual clothes and are getting 
ready to leave for the concert. Linda is clearing things up from the familyroom. Ross is 
waiting for Linda. . 

Ross: (At the door.) Lin? We better hurry ifwe're going to tind parking. 

Linda: l'm comiryg. (Grabbing coat, purse etc.) 1 made up the spare bed for you mom. 

Granny: Be sure to explain to Jimmy that my legs were sore ... that 1 wanted to go. 

> 

Linda: Don't worry, he']] understand. (Hugs her good-bye.) 

Granny: 1 know but 1 hate to miss it-
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Ross: Someone will take a video so you won't miss a thing. (They exit.) 

(Granny curis up on the couch in front of the. TV. She dozes off. A short lime lapse here 
indicated by a lighling transition and a change in the audio of the TV show. We see 
Melanie take many pills and drink the gin while granny sleeps or possibly the scrim is 
c/osed until granny discovers her. Granny wakes up, turns off the TV and goes. upstairs. 

Granny: (She opens the,door to Mel's room and sees that her head is collapsed on her 
desk, with a pill bottle beside her and a bottle of gin.) Mel? Are you okay? Mel! 
Oh no ... Mel. .. sweetie ... What did you do? Mel wake up! (She shakes her.) 
Wake up! . 

Mel: (Mumbling, half-conscious.) Granny? l'm sorry. 

~ 

Granny: l'Il be right back. (Granny in a panic runs downstairs to cali Linda and Ross. 
She picks up the phone and cannot remember Ross' cell number. She starts to look in the 
address book.) Oh my God. Whatis it? (She calls 911.) Hello this is a very serious 
emergency. My grand-daughter has taken pills .. .! don't know ... a lot ofpills. With 
alcohol. Please come quickly ... The address is ... (She hesitates with the numbers.) 4115 
Des Chenes, in Pointe-Claire. (She hangs up, then picks up Ross' cell phone from the 
table and starts to press buttons. Frantic, she thenfinds the number on thefridge and 
nervously dials it.) 

Granny: Please answer. Come on .. Hello . .Hello? Ross is that you? Come quickly! It's 
Mel. She's overdosed 1 think. Vou better hurry. 1 called 911 ... Ross? (She hangs up 
and prays quietly. She goes back up to Mel 's room and sits near Mel, her hand on Mel 's 
limp hand.) 

The lights come up on Jimmy downstage with his electric guitar as he prepares to do his 
number, his imaginary band behind him. 

Jimmy: (Upbeat andfairly confident.) Heyeveryone. You're a great audience! And 
we're having a fantastic time tonight. Yea ... this one's for my sister who really wanted to 
be here but couldn't make it. And uh yea ... (He 's looking around the audience for his 
parents.) Yea ... (His expression changes as he cannotfincf them.) For everyone else out 
there too. 

(Singing) Fading into oblivion in fucked-up suburbia 
Wasting my time in a sea of inertia 
Angel from heaven where do you go? 
Your room is a fortress, a deep and quiet tomb 
Monks chanting to the sadness in your mind 
Are theyconversing while you're leaving me behind 

During the song, we see Ross and Linda enter the house and rush into Mel 's room. Ross 

carries Melanie down the stairs in his arms. Linda looks quickly in Mel's bagfor her 

medical card which she takes out of her wallet; she also brings the pill bottle. Linda hugs 
Granny briejly and they follow Ross out of the house. Through the window we partially 

see a jlashing ambulance light and we hear the siren as the ambulance takes off. 
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Scene 7 

Ten years later at the hospital Emergency room. The time is the present. Linda and 
Melanie are sitting in the waiting area. Melanie is 28 years old and Linda is in her mid-
50 's. Melanie iswearing a raincoat and sweatpants. Linda 's in jeans and a sweater. 
Both women look tired, and a !iule worn-out. . 

Linda: Here we are. (Silence.) Vou said you'd check in. 

Melanie: (Very frightened.) 1 can '1. 

Linda: Why riot? 

Melanie: 1 don 't want to anymore. 

Linda: 1'11 go with you. 

Melanie: 1 don't'even have my Clothes .. 

Linda: l'II bring them tomorrow. 

Melanie: Vou didn'tgive me any waming. 

Linda:How èan you saythat? l've been talking to you, the social worker, the doctor-

Melanie: Unbelievable! l'm twenty-eight years old! Do you realize th at- you ~an't go 
and talk about me as if, as if ... 1 can lead myown life! Even if ... there isn't a clear.;. 

Linda: l'm trying to help. For your good. 1 know that sounds lame. 

Melanie: You always say that. It gets you offthe hOok for. .. for everything. Vou want to 
have me committed! Why? 1 mean what kind of a fucking mother would do that? 

Linda: (Almos! breaking down.) Melanie. Don't. 

Melanie: Do you know what it's like in there? 

. Linda: They have a program. 

Melanie: Please mom ... Don't make me. 

Linda: You need to do this for yourself. 

Melanie: 1 can decide what 1 need todo. With my doctor. 

Linda: Your doctor agrees- he freed up a bed. 

Melanie: You mean the social worker. Vou 've ail ganged up on me. 

Linda: After you take the medication- you'lI fee} better- and you'll understand. 
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Melanie: How do you know? 

Linda: The truth is .. .I don't know. But what ifthere's a chance of getting better? Of 
finding sorne kind ofpeace ... isn't that worth it to you? Vou might be able to do the things 
that you like again. 

Melanie: Vou really think l'm pathetic don't you. That my Iife is worth shit. 

Linda: (Pause.) No ... 1 think that you need help. 

Melanie: Maybe you need help mom. Maybe you're getting alittle carried away here, 
forcing me to-

Linda: Listen to me: l've worked very hard to get you this bed and you better take it 
because tomorrow the bed will be gone.We williose it. Do you understand what that 

. means? Vou have to make an effort too- to give something of yourself-

Melanie: l'II take the pills at home. 

Linda: l'm not taking youhome. 

Melanie: l'Il come tomorrow. l'Il think about it. 

Linda: We're here now. 

Melanie: How can you fucking do this to me! l'm calling dad. (She hesitates to use the 
phone and then caUs.) 

Linda: Vou 're not allowed to use your cell here. 

Melanie: Dad? Mom.brought me to the hospital. (She listensfor a beat.) She's totally 
lost it... She won't take me home! He wants to talk to you. (Passing the phone to her.) 

Linda: l'IIexplain later. (She hangs up.) Please Ross. l'Il cali you back. 

Melanie: Jimmy will come get me. 

Linda: Jimmy ha~ a gig in Toronto. 

Melanie: l'Il walk home. Vou know l'm weak. Vou know 1 can't walk home. Areyou 
going to make me walk home? 

Linda: (Hands her a card.) This is a very safe woman's shelter, three, four blocks away. 
l'II bring!you your things tomorrow. Vou can think about it there. 

Melanie: Vou bitch! Vou fucking bitch!! Who do you think you are? It's my home too. 
You can't just kick me out! 

Linda: Unless you ... make sorne changes 1 don't want you living with us anymore. We 
need ... as a family, we need ... space. Vou can visit. Anytime. 

Melanie: l'Il cali dad. He'lI pick me up. 

Linda: That's between you and dad. (On verge ofbreaking down.) l'm not doing. it 
anymore. 



Melanie: Doing what? Vou think you're a fucking heroine. l'm the one who's sick. 
What the hell do you do? 

Linda: Not much 1 guess. 
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Melanie: Vou tried to poiso'n me. You've been trying to get rid of me for months. And 
now you got Anita on your side- she would never do this without your influence. 

Linda: i wou Id never poison you. 1 did cali Anita. After you went off your meds, again, 
1 needed help-

Melanie: 1 can't go to the hospital tonight. It's awful mom- the noises, the smell ... 1 
won't sleep. 1'11 hear things ... mom please don't do this to me. 1'11 try. 1 promise this 
time l'li try ... Are you really going to do this? (Silence.) 1 will never ever forgive you for 
this. 

Mel grabs her bag and leaves the hospital crying. Linda remains on the bench immobile. 
A nurse at the hospital who has witnessed the last exchange gently approaches her. 

Nurse: Des fois il faut être gentil avec un coeur trouble. 

Linda starts to bawl as the lights fade., 

Scene 8 

The next morning. The Hospital Emergency Room. Melanie, followed by Lucinda and 
, Bobby, enters the door and pauses, frozen wilh fear. She sils on the bench, (they sil on 

eilher side of her) clinging to her bag and loohng around nervously. She then applies 
lipstick. She looks toward the exit. She then makes an extreme effort, stands tall and 
walks up to the reception desk that is positioned in such a way that she isfacing the· 
audience downstage. 

Melanie: Hello. My name is Melanie Boyd. Dr. Robinovitch arranged for a bed for 
me ... Yea, psychiatry. 

THE END 



Conclusion 
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Th.e process ofthinking about representations of mental illness in different 

. ways-the theoretica'l, the critical and the creative- leads me to wonder about the effects 

of one discursive space on another and how the spaces relate to each other. In this 

conclusion, 1 will explore how sorne of the ideas in the first two chapters impact my play, 

with the understanding that there may be another draft in the future. 

As discussed in chàpter one, there aremany half-truths circulating in Western 

culture about mental illness, sorne of which come from past centuries and sorne from this 

century's evolving views ofmental illness. We ding to our notions of"madnes's", the 

"mystique" surr04ndirig it, to borrow Tillie Olson's term (226), as we attempt to distance 

it from ourselves. These myths about its shape (i. e. its association with genius and sexual 

expression), the doubts about its existence, the search for its causes, surface in 

representations in plays along with the employment of"madness" as metaphor for 

rebellion or creativity .. However, 1 discovered that most of the playwrights wrote such _ 

intelligent treatments of the subject that the myths and half-truths are hidden beneath the 

text. This is what 1 found interesting- as a reader, once engaged in the subjective world of 

the play and its narrative, the myth or construct about schizophrenia or whatever mental 

illnessis presented, becomes secondary, because from the perspective or viewpoint of the 

. playwright and the period of the writing, it makes s.ense. In t.wentiethcentury drama, we 

are seduced by the notion of the individual struggling ~gainst the forces of his or her past 

(Long Day 's Journey Into Night, Crimes of the Heart) or the forces of society (Cuckoo 's 

Nest}--the underlying myth' is ultimately that the individual has sorne sort of control over 

illness~ that he or she is the centre of the universe. In many plays, the struggle of the 

individual and the emphasis on causes remove our attention away from the neuro-

biological reality of the illness, although more recent plays such as Proofand 

Blue/Orange' deal with this element as weil as the role of genetics. 
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In relation to chapter one, the myth in Alarm that the family is mûst influenced by 

at the onset ofMelanie's problems is the notion that mental iIlness does not really exist, 

that with more personal effort and the family's support, Melanie could regain control of 

her life. As the illness progresses and is better understood, the idea that Melanie cou Id 

"pull herselftogether" by going to school, working or engaging socially with friends is 

. dropped, although Melanie herself continues to feel guilty and ashamed about her illness . 

. Melanie also has a fear ofthe anti-psychotic medication harming her personality and 

causing weight gain (a possible side-effect), having absorbed negative images about this 

type of medication. 1 echo this anxiety over medication with granny resisting to take her 

piHs for Alzheimer's, to convey the complexity of the family'sreaction to medication. 

Linda and Ross, have irrational feelings of guilt and responsibility for Melanie's iIlness, 

reflecting the persistent idea that the family and especially the mother must be at the root 

of mental illness. The pervasive silence surrounding mental illness is what affects them 

the most: Melanie's friends are afraid to visit and the parents feel they must be secretive 

to protect her From negative stigma. Although Melanie is receiving psychiatrie treatment, 

the family's fears and misconceptions about mental illness contribute to their isolation. 

The critical analysis of the selected plays and my engagement with other plays . 

leads me to retum to questions ofform-how does one express the inner life of the person .-

who is iIl, while maintaining dramatic movement in the play, and how do the language 

and the play's construction serve to reflect the experience of the family an~ the iridividual 

who is ilI? The related question that the theoretical discourses raise, is how does one 

represent, with sorne degree of truth, the complexity of mental illness and not perpetuate 

antiquated myths and half-truths that misrepresent the many people who live with mental· 

disorders?' The play From the modem era that most impressed me was Miller's Death of a 

. 
Salesman because of his skillful writing of transitions that transport us easily From the 

everyday world of the family to the world ofWilIy's imagination, thus bringing 
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expressionistic elements to a realistic play with complex character developinent and 

dramatic build. In a number of scenes in Alarm, Melanie is speaking to other characters 

while moving in and out ofher imaginary world, as she responds to auditory 

hallucinations. For example, this happens in act 2 (scene 5), when the voices are echoing 

Linda's thoughts that according to Melanie, are infiltrating her brain. Although the . . 

imaginary world is the dominant one at this point, Melanie steps out of it intermittently to 
( 

yell at her mother to stop harassing her. The physical structure of the set can reflect this 

division between the active imaginary world upstairs and the realistic world suffused with 

tension downstairs. A transparent, gauze scrim framing her room combined with Iighting 

effects could create a dream-like atlllosphere. Also, during sorne of the scene changes, 

Melanie could be dimly lit lying on her bed to convey with a tableau, the days spent alone 

in her room. 

Many df the plays offer examples of intensification of dramatic action, where thè 

subject of mental disorder, although an important theme in the text, is not central to the 

dramatic question (what will happen, how·things will become resolved) in the play. For 

example, the plot of Proofis driven by the question of discovering who wrote the 

mathematical proof. In Blue/Orange the fight between the doctors for control of the 

decision-making process is essential to the movement of the play. However, with 

Strindberg's The Father, the question ofhis succumbing to "madness" and his wife's plan 
) 

to incarcerate him are dri~ing the plot. As this ~elates to Alarm, my impression is that, 

with the dramatic question-will Melanie (and her family) leam to live with 

schizophrenia? - it has been challenging to intensify the play dramatically. 

Schizophrenia, in my understanding of it, due to the "negative symptoms", slows the 

individual down during periods of illness: there are many hours lost in sleep, in silence, in 

depression ... hours that, without successful treatment, evolve into years. The most 

dramatic episodes may be in the person's mind, and in their struggle to overcome the 
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symptoms, therefore, as 1 imagined the "scenes" .through the years, they lacked dramatic 

content. Once 1 focused on Linda as the protagonist, it became easier for me to write 

because her project, "to help her daughter become healthy", is strong and forward-

moving. Also, the play, apart from illness, is about the family unit, and the dance between 

the romantic idealized expectations, the myths ofwhat family "should be", and the chaotic 

reality of Iife. To intensify the drama in the play, 1 make everything deteriorate with each 

new scene: the illness progresses with Melanie's refusai to take anti-psychotic medication 

and the family members develop problems with their work (or school) and their 

relationships with each other. Meanwhile, no one is fully grasping that the grand-

mother's Alzheimer's is also progressing. Where 1 amless successful at this point is that 

sorne of the arguments are too similar. The suicide attempt is a comp,lication but 

ultimately the mother's difficult decision to force Melanie to move out of the house is the 

climax of the play. In the next draft, an earlier scene between Linda and Ross, wheréin . 

Ross objects to this deci"sion would serve the play in a few ways. His conflict with Linda 

: would increase the drama by raising the stakes of her plan, as she cou Id lose him while -

trying to save her daughter. Having Linda: waver with her decision to help Melanie by 

means of "tough love" would revealher vulnerability. The scene wou Id also allow Ross 

to express his quiet devotion to Melanie, no matter what happens. It would also rein force 

the theme, that even the most secure family relationships can be threatened by unexpected 

stressful circumstances .. The final climactic scene in act 2 (scene 7) could take place afew 

. . 
years after she becomes ill; this wou Id keep the play's focus on the first intense years of 

. Melanie's illness, evenifthese incidents might realistically evolve over a longer time 

1 span. 

ln relation to the question of attempting creative truthful representation, of not 

perpetuating sorne of the misconceptions and myths discussed iri the first chapter, the 

presentation ofvoices in Alarm serves as an example for this discussion. The 
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dramatization ofMelanie's voices as "characters" is delicate because the characters 

become a metaphor for the voices in her mind-voices that most often with schizophrenia, 

are auditory and are oftenaccompanied by sounds. Exploring more sounds and subtle 

music to accompanythe voices (ideal/y, in a workshop ofthe script), may communicate 

the imaginary world ofvoices more effectively. Also the voices, as "characters", when 

present in the physical space, could have adifferent way of relating to the space to set 

them apart, so that they appear to exist in Melanie's imagination. Possibilitiés inc\ude the 

subtle use of abstract movementor masks. In Angels in America Part 1, Millennium 

Approaches (Tony Kushner 1990), the valium-popping Amber has hallucinations wi,th 

bizarre theatrical characters. Sometimes she travels with them to places, such as the North 

Pole. The voyages are drug-induced escapes from her extreme unhappiness, but they also 

, offer lessons about life. For example, in one ofher dreamlhallucinations, sh~ discovers 

herhusband's sexual orientation. This connection to a d~eper source oftruth (possibly in 

herself) via her hallucinations rein forces the idea of "madness" accessing a higher wisdom 

and echoes the psychedelic drug experience of the sixties and seventies. It is also a highly 

theatrical device that Kushner éounter-balances in his "Fantasia" (part of the title) with the 

portrayal ofher physical addiction to valium. 1 refer to it, briefly, to illustrate the question 

of balancing the desire for a more stylized interpretation of Melanie's voices, with the 

desire for a realistic representation of the nature ofthese voices. If the voices are really 

cruel, harassing Melanie incessantly, they could 'become annoying; if, on theother hand, 

they are fantastical and entertaining,they may have-Iittle to do with schizophrenia. 

Of course, the question of"truth" is tempered by iny awareness that a writer 

subjectively treats a subject, presenting what is authentic to her or him at that point in 

time. Every author is ec~oing opinions formed from a specific cultural perspective and 

any literary representationofschizophrenia isjust that- a representation based on research 

:and possibly experience, but from one author's perspective, influenced by cultural notions 
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ofmental"illness, by fear, by metaphors and mystique ~hat has been absorbed from films, 

from theoretical discourses, from everyday conversations, and from sensationalized 

newspaper articles. However, a play like Margaret Ebson's WU (1995) about a woman's 

experience with ovarian cancer is powerful, partly because of its authentici~ and the 

impression of the subject matter having been experienced from within and conveyed 

"truthfully". 

It is through the language of the voices as weil as their physical presentation that 1 

am attempting to engage the audience in Melanie's imaginary world. The characters 

personifying the "auditory hallucinations have their own personal quirks and voices to 

bring their objectives to life in an entertaining manner. Bobbyis sarcastic and demanding, 

towards Melanie, while the gentle Lucinda soothes her with tranquilizers and coaxes her 

to rest. Constantly arguing with each other for control of Melanie, they are the real 

obstacles to Linda's project of helping Melanie to become healthy again. Accompanied 

by odd sounds, visible only to Melanie, they should weave in and out of the scenes, 

without needing a logical justification for their presence. Sometimes they could be 

vocally present, and at other moments surprise the audience with their physical form (as 
) 

when they appear to be ordinary people waiting for the bus). They often terrify Melanie 

with their morbid commands and interpretations of events. Although Melanie's 

hallucinations are lively and expressive, her everyday speechat times should reflect a 

povertyof feelings and difficulties with verbal communication. Sometimes her sentences 

could trail off, reflecting that she is unable to communicate and prefers to be quiet. The 

variations with the speech of the different characters will be reworked with the next draft, 

with the goal of cutting excessive diàlogue, yet suggesting nuances and discovering more 
. . 

humor. 

Lastly, how is Alcirm opening up a new discursive space? The"re are few plays 

that are pro-medication and that celebrate, rather than blame the family that takes on the 
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role ofcaregiver, sometimes for a lifetime. Alarm presents thejoumey ofliving with 

mental illness from the viewpoint of the caregiver,'without minimizing the suffering of the 

individual who is il!. The fact that serious mental illnesses, are still mired in stigma, 

metaphors and misunderstandings, makes it difficult for individuals who are affiicted, to 

openly seek medical help and the support of community and friends. Mental illness, 

despite its insistent presence on city streets, in families, and in the workplace is shrouded 

in "silence" and Alarm is a small way to give it voice. 
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